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Abstract

Growing popularity of virtual reality (VR) technology, to present content virtually all

around a user, creates new challenges for digital content creators and presentation sys-

tems. In this dissertation, we investigate how to support viewers to not miss important

information when exploring unknown virtual environments. We examine different vi-

sual stimuli to guide viewers’ attention towards predetermined target regions in their

surrounding. To best preserve the original visual appearance of scenes, we aim for subtle

visual modifications that operate as close as possible to viewers’ perception threshold,

while still providing effective guidance.

In a first approach, we identify issues of existing visual guidance stimuli to be

effective in VR environments. For use in large-field-of-view, head-mounted displays

(HMDs), we derive techniques to handle perspective distortion, degradation of visual

acuity in the peripheral visual field and target regions outside the initial FOV. An

existing visual stimulus technique, originally conceived for desktop environments, is

adapted accordingly and successfully evaluated in a perceptual study.

Subsequently, the generalizability of these extension techniques is investigated re-

garding different guidance methods and VR devices. For this, additional methods from

related work are re-implemented and updated accordingly. Two comparable perceptual

studies are conducted to evaluate their effectiveness within a consumer-grade HMD and

in an immersive dome projection system covering almost the full human visual field.

For all of the tested methods, our evaluation shows a positive influence on participants’

viewing behavior, indicating general applicability of our modification techniques for

various guiding methods and VR systems.

Finally, a novel visual guidance method (SIBM) is created, specifically designed for

immersive systems. It builds on contrary manipulations of the two stereoscopic frames

in VR rendering systems, turning the inevitable overhead of double (per eye) rendering

into an advantage that is not available in monocular systems. Moreover, exploiting our

visual system’s high sensitivity for discrepancies in binocular input allows to noticeably

reduce the required per-image contrast of the actual stimulus, well below previous state-

of-the-art methods.
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Kurzfassung

Die wachsende Popularität von VR-Technologien, die Inhalte virtuell rings um den

Nutzer anzeigen, schafft neue Herausforderungen für Designer und Darstellungssyste-

me. In dieser Dissertation untersuchen wir, wie Betrachter unterstützt werden können,

wichtige Informationen unbekannter virtueller Umgebungen nicht zu übersehen. Wir

prüfen mehrere visuelle Methoden, um die Aufmerksamkeit von Betrachtern auf vor-

definierte Bereiche ihrer Umgebung zu lenken. Um das Erscheinungsbild von Szenen

bestmöglich zu erhalten, suchen wir subtile visuelle Modifikationen, die möglichst nah

an der Wahrnehmungsgrenze arbeiten und trotzdem eine effektive Blickführung bieten.

In einem ersten Versuch ermitteln wir Probleme existierender visueller Stimuli beim

Einsatz in VR-Umgebungen. Für die Nutzung in HMDs leiten wir daraus Techniken zur

Handhabung von perspektivischen Verzerrungen, Abnahme der Sehschärfe im periphe-

ren Sichtfeld und Zielgebieten außerhalb des initialen Blickfelds ab. Ein existierender

visueller Stimulus, ursprünglich für Desktop-Umgebungen entworfen, wird entsprechend

angepasst und in einer perzeptuellen Studie erfolgreich evaluiert.

Im Anschluss wird die Generalisierbarkeit dieser Techniken im Hinblick auf wei-

tere Blickführungs-Methoden und VR-Systeme untersucht. Dafür werden zusätzliche

Methoden aus verwandten Arbeiten implementiert und entsprechend angepasst. Deren

Effektivität wird in zwei perzeptuellen Studien, in einem Endkunden-HMD und einem

immersiven Kuppelprojektionssystem mit annähernd vollem Sichtfeld, überprüft. Un-

sere Evaluation zeigt für alle getesteten Methoden einen positiven Effekt auf das Blick-

verhalten der Probanden, womit angenommen werden kann, dass unsere Techniken für

diverse Blickführungs-Methoden und VR-Systeme geeignet sind.

Zuletzt wird eine neuartige, speziell für immersive Systeme konzipierte Methode zur

visuellen Blickführung (SIBM) entwickelt. Sie nutzt konträre Manipulation der beiden

stereoskopischen Bilder in VR-Rendersystemen, was den Mehraufwand des zweifachen

(pro Auge) Renderns zu einem Vorteil macht, den monokulare Systeme nicht bieten.

Durch die hohe Sensitivität unseres visuellen Systems für Unstimmigkeiten in binoku-

laren Informationen, kann darüber hinaus der erforderliche Kontrast des eigentlichen

Stimulus innerhalb eines Bildes wesentlich reduziert, und damit der bisherige Stand der

Technik deutlich unterboten werden.
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1 Introduction

Laterna Magica

Thaumatrope

Phenakistiscope

Zoetrope

Horse in Motion

(Images in public domain)

During the last century, movies have evolved into an om-

nipresent medium of everyday life. However, their evolu-

tion started much earlier, probably with shiftable painted

glass used in projections with candles or oil lamps, for

which first records date back to Huygens in the 1650s

[Huygens 1950]. Oldest known references of such an appa-

ratus, the “Laterna Magica” by Walgensten, date back to

1671 [Kircher 1671]. During the 19th century many new

inventions were made to display motion of objects. One

of the first examples is the “Thaumatrope” (1825), a cir-

ular plate having complementary paintings on both sides

and two strings attached on opposite edges to quickly

spin the plate. While its invention has so far been at-

tributed to either Fitton [Babbage 1864] or Paris [Camp-

bell 1825, Paris and Cruikshank 1827], recent findings

suggest that the principle was already used in the Mag-

dalenian epoch (18,000–11,000 B.P.) [Roussot 1985, Enloe

2001, Azéma and Rivère 2012]. The “Phenakistiscope”

(1830), a rotating disc with thin rectangular apertures,

through which the painted back can be seen in a mirror

[Plateau 1833, Prince 2010]; the “Zoopraxiscope” (1879),

projecting short sequences of photographs printed on a

rotating glass plate [Braun et al. 2004]; the “Zoetrope”

(1834), a rotating cylinder with thin rectangular aper-

tures showing paintings on the inner surface [Lincoln 1867,

Bradley 1889, Hopwood and Foster 1915]; and the “Elec-

trotachyscope” (1886), a rotating disc with a small section

being lit by a flashing light [Scientific American Inc. 1889,

Rossell 2001], are just a few more of the numerous exam-

ples from this period [Herbert and McKernan 1996].
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Introduction

Zoopraxiscope Disc

Chronophotographic Gun

Electrotachyscope

Roundhay Garden Scene

Kinetoscope *

Cinematograph

(Images in public domain

except * [Williams 1996])

While most of these used paintings of motion sequences,

various attempts have been made in the 1870s to capture

sequences of photographs of moving objects, initially us-

ing setups with multiple cameras, starting a new research

field termed “Chronophotography” [Rossell 2013]. While

most prior devices were stationary, Marey presented the

“Chronophotographic gun” (1882), a camera mounted on a

rifle grip, to be able to also capture wide movements, e.g. of

flying birds [La Nature 1882, Frizot et al. 2001]. A widely

known example of this era is the photo sequence known as

“Horse in Motion”, created between 1872–1886 by Muybridge

to clarify whether or not horses always keep at least one hoof

on the ground at gallop [Braun 2012]. It was presented as

part (Plate 626. “Annie G.” galloping) of an extensive study

of human and animal motion [Muybridge and Mozley 1887,

Muybridge 1979]. The first actual motion pictures appeared

towards the end of the 19th century. The oldest known film

that still (partially) exists is titled “Roundhay Garden Scene”

and was shot by the French inventor Le Prince in 1888 using

his “Single-Lens Camera” [Le Prince 1814, 1888]. Because he

was not able to present his invention to the public, it never

got wide recognition [Rawlence 1990]. Only a few years later,

in 1891, Edison and Dickson were working on “an instrument

which does for the eye what the phonograph does for the ear,

which is the recording and reproduction of things in motion”

[Fielding 1967, Robinson 1996, Dickson and Dickson 2000].

Their work led to the “Kinetoscope”, showing movies to a

single viewer through a peephole. It was the first apparatus

that showed movies using a roll film in the U.S. [Edison 1902,

Williams 1996]. Around the same time in France, Bouly de-

veloped his “Cynématographe” in 1892 [Auer and Ory 1979],

which was able to project roll film to be watched by several

spectators. He had to sell his patent to the Lumière brothers

for financial reasons, who then made the invention publicly

known as “Cinematograph” [Lumière 1895, New York Times

1948, Fielding 1967, Fahlenbrach 2019].
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Interestingly, both Edison (U.S.) and the Lumière brothers (France) were

long regarded as the inventors of the motion picture, although they actually

“merely” made it famous.

Many more inventions and improvements have followed the presentation of the Cine-

matograph, like colored movies, new (digital) image formats, increased frame rate and

higher level of detail (resolution). During all these inventions and improvements a cer-

tain property remained that was both a limitation and a useful feature at the same

time: the frame. It has restricted filmmakers to always only show a portion of a scene,

or at most an overview shot from further away. But it is also the most powerful tool

to direct attention along a storyline.

This has partially changed just a few years ago with the reappearance of virtual

reality (VR) technology [Greengard 2019], which might persist this time, as it has finally

reached the consumer market. Alongside VR, also omnidirectional image and video

content (more commonly known as panoramic or 360° images/videos) gained popularity,

even though panoramic imagery in general originated much earlier. While panorama-

like paintings range back to the 16th century and probably even further [Solar 1979], the

technique of (flat) 360° panoramic images, with an appropriate perspective all around,

was officially invented and patented in the 1780s by an English portrait painter in form

of a painting on a cylindrical surface to be viewed from a central platform [Barker 1787].

The oldest preserved flat panorama, while not from Barker, is the “Thun Panorama”,

created 1809–1814 with a circumference of 38 m showing a panoramic view from above

the roofs of the city Thun in Switzerland [Wocher 1888]. The evolution of spherical

panoramas probably started in form of huge frescoes as interior decoration in ancient

domes. But, while there is evidence of domed buildings that existed more than two

millennia ago, like the 21.55 m sized ancient “Temple of Mercury” at around 495 BC

[MacDonald and MacDonald 1982, Cifani 2008], the frescoes appeared much later, like

the work by Vasari and Zuccari in the “Florence Cathedral” [Luchinat Acidini and

Dalla Negra 1995] that was finished 1579. An early example of a complete spherical

panorama was “Wyld’s Great Globe”, an 18 m tall, shallow globe whose inside showed

the known surface of the earth and could be viewed from different elevated platforms

inside [Dickens 1851].

During the evolution of panoramas with motion, an important step was the inven-

tion of planetariums with dome-shaped projection screens, showing planets and stars

as they move over time. The first planetarium with a diameter of 16 m was presented to

the public in 1923 and is credited to Walther Bauersfeld, the chief engineer at Zeiss at

the time [Werner 1953, Deutsches Museum 1997, Meier 2003, Rothman 2014]. Another
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major innovation premiered in 1973 in the Reuben H. Fleet Space Theatre and Science

Center: the “Omnimax” system (also known as “IMAX Dome”). It was the first system

to use a fisheye lens to project actual movies onto a 23ṁ tilted dome, spanning 180°
horizontally, 100° above and 22° below the horizon [Santaolalla 2000, Acland 2012].

Mirror Stereoscope

Sensorama

Telesphere Mask

Sword of Damocles *

(Images in public domain

except * [Sutherland 1968])

Nowadays, experiencing omnidirectional imagery is pos-

sible for a broad audience by means of the various avail-

able VR devices, such as head-mounted displays (HMDs) or

cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE) systems [Pa-

tel 2015, Zhou and Deng 2009]. HMDs basically consist of

displays in combination with focusing lenses that are worn

few centimeters in front of the eyes, to present an interac-

tive view into a virtual scene, using integrated sensors for

tracking users’ current head position and view orientation

(see Section 2.2.3). CAVE systems, on the other hand, are

rooms in which (three to six) walls around the viewer are

used as projection surfaces, to display virtual scenes ac-

tually around the viewer, who typically wear stereoscopic

shutter glasses for 3D vision (see Section 2.2.3). Because

CAVE-like systems are almost always only available to pro-

fessional institutions due to the space requirements, HMDs

are much more widely known by the general public and are

therefore the most common type of device. Prominent ex-

amples include the Oculus Rift, Sony PlayStation VR or

HTC Vive series.

Already around 1641, Descartes imagined a thought

experiment in which “the sky, the air, the earth, col-

ors, shapes, sounds [..] are illusions [..] used to

trick” his perception [Scarfe and Glennerster 2019,

Descartes 2013], and in 1935 Weinbaum thought of a

concept comparable to today’s VR HMDs as “a movie

that gives one sight and sound [..] taste, smell, even

touch [..] and instead of being on a screen, the story

is all about you, and you are in it” [Weinbaum 1935].
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Some of the first notable steps towards today’s VR technology were probably made

already in 1838 by Sir Charles Wheatstone. He reported the use of a stereoscopic appa-

ratus composed of two flat images and mirrors to elicit depth perception [Wheatstone

1838], which is a very important perceptual aspect of visual simulations with respect

to immersion. The first actual VR apparatus, the “Sensorama”, was created 1958–61

by Heilig [Grau and Custance 2003, Heilig 1998, Steed 1993, Heilig 1962]. It featured

stereoscopic color motion pictures and sound, fans for wind simulation, odor emitters

and a vibrating seat, e.g. to present a virtual motorcycle ride.

Around the same time, presumably the very first HMD, called “Telesphere Mask”,

was developed. While it was not responsive to head motions, the device already offered

binocular 3D vision and stereo sound [Engelmann 2018, Heilig 1998]. The first (orien-

tation) tracked HMD was created in 1961 for military remote exploration of hazardous

areas. It showed a live feed of a distant camera which was motor-controlled by the

viewer’s head motions [Peddie 2017, Comeau and Bryan 1961]. The first interactive

VR HMD was created by Sutherland in 1968 and featured two methods for tracking

head position and orientation. First, a solid mechanical arm reaching from the ceiling

down to the HMD — yielding the device’s colloquial name “the Sword of Damocles”.

Second, a wireless ultrasonic setup constructed from three emitters attached to the

HMD and four receivers at the ceiling [Scarfe and Glennerster 2019, Sutherland 1968].

The latest notable advance towards a wide-spread success of VR technology was

made in 2015 with the presentation of the “Oculus Rift”, which ignited a huge new

wave of interest in this whole field [Davis et al. 2015]. More extensive surveys on the

evolution of VR and related technologies, with additional details and further interesting

devices, are provided by Anthes et al. [2016] and Zhou and Deng [2009].
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1.1 Problem Statement

VR introduces a major challenge for applications, as compared to traditional desktop

screens. It heavily changes the format in which visual content is presented to viewers

[Syrett et al. 2016, Lantz and Thompson 2003]. Typically, movie directors can use the

camera settings (i.e. shot direction, field of view (FOV), depth of field, etc.) to direct

viewers’ attention, to make sure they look in the right direction at the right time, to

successfully follow the story. Ordinary desktop monitors span only a small portion of a

viewer’s visual field, for which it is easy to keep an overview. Users in VR, however, are

presented with a display system that almost completely fills their natural visual field,

yielding higher chances to become overwhelmed and lose orientation. In VR there is

no longer a “frame” that limits a user’s view to a predefined portion of a scene, along

a distinct viewing direction [Rothe and L. Chuang 2020, Mateer 2017, McGill et al.

2015]. Moreover, viewers are able to freely look around and explore the entire virtual

surroundings, without any restrictions. This increases the probability that viewers miss

important information, just because they happen to be presented outside of their FOV

[Marañes et al. 2020, Pillai and Verma 2019, Tse et al. 2017].

At this point attention guidance, or more specifically gaze guidance, comes into

play to assist viewers when exploring unknown virtual environments by providing hints

for “currently important” objects or regions within an observed scene.

1.2 Motivation

Everything around the creation of virtual worlds, either being artificially designed by

3D artists or being digital reconstructions of real places, has been an active field of

development and has seen major advances over the last decades. Digital worlds play an

important role in many different areas, including movie production [Biennale di Venezia

2020, MIXED 2020, Mateer 2017, Bouville et al. 2016] and video games in the enter-

tainment industry [Das et al. 2017, Zyda 2005, Hock et al. 2017]; training of high-risk

tasks like for inspections in unsafe environments and surgeries [Vora et al. 2002, Weyhe

et al. 2018]; intuitive design and virtual walk-through applications in architecture [Wolf

et al. 2017, Milovanovic et al. 2017]; or interactive visualization of scientific data [Cas-

sidy et al. 2020, El Beheiry et al. 2019, Garćıa-Hernández et al. 2016], to name just a

few examples. This was even increased with the new momentum the VR technology
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field gained a few years ago. Despite the challenges of using VR, the immersion of

users into the digital content opens new possibilities for many applications. Image or

video content of such applications is displayed 360° around and ±90° above/below a

viewer — omnidirectionally — with smoothly integrated head motions to allow natural

exploration behavior, all at real-time frame rates. This creates the feeling of actually

being at a movie’s location, being part of a game or walking through your future home,

which is great because viewers are able to observe virtually presented environments in

a very natural way, e.g. by actually walking along virtual paths and turning their real

head to look around during exploration. Moreover, they can explore a surrounding

scene following their own individual interests, instead of being restricted to only the

small portion that was pre-selected by a movie director. All this opens up new possibil-

ities for presentation and interaction with virtual environments in science, education,

architecture, entertainment and many other areas.

1.3 Challenges

The goal of this thesis is to investigate methods that support users in VR in order to

not miss important information while exploring unknown virtual environments. Two

challenging situations need to be distinguished. First, compared to traditional desktop-

like displays, almost all VR systems offer a much larger FOV by which viewers may be

overloaded since too much information is displayed at the same time. This may lead to

overlooking important information, especially in peripheral regions of the visual field.

Second, unfavorably timed head rotations may lead to information being presented

outside the user’s FOV, e.g., if a user turns to the right while important information

is shown on the left side.

The investigations presented in this dissertation aim to explore techniques to guide

viewers’ attention towards different per-scene predefined regions of interest (ROIs) over

time. Hereby, the ultimate goal is to find a means that itself remains as unnoticeable

and unobtrusive as possible to not interfere with the actual scene content, while still

successfully affecting users’ natural viewing behavior. Moreover, guidance should be

accomplished by means of visual stimulation only. Other approaches, e.g. based on

audio cues, are out of the scope of this thesis.
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1.4 Overview

The remainder of Chapter 1 provides a detailed description of scientific contributions

that have been achieved while pursuing this thesis. Chapter 2 gives brief explanations

for the most important related issues, processes and effects of human visual perception

in the context of gaze guidance as well as virtual reality. A summarized and updated

version of relevant related work follows in Chapter 3.

This is followed by the actual main part of this thesis, presenting the 5 publications

that constitute the core contribution of this dissertation. Paper A identifies limitations

of existing image-based desktop gaze guiding methods when being applied in VR set-

tings. In order to overcome these limitations, techniques are proposed to extend such

methods for proper operation in VR. The subsequent publications Paper B and C inves-

tigate different guiding methods that are extended accordingly. Studies are conducted

to assess performance and subtleness in two distinct VR setups: an HMD and a dome

projection system (dome). Papers D and E propose a novel method to unobtrusively

guide attention specifically within stereoscopic virtual environments. This method is

thoroughly examined for different VR systems and for static as well as dynamic envi-

ronmental scenarios.

Chapter 4 concludes this thesis with a summary of the presented research and the

major contributions. It provides a discussion of valuable findings and innovations in

this field, and indicates yet unresolved aspects that show the potential for promising

future lines of research.
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1.5 Contributions

Most of the work presented in this thesis has been published in scientific conference

proceedings or journals. The following publications, of which I am the first author,

make up the main part of this cumulative dissertation.

Paper A – Subtle Gaze Guidance for Immersive Environments.

Most approaches in previous works for modification of images and videos for

visual gaze guidance were mainly presented for desktop setups. This work extends

existing methods for application in VR, handling, e.g., perspective distortions and

varying human visual acuity across the larger FOV. A first exemplary method

from previous work is re-implemented, extended accordingly, and evaluated in a

perceptual study in the context of a search task.

Paper B – Comparing Unobtrusive Gaze Guiding Stimuli in Head-mounted

Displays.

Extending the results of Paper A, this work presents a comparison of five different

visual gaze guidance methods that were again originally developed with desktop

setups in mind. The methods are re-implemented and extended for application

in VR analogously to the method in Paper A. Finally, a perceptual study is

conducted to compare guiding effectiveness and unobtrusiveness in 12 distinct

real-world environments within a recent consumer-grade HMD.

Paper C – Comparison of Unobtrusive Visual Guidance Methods in an Im-

mersive Dome Environment.

Analogous to Paper B, this work examines the usefulness of the five extended vi-

sual guidance methods in an immersive real-time dome that offers a full horizontal

FOV, i.e. a fully surrounding virtual environment.
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Paper D – Towards VR Attention Guidance: Environment-dependent

Perceptual Threshold for Stereo Inverse Brightness Modulation.

In this work a novel method is presented to attract visual attention by exploiting

binocular rivalry, a well-known effect of human vision. The stimulus that elicits

this effect in stereoscopic virtual environments, called stereo inverse brightness

modulation (SIBM), is evaluated in a perceptual study using six different real-

world panorama still images.

Paper E – Stereo Inverse Brightness Modulation for Guidance in Dynamic

Panorama Videos in Virtual Reality.

The last paper examines applicability of the SIBM method in 12 dynamic om-

nidirectional videos to assess its effectiveness also in moving environments, as

compared to still images in Paper D. Furthermore, it proposes an extension

for guidance towards external target locations, i.e., to target regions outside the

user’s FOV.
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2 Background

The aim of this chapter is to give an introduction to the two general domains, which are

important for this thesis, namely human visual perception and virtual reality. Relevant

background information on these fields is summarized in the following sections. This

includes important terms, processes and effects of the human visual system (HVS) as

well as an overview of current technology of VR devices.

2.1 Human Visual System

The methods presented in this thesis focus on visual information, as vision is usually

the sense people rely on the most. This yields the necessity to understand our visual

perception to be able to reason about reactions that are to be expected from viewers

observing certain visual stimuli. To date, the HVS and the processes that are involved

in turning a physical, visible light stimulus into perceived information are not yet en-

tirely understood. Nevertheless, current perceptual models are able to conservatively

approximate different important features of human vision. From light of a scene en-

tering our eyes to the corresponding visual perception, the parts of our HVS can be

roughly divided into four components:

– The Optics of the Eye control the amount of incident light and adapt the focal

distance for a clear projection of observed objects.

– The Retina turns the projected visible light into electrical signals, which are

passed on to the optic nerve.

– Visual Pathways, countless nerve fibers starting as the optic nerve, transmit

foveal, peripheral, left and right-eye signals to corresponding areas of the brain.

– The Visual Cortex is the (primary) region within the brain that is dedicated to

actual image-forming visual processing.
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The following paragraphs will follow the path of visible light and resulting signals

through most of the various involved components of the HVS. Visible light in this thesis

refers to the range within the full light spectrum that the HVS is able to perceive. For

most people corresponding wavelengths range between 370–730 nm [Wandell 1995].

2.1.1 The Optics of the Eye

Approximately 600 mya, our early predecessors started to evolve eyes [Lamb et al. 2007],

resulting in a complex and precise optical tool within our human body that is perfectly

adapted to life on earth. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic drawing of the most relevant

components of the human eye [Gray 1858, Levin et al. 2011, Strasburger et al. 2011].

Cornea

Visual axisOptical axis

chamber
Anterior

IrisPosterior chamber Ciliary body

Lens Zonule of Zinn

Hyaloid canal

Vitreous body

Conjunctiva

Rectus
lateralis Rectus

medialis

Sclera

Choroid
Retina

Optic disc
(Blind spot)

Arteria centralis retinae

Optic nerve
Fovea centralis

Macula lutea

Figure 2.1: Schematic top view of the human eye. Adapted from Gray and Lewis [1918].

Six ocular muscles control the orientation of the eye. Four of these are responsible

for yaw (adduction/abduction) and pitch (elevation/depression) movements and two

for roll (incyclotorsion/excyclotorsion) movements. The two being responsible for yaw

(horizontal) movements are depicted in Figure 2.1, labeled rectus lateralis and rectus
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medialis on the lateral (left) and medial (right) side of the eyeball respectively. The

muscles connect to a fibrous tunic, encapsulating the entire eyeball. Most of the fibrous

tunic (the eyeball’s outer surface) is covered by “the white of the eye”, a firm and

unyielding membrane called sclera that serves to maintain the form of the eyeball and

protects its deeper layers.

The cornea is the first component of the eye that is relevant to the path of incident

light. It is a small part of transparent tissue that covers the front side (anterior) of the

eye’s surface. It is the most powerful optical focusing component within the eye due

to its strong convex curvature and refractive index similar to water (see Table 2.1 and

Table 2.2). After passing the cornea, light enters the space called anterior chamber

which is filled with aqueous humor, a water-like fluid.

Medium Refractive index

Air 1.000

Water 1.333

Vitreous humor 1.336

Cornea 1.376

Lens (center–surface) 1.427–1.386

Glass 1.520

Table 2.1: Approximate refractive indices of materials within the eye plus some common

materials for reference [Wandell 1995, Garner et al. 1998, Wyszecki and Stiles 1967].

Component Optical power (diopters)

Cornea 43

Lens (relaxed) 20

Change due to accommodation ≤ 8

Table 2.2: Typical optical powers within the eye [Wandell 1995].

The iris controls the amount of light that enters the internal area of the eye. It is the

part of the eye that creates our characteristic eye colors which result from individual

differences in its pigment distribution. By contraction of the iris, the circular opening

in its center (aperture), known as the pupil, can be increased or decreased in size

(∼1–8 mm) to adapt to bright (daylight) and dark (nighttime) situations.
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The crystalline lens is the next component through which the light passes. It is the

dynamic focusing element of the eye, mostly built from long, thin, transparent, flexible

lens fibers. They form a spatially (center-outwards) varying structure that results

in a non-constant refractive index throughout its volume (see Table 2.1). To enable

accommodation for close objects, the lens is slightly deformable by the surrounding

circular (not radial) muscle fibers of the ciliary body.

Interestingly, contraction of the surrounding ciliary muscle does not “stretch”

(flatten) the lens. Instead, due to the concentric structure of the muscle fibers,

their contraction yield a relaxation of the lens, which results in a more convex

form with shorter focal distance.

This way, the eye can adapt its optical power (see Table 2.2) to sharply project

light from objects at different (focal) distances onto the inner surface of the eye. Before

reaching this layer, light passes the vitreous body, which completely fills the room behind

the lens and makes up about 80% of the whole eyeball’s volume. It consists of vitreous

humor, a thin gelatinous mass.

2.1.2 The Retina

The retina covers most of the posterior part of the inner surface of the eye, onto which

the image of the scene is projected. It performs phototransduction, i.e., it converts

visible light into electrical signals.

The retina starts at the optic nerve on the posterior side of the eye and gets thinner

while it extends forward almost to the ciliary body. Depending on prevalent lighting

conditions, different components and processes are engaged within the retina. Hereby,

vision in bright light (daytime) is called photopic vision while it is called scotopic vision

for low light (nighttime).

Interestingly, visible light passes through the retina almost completely before

being collected in the penultimate retinal layer to be processed from back to

front.

Its internal structure is composed of 10 layers, illustrated in Figure 2.2, showing the

most relevant components and their connections within the retina. So-called Müller

cells, which can be found in all layers of the retina as support structure for all other

cells, play an important role in transmission of light through the retinal layers [Müller

and Becker 1872]. This is possible due to their unique funnel shape, their orientation

within the retina and their physical properties [Franze et al. 2007]. Light that is not
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captured by the photosensitive elements is almost fully absorbed by a black pigment

called melanin in the last (10th) pigmented layer (or retinal pigment epithelium) [Cassin

and Rubin 2001] to prevent light reflection within the eyeball [Letelier et al. 2017].

Photons that have successfully passed through the first layers and did not end in

the pigmented layer are collected by photoreceptor cells (cones or rods) in the 9th layer

[Goldberg et al. 2016]. As depicted in Figure 2.2, these photoreceptor cells come in two

primary types: cone and rod cells.

Lig
h
t

Ganglion cell

Amacrine cell

Bipolar cell

Müller cell

Horizontal cell

Rod cell

Cone cell

Pigmented layer

Optic nerve fibers
(Axons)

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the components of the human retina. Adapted from

Gray [1858], Koeppen and Stanton [2008], Levin et al. [2011].
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Cone cells respond to visible light under normal, bright light (daytime) conditions,

also referred to as photopic vision. A typical human retina contains about 4–5 million

cones, with a peak density of 98,000–324,000 cones/mm2 at the foveola [Curcio et al.

1990]. Exposure to light activates the photopsin molecules contained in the cells, which

leads to output of neurotransmitter signals. Depending on the wavelength of incident

light, different types of photoreceptor cell will be activated, as depicted in Figure 2.3.

Thus, cones cells can be distinguished into three types — L, M and S cones, each being

responsible for perception of a certain (not mutual exclusive) range within the visible

light spectrum, [Bowmaker and Dartnall 1980]:

L for red (long wavelength) light with a peak sensitivity around 563 ± 5 nm.

M for green (medium wavelength) light with a peak sensitivity around 534 ± 4 nm.

S for blue (short wavelength) light with a peak sensitivity around 420 ± 5 nm.
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Figure 2.3: Absorption rate of the different photoreceptor cells. L cones in red, M cones

in green, S cones in blue and rods in black. Adapted from Bowmaker and Dartnall [1980].

Rod cells enable vision under dark (nighttime) conditions, also referred to as scotopic

vision. A typical human retina contains about 78–107 million rods [Curcio et al. 1990].

They respond to visible light with much (∼100 times) higher sensitivity than cones, so

they are able to respond to even a single photon [Okawa and Sampath 2007]. Their

peak sensitivity was measured to be at 498 ± 3 nm [Bowmaker and Dartnall 1980]. As

depicted in Figure 2.3, the rods’ range of receivable wavelengths is placed in-between the
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cones’ ranges, i.e., it spans a seemingly maximal, central portion of the full visible light

spectrum. When exposed to light, their photosensitive protein rhodopsin “bleaches”

and results in output of neurotransmitter signals. Rhodopsin, also known as “visual

purple” because of its intense color, is also responsible for the purple tint of the retina.

Under bright (daylight) conditions rod cells remain bleached permanently and are thus

deactivated.

Intermediate retinal cells in the above layers interconnect, accumulate and amplify

signals generated by cones and rods. Moreover, they forward these signals to the optic

nerve for transmission into the brain, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Horizontal cells within the 6th layer of the retina distribute the generated signals

in-between adjacent (cone and rod) photoreceptor cells. This leads (to a certain de-

gree) to a “normalization” of the intensity of signals across the connected individual

cells [Masland 2012]. These connections also aid in contrast enhancement and color

opponency [Twig et al. 2003].

Bipolar cells, in the same layer, collect incoming signals from multiple connected

(cone and rod) photoreceptor cells and forward an accumulated signal to connected

ganglion cells.

Amacrine cells provide feedback to connected bipolar cells and ganglion cells to

modulate their sensitivity for photopic vision and scotopic vision.

Ganglion cells build the final/uppermost layer of cells in the retina. They collect

incoming signals from (cone and cone) photoreceptor cells via connected bipolar cells.

Following down the cell connections, a single ganglion cell is connected to 125 (cone

and rod) photoreceptor cells on average. Depending on their location on the retina, the

number of connected cells varies hugely, from almost a single photoreceptor cell in the

foveola to thousands in the peripheral regions of the retina. During accumulation and

forwarding in the deeper layers, the original signals of cones and rods are strongly am-

plified [Baylor 1996]. For these incoming signals ganglion cells generate a corresponding

action potential. This results in electrical signals being transmitted directly into the

brain via each cell’s axon, which eventually form the optic nerve. Among many others,

retinal ganglion cells are distinguished into the following three most relevant types:

Midget ganglion cells make up the majority of all ganglion cells (∼80%). They

respond primarily to red–green color-opponent stimuli with high spatial and low tem-

poral frequencies [Schultz 2001]. Small-field bistratified ganglion cells (∼10%) respond

to blue–yellow color information for moderate spatial and temporal frequencies [Dacey
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1993, Field et al. 2007, Daw 2012]. Parasol/M ganglion cells (∼10%) contribute infor-

mation about motion and depth of objects [Atkinson 1992] but do not respond to any

specific color range, i.e., they generate achromatic visual information [Callaway 2005].

Additionally, a very small portion (∼1 %) of ganglion cells are themselves photosen-

sitive [Berson 2003]. These so-called photosensitive retinal ganglion cell (pRGC) are a

third type of photoreceptor cells in the retina that are not involved in primary (image-

forming) visual perception, but basically provide long-term information about ambient

light intensity [Wong et al. 2005]. They are specifically dedicated to, i.a., regulation of

pupil size to the prevalent light condition and the 24 h sleep–wake cycle. They have a

peak sensitivity at ∼ 480 nm [Berson 2007].

The distribution of cones and rods varies greatly throughout the retina. While

there are generally only few photoreceptor cells in the far peripheral regions of the
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of cone and rod photoreceptor cells in the human retina along a

horizontal great circle through fovea centralis and optic disc, plotted by eccentricity from

the fovea centralis. Adapted from Purves et al. [2001].
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retina, the total number of cells (per mm2) increases towards the foveal region, i.e.,

towards the point of highest visual acuity in the eye, close to the intersection point

of the eye’s optical axis and the retina (see Figure 2.1). Also the composition of cells

changes dramatically from a dominance of rods in the periphery to the very small

foveal area dominated by cones, as can be seen in Figure 2.4 [Gowdy and Cicerone

1998, Curcio et al. 1990].

The region comprising a high density of photoreceptor cells, called macula lutea,

is divided into multiple concentric ellipsoid (almost circular) areas, as depicted in Fig-

ure 2.5, based on their varying density and ratio of cone and rod cells.

The macula lutea is the area of detailed visual perception, due to the dense packing

of photoreceptor cell as compared to the remaining (peripheral) retinal area. It is

located at a distance of ∼4.76 mm (center to center) on the nasal (medial) side of the

optic disc [Jonas et al. 2015] with a diameter of ∼5.5 mm [Purves et al. 2001]. Towards

the center of the macula lutea, the retina gets exceedingly thin, because some upper

retinal layers are omitted, for least possible distraction of incident light and dense

packing of photoreceptor cells.

Foveola
~0.35 mm
~1°

~5.5 mm
~18°

Macula lutea

Fovea centralis
~1.5 mm
~5°

Parafoveal belt
~0.5 mm
~1.5°

Perifoveal belt
~1.5 mm
~5°

Figure 2.5: Approximate diameter (metric and angular) of foveal zones within the retina.

Shapes are approximated as circles for simplicity of the illustration. Adapted from Acharya

et al. [2008], Wandell [1995].
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The fovea centralis is a small area, ∼1.5 mm in diameter, in the center of the macula

lutea. It comprises only very few rod photoreceptor cells but a very high density of

cones, which additionally even become thinner towards the center. The very central

point within the fovea centralis, only ∼0.35 mm in diameter, comprises the highest

density of photoreceptor cells, composed of only cones [Purves et al. 2001].

2.1.3 Visual Pathways

After being received in the retina, as described in the previous Section 2.1.2, Figure 2.6

illustrates how visual information takes multiple visual pathways to distinct areas of

the human brain, dedicated to different tasks of visual processing [Remington 2012].

Secondary visual pathways, in this thesis, refer to those components of the HVS that

transmit and process visual information, after receiving them in the retina, but do not

directly contribute to final image-forming visual processing in the visual cortex (the

primary visual processing center).

Interestingly, while the eyes reside on the frontal side of our head, visual

information is processed in the very back of the brain. Additionally the left

half of our visual field (combined from both eyes) is processed in the right half

of the brain, and vice versa.

The optic nerve transmits information that were collected from incident visible

light in the retina. A typical human optic nerve consists of 770,000–1.7 million optic

nerve fibers, called axons [Jonas et al. 1992a]. The axon are long, thread-like structures

that originate directly from the ganglion cells of the retina and transmit nerve signals

directly into the multiple areas of the brain involved with visual processing.

The optic chiasm is the first area within the brain where information passes through

after it has left the retina. It is a crossing of the two optic nerves where some of

the nerves’ fibers actually cross while the others continue on the same side. Fibers

do or do not cross depending on their originating area within the respective retina.

More specifically, only nerve fibers from the medial (inner) sides of the retina, which

correspond to the lateral (outer) sides of the respective monocular visual field, cross

over to their contralateral (other) side. Thus, after the optic chiasm effectively all

information from the left visual hemifield (left half of the binocular visual fields) of

both eyes continues on to the right side of the brain and vice versa. This enables the

respective regions within the brain (primary visual cortex) to simultaneously process

the binocular information from both eyes, enabling depth perception (stereopsis).
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Retina

Optic nerve

Optic chiasm

Optic tract

Lateral geniculate nucleus

Superior colliculus

Optic radiation

Primary visual cortex

Axons
(Nerve fibers)

Projection on retina

Visible scene

Brainstem

Suprachiasmatic nucleus

Edinger–Westphal nucleus

Foveal vision Binocular vision
Monocular vision

Ventral stream
Dorsal stream

Figure 2.6: Visual pathways are initiated by visible light in the retinas, continue as nerve

signal through the optic nerve, the optic chiasm, and the optic tract into areas of the brain

dedicated to visual processing. Adapted from Gray [1858], Levin et al. [2011], Remington

[2012], Ropper et al. [2014].
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The optic tracts refer to those parts of the optic nerve that continues deeper into

the brain after the optic chiasm. The contained fibers still transmit visual information

directly from the ganglion cells. Information from most of the optic nerve fibers follows

the so-called primary visual pathway to eventually contribute to actual image-forming

perception in the visual cortex. Some of the fibers of the optic tracts, however, branch

off along secondary visual pathways to specialized brain regions, dedicated to other

tasks of the visual system, e.g. the pupillary light reflex.

The following, remaining involved areas of the brain exist in pairs, one instance within

each of the two (left and right) cerebral hemispheres, even though they are referred to in

singular form in the remaining paragraphs of this section, in favor of easy-to-understand

explanations.

The suprachiasmatic nucleus forms one of the aforementioned secondary visual

pathways. It is a small nucleus, that receives visual input directly via the optic tract.

The nucleus is located right above the optic chiasm, at the anterior (front) side of the

hypothalamus, as depicted in Figure 2.6. Among other things, it evaluates the current

illuminance level of the surrounding by processing information from the photosensitive

retinal ganglion cell (pRGC) [Welsh et al. 2010] and plays a primary role as pacemaker

for the internal biological clock of our 24 h circadian rhythm [Moore-Ede et al. 1982].

Interestingly, only about 25% of its neurons process light information, while

the remainder works light-independently [Gu et al. 2019]. Thus, even under

constant light conditions (no visible day–night cycle), a roughly 24 h rhythm

is maintained by our internal clock [Silva et al. 2005, Hughes et al. 2015].

The Edinger-Westphal nucleus is another nucleus, located inside the brainstem

that makes up a secondary visual pathway. Its primary task is to control the pupillary

light reflex, i.e., the process of dilation and contraction of the pupil based on the de-

tected amount of visible light. The Edinger-Westphal nucleus determines the amount of

visible light that actually enters the eye and reaches the retina, to keep the light inten-

sity within the operating range of the photoreceptor cells. Additionally, it contributes

to accommodation of the lens as well as vergence of the eyes [Levin et al. 2011].
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The superior colliculus is located on the posterior side of the midbrain and con-

tributes to another secondary visual pathway. Besides direct signals from optic nerve

fibers, it receives input from the first processing stage within the visual cortex (see

Section 2.1.4). The superior colliculus is triggered based on perceived motion in the

visible surroundings. In more detail, the superior colliculus is responsible for coordi-

nated binocular eye movements, e.g. saccades, but is also involved in further motor

reactions like head turns and arm-reaching movements [Lünenburger et al. 2001].

Visual guidance methods that use temporal alterations, as shown later in Pa-

pers B and C, trigger exactly this brain area of the superior colliculus.

The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is a nucleus in the midbrain in which the

majority of incoming optic nerve fibers (axons from the ganglion cell) end, already

re-arranged by visual hemifields in the optic chiasm. It is located in the thalamus that

is a hub-like relay for a broad range of sensory information, connected in all directions

to the cerebral cortex. The LGN is distributing visual/retinal information coming from

the optic chiasm to the visual cortex via the optic radiation. Hereby, adjacent points

in the visual field are mapped to adjacent regions in the visual cortex, which is referred

to as retinotopy or retinal mapping.

The optic radiation is a set of bundles of nerve fibers that transfer visual informa-

tion from the LGN to the visual cortex, more precisely to the primary visual cortex.

Analogous to the left visual hemifield being processed in the right cerebral hemisphere

(as a result of inverted projection of the visible scene onto the retina), the upper por-

tion of the visual field is processed in the lower area of the primary visual cortex, and

vice versa. Fibers transmitting information from the upper half of the visual field (il-

lustrated using lighter blue/green colors in Figure 2.6) are clustered together in the

outer part of the optic radiation, known as Meyer’s loop, while the lower visual field’s

information (shown in intense colors) is transmitted through the inner cluster of fibers.

Additionally, accounting for the varying density of photoreceptor cells in the retina,

the small foveal portion of the visual field is mapped onto a comparatively large area

within the visual cortex of the brain, a phenomenon known as cortical magnification

[Cowey and Rolls 1974]. Consequently, the size of the receptive fields [Hartline 1938]

of neurons differs severely depending on their related (foveal or peripheral) retinal

position, e.g. the receptive field of a neuron in the part of the visual cortex that maps

onto the fovea centralis is much smaller than for a neuron which maps somewhere in

the peripheral region.
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2.1.4 The Visual Cortex

The visual cortex is the visual processing center of the brain, and the destination area

of the primary visual pathway of the HVS. It is located in the posterior part of the

cerebral cortex (mostly within the occipital lobe), and divided into further smaller areas

dedicated to specific stages of visual processing.

The visual cortex is generally assumed to be separable into two visual subsystems

[Schneider 1969] — running along the ventral and dorsal stream (as depicted by the

bold light gray arrows running bottom-up in Figure 2.6). The ventral system processes

information for “object vision” while the dorsal system processes “spatial vision” [Et-

tlinger 1990] (accordingly, they are sometimes also referred to as “what” and “where”

pathways, respectively). The following table provides a condensed version of the ex-

tensive summary given by Norman [2002] on these two systems:

Ventral system (what) Dorsal system (where)

Function Recognition & identification Visually guided behavior

Sensitivity Spatial frequencies (details) Temporal frequencies (motion)

Memory Long term representations Very short-term storage

Speed Slow response time Fast response time

Consciousness Typically high Typically low

Reference system Allocentric/object-centered Egocentric/body-centered

Visual input Mainly foveal or parafoveal Across full retina;
Suffers in monocular conditions

Table 2.3: Visual processing in ventral and dorsal systems. Based on Norman [2002].

Along the two streams, the visual cortex is further divided into multiple areas, essen-

tially forming processing cascades from low- to high-level perception.

The first such area is the final destination of the primary visual pathway, receiving

the majority of the retinal visual information. The path started with photons of visible

light collected by cone and rod photoreceptor cells in the retina, continued as electrical

signals from ganglion cells through the optic nerve, optic chiasm and the optic tract

until the LGN, which redirected them via the optic radiation into this region, referred

to as primary visual cortex (see Figure 2.6).
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Visual area 1 (V1) is also known as primary visual cortex or striate cortex. It is

the first functional area within the visual cortex of the brain, comprising ∼140 million

neurons [Leuba and Kraftsik 1994], and is responsible for low-level processing of visual

information. This includes detection of color, orientation and spatial frequency within

receptive fields, i.e., small local areas which correspond to local (adjacent) areas in the

visual field (retinotopy). In addition, it is assumed to generate a visual saliency map to

guide attentional shifts in the superior colliculus [Zhaoping and Li 2014]. Concerning

the two (ventral and dorsal) streams, the primary visual cortex forms the starting point

from which they reach out into the associative areas of the brain.

The primary goal of all visual guidance methods in this thesis is to enhance

the saliency of the target region, eventually generating a response in V1.

Associative areas residing within the cerebral cortex produce meaningful, high-level

perceptions of the world. They enable higher level tasks, i.a. action planning, abstract

thinking and language [Yeo et al. 2011].

Visual area 2, also known as secondary visual cortex or prestriate cortex, is the first

such associative area, and the second processing area within the visual cortex. While its

input originates from V1, the output connections reach the subsequent visual processing

areas V3–V5 [Gattas et al. 1997]. It presumably extends the basic low-level processing

of the primary visual cortex (e.g. local spatial frequencies or orientation [Anzai et al.

2007]) but also processes more complex features like illusory contours [Von der Heydt

et al. 1984]. More than that, research indicates that it is highly involved in the storage

process of long-term object recognition memory [Bussey and Saksida 2007, López-

Aranda et al. 2009].

Visual area 3 is the next associative area of the dorsal stream within the visual

cortex. It receives its input from the primary (V1) and secondary visual cortex (V2)

and is assumed to be involved in global motion [Braddick et al. 2001] and building an

internal representation of the visual field [Lui et al. 2006].

Visual area 4 is the fourth area of the visual cortex, belonging to the associative

areas within the ventral stream. It receives its input from V1 and V2 and supposedly

continues processing of orientation, color and spatial frequencies [Desimone et al. 1985].

In contrast to the previous areas (V1 and V2), V4 is related to features of objects with

medium complexity, like simple geometric shapes (but not yet more complex things

like faces). It is the first area that may actually be involved in modulating attention

[Moran and Desimone 1985].
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Visual area 5, also known as middle temporal visual area (MT), is another asso-

ciative area of the brain, belonging to the dorsal stream of the visual cortex. Besides

input from preceding regions V1, V2 and V3 [Rodman et al. 1989], it also comprises in-

put connections from the LGN [Sincich et al. 2004] and the superior colliculus [Warner

et al. 2010]. It contains a high concentration of direction-sensitive neurons and is there-

fore presumably involved in perception of motion (in a global reference system) and

guidance of eye movements [Dursteler et al. 1987, Born and Bradley 2005].

Visual area 6, also referred to as dorsomedial area (DM), is part of the dorsal

stream and is the (to date) last processing area identified within the visual cortex.

It supposedly holds a complete representation of the (contralateral) visual field of the

respective cerebral hemisphere [Pitzalis et al. 2013]. This area is assumed to be involved

in processing visual signals for perception of motion in general [Pitzalis et al. 2010], but

also in particular for visual information related to self-motion [Cardin and Smith 2010].

Additionally, it may play an important role in arm (reaching and grasping) movements

[Galletti et al. 2003].

2.1.5 Selected Properties of the Human Visual System

This section provides a brief introduction to some commonly used terms in vision-

related literature that are relevant in this thesis, e.g. visual field, foveal and peripheral

vision [Bouman 1949, Ambler and Finklea 1976, Latham and Whitaker 1996] or visual

acuity [Cowey and Rolls 1974, Bailey and Lovie 1976, Howett 1983].

Visual Field

Generally, the visual field refers to the portion of the environment, that we can see

with both eyes, i.e., using binocular vision. It is typically defined as visual angle in two

dimensions, center-outwards starting from the viewing direction straight ahead. In the

horizontal dimension this yields up to ∼220° (110° symmetrical to left and right sides)

while for the vertically dimension it typically spans up to ∼180°) [Hueck 1840, Traquair

1949, Spector 1990].

The equivalent term for technical setups, field of view (FOV), describes the

angular extend of their display components, which should ideally match or

exceed the size of the visual field.
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Monocular vision refers to the portion of the full (binocular) visual field that can

be viewed by only one eye, e.g. as depicted by the right area (labeled right eye) in

Figure 2.7. It typically spans a visual angle of up to ∼180° horizontally, comprising

∼60–70° nasal (towards the nose) and ∼100–110° temporal (outwards). In the vertical

dimension the visual field reaches ∼60–85° upwards and ∼75–95° downwards [Hueck

1840, Spector 1990].

90°

60°

30°

5°
Binocular

Monocular

Fovea

Left eye Right eye

Figure 2.7: The binocular visual field comprises of two overlapping left and right (monoc-

ular) visual hemifields. Based on Traquair [1949], Kress [2019].

Binocular vision refers to the portion of the surroundings, that we can see with both

eyes simultaneously, i.e., the overlapping region of the two (left and right) monocular vi-

sual fields. On average, the binocular overlap spans ∼120° horizontally [Wandell 1995].

The typical portion of this overlap can be seen as the slightly darker (overlapping) area

in the center of Figure 2.7.

Since received information from both eyes is combined by the HVS within this

overlapping area, it is possible that different information is received from the two eyes

for a common viewing direction. This can even be exploited to convey additional visual

information by intentionally presenting different images to the eyes, e.g. (slightly)
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differently illuminated images to achieve the illusion of enhanced contrast without an

HDR screen. To not cause irritation for observers, such approaches need to keep the

introduced differences minimal [Zhong et al. 2019].

While at first glance such a situation seem to be rather artificial, it naturally occurs

constantly all around us, e.g. at depth discontinuities or on reflective and refractive

surfaces. Our visual system uses this information, among others, to estimate relative

distances between objects in our surroundings, as part of the process of depth perception

in the context of stereoscopic 3D perception, also referred to as stereopsis. It exploits

slight differences in the received visual information from the two eyes, that result from

the eyes’ different perspectives, i.e., due to the distance between them [Howard et al.

1995]. While this is clearly a task of visual perception, it is not (yet) clear which

parts of the visual processing pipeline are involved in generating a stereoscopic depth

percept. Previous research suggests that most probably multiple areas of both dorsal

and ventral streams in the visual cortex are involved in the process [Parker 2007].

Binocular rivalry is an effect that appears when our eyes perceive stronger, notice-

able conflicting information for the same viewing direction (within the binocular area

of our visual field). In such situations, the visual system has to chose one of the two

“rivaling” inputs.

Previous research has shown that in these cases rivaling information will not simply

blend into each other but will be perceived in an alternating fashion [Wheatstone

1838, Breese 1909, Levelt 1965, Wolfe 1983]. An early theory describes the existence

of monocular and binocular neurons arrayed within a function processing module of

the brain [Blake 1989]. More recent results from brain imaging show that it is still

uncertain where exactly in the brain the rivalry eventually occurs and gets resolved

[Blake and Logothetis 2002]. But already in the primary visual cortex, the very first

image-forming visual processing stage, effects of ocular dominance could be observed.

Specifically, individual neurons in the primary visual cortex are tuning to input from

one of the two eyes, presumably contributing to binocular vision [Erwin et al. 1995,

Huberman et al. 2008, Shmuel et al. 2010], and more specifically to binocular rivalry

[Fagard et al. 2008, Miller et al. 2000]. Ocular dominance is the general tendency of the

HVS to prefer visual input from one eye over the other [Khan and Crawford 2001]. This

is not to be confused with the preferred eye, which is the eye that we consciously prefer

to use for monocular tasks, and has been shown to not correlate to ocular dominance

[Fagard et al. 2008]. Moreover, also voluntary attention was documented to influence

which of the two conflicting information is perceived dominantly [Ooi and He 1999].
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Besides supporting depth perception, binocular rivalry was also shown to affect

our attentional processes. While some research reported voluntary attention being a

prerequisite for binocular rivalry [Zhang et al. 2011], related literature was able to

demonstrate that binocular rivalry occurs even under complete visual unawareness

of such a conflicting stimulus [Platonov and Goossens 2014]. Additionally, previous

findings indicate that it serves as a means to support visibility in cluttered scenes

[Arnold et al. 2007].

The method developed and evaluated in the later parts of this thesis (Pa-

per D and E) builds upon this effect of binocular rivalry to specifically target

stereoscopic virtual environments.

Foveal vision refers to vision within the central visual field, roughly corresponding

to the fovea centralis on the retina. It provides best visual acuity, i.e. high spatial

resolution and rich color perception due to high density of retinal cone cells. Foveal

vision most of the time coincides with the current object of interest (OOI), which

renders someone’s point of regard a good estimate of attention [Borji and Itti 2012].

The discovery of that we have clear vision only along the eyes’ line of sight is believed

to be attributable to Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) [Piantanida et al. 1955].

From the foveal region outwards, visual acuity decreases with increasing eccentric-

ity. While there is no well-defined boundary, only a smooth transition between high

versus low-detailed perception in our visual field [Strasburger et al. 2011], the respec-

tive regions are still distinguished in the literature into foveal and peripheral vision,

respectively.

Peripheral vision refers to the opposite of foveal vision, i.e. perception for outer

regions of the visual field with large eccentricities from the fovea. This roughly corre-

sponds to regions outside the macula lutea at the retina. Peripheral vision generally

provides lower visual acuity, this means in particular:

– Lower spatial resolution primarily due to the lower density of cone cells and

the larger amount of aggregating connections to their subsequent retinal (mostly

ganglion) cells.

– Reduced color perception due to the high amount of color-insensitive rod cells (as

compared to the amount of color-sensitive cones) in the peripheral retinal regions.

– Higher temporal resolution for medium eccentricities of the visual field (decreases

for far peripheral regions).
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For some tasks our peripheral visual field plays a central role, e.g. visual search,

object recognition and scene perception [Rosenholtz 2016]. On the other hand, visual

acuity degrades towards the peripheral visual field. Taking this into account, small

manipulations in the periphery of presented images may go by unnoticed while still

affecting our viewing behavior [Bailey et al. 2009]. This is exploited by many approaches

within the research field related to this thesis. Figure 2.8 shows a subdivision of the

visual field into subfields of different visual angles roughly matching the bounds of

available visual abilities [Kress 2019].

220° Monocular vision

120° Binocular vision

5° Foveal vision

60° Color discrimination

40° Symbol recognition

20° Text recognition

Figure 2.8: The visual field separated into angular portions based on their corresponding

visual processing abilities. Based on [Kress 2019].
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Under normal conditions we actively perceive almost exclusively objects that fall

within our foveal vision, because the HVS takes care of always aligning our eyes to the

current OOI, a mechanism that is sometimes referred to as foveal spotlight. Although

visual quality degrades heavily towards our peripheral vision, we do not consciously

perceive this degradation because the HVS smoothly fuses spotlight information with

the surrounding peripheral information, mostly unnoticed, into a perception with ap-

parently constant high resolution [Goldstein 2010].

Interestingly, while for most cases foveal vision outperforms peripheral vision,

an astronomers’ technique called averted vision exploits the higher light sen-

sitivity of rods to perceive very dimly lit objects by looking at them with near

peripheral vision. This effect was already described by Aristotle [Aristotle 325

B.C., Barrett 1977].

Visual Acuity

The term visual acuity refers to a property of human vision that varies across the visual

field. It states how detailed visual perception is [Thompson et al. 2016], i.e., how small

(details of) objects can become while still remaining perceivable. Despite its strong

relation to the resolution of cells in the retina, it is typically given as visual angle

in degrees, arc minutes or arc seconds instead of a corresponding size on the retinal

surface. Wandell [1995] provides a useful approximation for conversion:

3600 arc seconds = 60 arc minutes = 1◦ visual angle ≈̂ 0.3 mm on the retina (2.1)

The strong differences between central and off-center regions of our visual field, with

respect to density and inter-connectivity of cells in the retina, as described in the

previous Section 2.1.2 (see also Figure 2.4), also yield strong variations in visual acuity

across the visual field. Visual acuity is mainly determined by two factors: the optics

of the eye, and the distribution of photoreceptor cells in the retina. Precise optics are

required to project a sharp image onto the retina. In case they do not, the remaining

components of the HVS have no chance of achieving good visual acuity in the end,

as known from ocular diseases near and far-sightedness. From the distribution of the

photoreceptor cells in Figure 2.4, it is also instantly clear that visual acuity is not

constant across the visual field. It can be evaluated based on different visual metrics:

identification of a feature, resolution of two features, discrimination of a change in a

feature, and detection of a feature.
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Minimum recognizable acuity (identification of a feature) refers to the mini-

mum size (visual angle) of a feature to be identifiable. In 1972 a German student set

the world record for the identification of people over a distance of more than 1.6 km

(≈ 1 mile), which corresponds to ∼3.4 arc minutes (≈̂ 0,057°) for a 1.6 m tall person

[Seider 1972].

Established techniques to determine the foveal acuity of individuals are the LogMAR

chart [Bailey and Lovie 1976, Plainis et al. 2013] (a successor of the Snellen chart

[Snellen 1868, Howett 1983] that uses simplified letters [Sloan 1959]) and the Landolt C

chart (also known as Landolt ring [Danilova and Bondarko 2007]).

While LogMAR and Snellen charts require test subject to recognize alphabetical letters,

for the Landolt test subjects need to detect the gap of the letter “C”, which is rotated

by multiples of 45°, as shown in the illustration in Figure 2.9. All tests are shown

at defined distances relative to the size of the used test pattern. Normal vision, also

referred to as 20/20 vision as defined based on the Snellen chart, corresponds to being

able to identify a letter of 5 arc minutes total size and characterized by details as small

as 1 arc minute of visual angle (matching the minimum resolvable acuity).

LogMAR
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Figure 2.9: The LogMAR chart, also known as ETDRS chart (left). Snellen (mid-

dle) and Landolt (right) charts, stretched to vertically align lines of equivalent acuity.

Interestingly, although Landolt rings are one of the most widely used tests,

the performance of the HVS is known to decrease for gaps pointing downwards

[Schrauf and Stern 2001].
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Minimum resolvable acuity (resolution of two features) refers to the smallest

still visible distance between two features at high contrast. It is the most intuitive

description of acuity as it is determined by the density of photoreceptor cells (cones),

which was found to be ∼150,000–180,000 cells/mm2 [Jonas et al. 1992b]. Following

Equation 2.1 this corresponds to ∼120 cells per visual angle (≈̂ 0.5 arc minutes). Ac-

counting to the Nyquist limit (2 cells are required per cycle), this gives a maximum of

∼60 cpd (≈̂ 1 arc minute ≈ 0.0167°), which indeed corresponds to 20/20 vision.

If the frequency of a visual stimulus exceeds this threshold cone spacing causes alias-

ing in the retina [Williams 1990, Williams and Coletta 1987, Williams 1985], matching

findings from sampling theory [Shannon 1949].

Minimum discriminable acuity (discrimination of a change in a feature)

refers to the visual angle of the smallest visible change within a feature that an indi-

vidual is able to detect [Levin et al. 2011]. Changes can be in position, orientation, or

size, and have been shown to range between 3–5 arc seconds in normal-sighted people.

In the special case of a misalignment of two (parallel and almost collinear) lines,

in the literature also referred to as Vernier acuity [Levi et al. 1985, Wehrhahn and

Westheimer 1990], the HVS is able to perceive a mismatch as small as 0.85 arc seconds

(≈̂ 0,00024°) visual angle [Klein and Levi 1985].

This ability of the HVS to detect visual features about a magnitude smaller than

what is to be expected from the (even highest) density of photoreceptor cells in the

retina is referred to as hyperacuity [Andersen and Weymouth 1923, Westheimer 1975,

Strasburger et al. 2018].

Minimum visible acuity (detection of a feature) refers to the absolute, smallest

visual feature that the HVS is able to recognize. The minimum, given optimal lighting

conditions, was determined to be as small as ∼0.5 arc seconds (≈̂ 0.00014°) visual angle

for long thin lines, presented with a high contrast to a uniform, evenly illuminated

background [Hecht and Mintz 1939].

Spatial contrast sensitivity describes the property of the HVS that visual acuity

varies based on the local spatial contrast of observed objects [Campbell and Robson

1968]. It is given by the so-called contrast sensitivity function (CSF), which provides

a characterization of the responsiveness of the HVS to spatial frequencies depending

on visual contrast. More specifically, given a certain spatial frequency it defines the

minimal contrast of a visual detail that is required for the detail to be visually perceiv-

able [Levin et al. 2011, Snowden et al. 2012]. The Campbell-Robson contrast sensitivity
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Figure 2.10: Campbell-Robson contrast sensitivity chart. Adapted from Ohzawa [1968],

Campbell and Robson [1968].

chart in Figure 2.10 shows how increasing spatial frequency affects contrast perception.

The actual function is expressed as the reciprocal of the minimal perceivable contrast

per spatial frequency. This results in a bell-shaped function, as depicted in Figure 2.11
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Figure 2.11: Contrast sensitivity function for different levels of retinal illumination.

Adapted from Woods [2012].
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for increasing levels of retinal illumination (0.0009–900 Td), reporting highest sensitiv-

ity for frequencies around 5–10 cpd and a strong positive correlation with the level of

retinal illumination. Typical thresholds range between 20–30 cpd for low ambient light

and 50–60 cpd for bright environments [Wandell 1995]. Additionally, contrast sensi-

tivity of the HVS decreases with increasing eccentricity [Regan and Beverley 1983].

This decrease is most pronounced for red–green contrasts and less for blue–yellow or

achromatic stimuli [Mullen 1985].

Temporal sensitivity of the HVS varies similarly to its spatial contrast sensitivity.

The photoreceptor cells of the retina do not convert incoming photons into a con-

tinuous stream of visual information signals. Instead, they accumulate photons over

time, a process known as temporal summation (e.g. cone cells take ∼20–30 ms) [Levin

et al. 2011]. Depending on the eccentricity of the affected retinal region and prevalent

illumination level, sensitivity to frequencies varies notably. Similar to the CSF for spa-

tial contrast sensitivity, the so-called critical flicker frequency (CFF) is used to record

the contrast sensitivity with respect to temporal resolution. The CFF (also known as

flicker fusion frequency [Brozek and Keys 1945]), provides the threshold at which the

perception of a flickering light becomes indistinguishable from a steady light, i.e. a not

flickering constantly illuminated surface [Wells et al. 2001].
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Figure 2.12: Critical flicker frequency for different levels of retinal illumination, measured

over the central 50° of the FOV. Adapted from [Kelly 1961].
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Figure 2.12 shows averaged measurements of CFFs for different levels of retinal

illumination [Kelly 1961]. Typical thresholds range between 40 cps for low and 80 cps

for high ambient lighting conditions [Wandell 1995]. As can be seen, the contrast

sensitivity of the HVS increases (minimum perceivable contrast threshold decreases)

with increasing illuminance, an effect referred to as the Ferry-Porter law [Porter 1902].

Our sensitivity to temporal flickering additionally depends on the size of the flickering

object/surface, i.e., sensitivity increases approximately linearly with increasing size,

known as Granit-Harper law [Granit and Harper 1930]. Moreover, it was shown that

eccentricity has a significant influence on the CFF [Escobar et al. 2018, Himmelberg and

Wade 2019], as depicted by the black curve in Figure 2.13 [Rovamo and Raninen 1984,

Davson 1990]. In detail the CFF increases from foveal to medium eccentric peripheral

regions of the visual field, and then decreases again for extreme eccentricities [Hartmann

et al. 1979, Fukuda 1979].

M scaling describes the attempt to modify stimuli to account for the non-constant

visual performance of the HVS, most prominently due to photoreceptor cell distribu-

tion and cortical magnification. The objective thereby is to scale properties of stimuli

according to their position within the visual field, to achieve (approximately) equal

perceptibility of these stimuli across the full visual field [Virsu et al. 1987, Virsu and

Rovamo 1979, Strasburger et al. 2011]. More precisely, a stimulus is enhanced to com-

pensate for the degradation of visual performance with increasing eccentricity. In most

cases this refers to spatial magnification of a given stimulus, but also enhancement of

contrast or increase of general retinal illuminance have been shown to effectively level

visual performance, as depicted in Figure 2.13 [Rovamo and Raninen 1984].

M scaling in form of spatial magnification is used in approaches introduced

later on in this thesis, to assure a similar level of visibility of guidance stimuli

across the visual field, specifically in Paper A.

Adaptation

The HVS is able to work over a huge range of illuminance levels, spanning almost

the entire range that occurs on earth’s surface. This corresponds to a range of ap-

proximately 10 orders of magnitude during a normal day–night cycle [Govardovskii

et al. 2000], e.g. for starlight (10−3 cd/m2) and desktop monitors (102 cd/m2) to bright

sunlight (105 cd/m2) [Wandell 1995]. The adaptation mechanism is driven by three

components, the pupil, the retina, and the visual cortex [Xing et al. 2014]. The pupil-

lary light reflex, varying the size of the eye’s iris between ∼1–8 mm, contributes only
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Figure 2.13: Critical flicker frequency measured as a function of eccentricity for different

scenarios: static illuminance and stimulus area (black); M scaled retinal illuminance (blue);

M scaled stimulus area (red); both parameters M scaled. Adapted from [Rovamo and

Raninen 1984].

one order of magnitude of dynamic range [Goldstein 2013]. Instead, the retina together

with connected areas of the visual cortex accounts for most of the adaptation perfor-

mance, providing about seven orders of magnitude by rod cell-based adaptation and

even more for cones [Rodieck and Rodieck 1998]. In detail, the photosensitive pigment

within the cones and rods is bleached proportionally to the surrounding light inten-

sity, yielding an adaptation of the cell sensitivity to different levels of illumination, as

depicted in Figure 2.14 [Pugh Jr et al. 1999].

In case of a sudden change in the lighting condition, i.e., from being outside in

bright light and then entering a room with dim light, or vice versa, the adaptation

process is either referred to as dark or light adaptation. Temporally, these two pro-
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Figure 2.14: Adaptation levels of cone and rod cells for different levels of retinal illumi-

nation. Adapted from Goldstein [2013].

cesses vary strongly. The photosensitive pigment in cones and rods is bleached almost

instantaneously but requires much longer for regeneration. Hence, light adaptation of

the HVS requires only a few seconds to reach full sensitivity for scotopic vision [Adelson

1982] and about 5 minutes for photopic vision [Baker 1949]. In contrast, as illustrated

in Figure 2.15, the HVS requires significantly more time (up to 35 minutes depending

on the initial adaptation level and individual differences) to reach maximum sensitivity

during dark adaptation [Lamb and Pugh Jr 2004].

Attention

We do not pay the same amount of attention to everything around us. Instead, we focus

on some aspects and ignore on others. Attention summarizes all biological, cognitive

and behavioral factors that influence our selection mechanisms for concentrating on or

filtering out some information or a discrete aspect of some information [Borji and Itti

2012, Schütz et al. 2011, McMains and Kastner 2009].
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Figure 2.15: Dark adaptation of cone and rod cells as a function of time spent in the

dark. Adapted from Goldstein [2013].

Attention is often separated into overt and covert attention [Bichot 2001]. Overt

attention refers to the process of directing foveal vision towards a stimulus, i.e., directly

looking at the current OOI. Covert attention, on the other hand, describes mentally

focusing on one out of multiple available stimuli without actively focusing on it [Borji

and Itti 2012]. An example of covert attention is when a test subject is asked to stare

at some text while mentally concentrating on a signal light in the peripheral visual

field. Thus, it is possible to directly look at an object without paying attention to it.

The gaze path with which we explore our environment may thus be different for overt

and covert attention [Thomas and Wickens 2001]. While there is no known mechanism

to measure covert attention, overt attention can be recorded precisely and at high

temporal resolution using eye tracking [Cunningham and Wallraven 2011, Al-Rahayfeh

and Faezipour 2013, Duchowski 2017].

Besides directing our focus, overt attention also enhances perception of attended

objects as compared to unattended areas [Frintrop et al. 2010, Goldstein 2010], i.e.,

attention increases the neuronal sensitivity which results in enhanced apparent visual

contrast [Carrasco et al. 2004].
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Saliency (also referred to as Salience) describes how much an object stands out from

its surroundings. It provides an intuitive characterization of an observer’s perception

of a scene in terms of which part stands out relative to its neighbors. While saliency is

mostly referred to in the context of visual information, it applies also to other sensory

systems, e.g., for audio. For visual systems it is typically provided in form of a so-called

saliency map, showing a 2D distribution of expected visual attention across an image.

The calculation of saliency for visual information is most often based on the local

contrast [Itti 2005]. Nevertheless, it was shown that viewing behavior is additionally

influenced by cognitive factors like scene knowledge and tasks [Stoll et al. 2015], or that

it is guided by higher-level features such as faces, camera movements, and conversations

[Breeden and Hanrahan 2017] and even by presentation technology (e.g. being either

in VR or on a desktop) [Sitzmann et al. 2018].

Two distinct general approaches have evolved to calculate saliency of a given image:

bottom-up and top-down. Bottom-up typically means scene/stimulus-driven, i.e., it is

generated based on low-level (visual) features of a scene, like colors or contrast. Top-

down approaches typically work expectation/goal-driven, i.e. based on knowledge,

expectations, tasks, or goals [Nothdurft 2005].

Since the visual guidance methods investigated in this thesis employ stim-

uli that are composed of low-level visual features, they alter the bottom-up

saliency distribution of visual surroundings.

Motion recognition refers to the detection of a moving object from its projection

shifting across the retina. The HVS is highly sensitive to motion throughout the full

visual field, e.g., to avoid collisions with approaching obstacles. Under daylight condi-

tions, movements can still be clearly recognized if they span a visual angle of as few

as 20 arc seconds [Basler 1906]. As described in Section 2.1.5 (visual acuity), this is

even below the threshold for resolving two features, indicating that the HVS is able to

detect motion between two points which themselves are in indistinguishable proximity.

Similar to most visual properties, motion recognition depends on foveal eccentricity,

i.e., the angle between the fovea centralis and the moving object’s projection on the

retina. Motion sensitivity decreases with increasing eccentricity, while this decrease is

notably stronger in the vertical direction [Stern 1895, Basler 1906]. We are, therefore,

better adapted to detect motion at the left or right edge of our visual field as compared

to the upper and lower border. Additionally, motion detection was shown to depend

on the velocity and on environment illuminance, i.e., objects are easier to detect the

faster they move and the brighter the surroundings [Basler 1906].
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Saccades are rapid ballistic movements executed by both eyes simultaneously to

direct foveal vision into a specific direction [Kowler 2011], typically onto some OOI

near the foveal region [Cassin and Rubin 2001]. From the onset of a stimulus, the HVS

triggers a saccade within 100–150 ms [Fischer and Ramsperger 1984]. The actual delay

depends on various factors, like task, memory, and saccade distance [Hafed and Goffart

2020]. Typically saccades happen approximately 2–3 times per second [Kienzle et al.

2009] and take about 200 ms [Leigh and Zee 2015]. They move about ∼7° on average

at velocities around ∼300 deg/s [Abrams et al. 1989], but can reach up to 900 deg/s

[Fischer and Ramsperger 1984].

The periods between subsequent saccades, when the eyes remain still to focus on a

fixed target, are referred to as fixations [Salvucci and Goldberg 2000, Just and Carpen-

ter 1980, 1976]. The HVS collects visual information almost only during these fixations

phases [Ibbotson and Krekelberg 2011].

To reach an OOI located in a more distant peripheral region of our visual field,

the HVS will not only initiate extremely long target-directed saccades but also a com-

plementary head rotation towards the target region [Kowler 2011]. Previous research

has shown that this behavior of combined saccades and head rotations can be observed

starting at eccentricity thresholds of ∼30° [Schor 2011].

This is used by some methods later on in this thesis, especially targeted to

guidance towards target regions outside the initial visual field.

Saccadic masking (also referred to as saccadic suppression) describes a phenomenon

of our visual system that occurs during saccades. It refers to the effect of the almost

complete loss of visual perception during rapid eye movements [Ibbotson and Krekelberg

2011, Kowler 2011, Ross et al. 2001]. The only visual information that seems to be

processed during saccades is motion of patterns with low spatial frequency [Castet and

Masson 2000].

Many methods that will be referred to in this thesis rely on this effect to keep

stimuli out of overt attention using means of gaze-contingent deactivation, e.g.,

by hiding a stimulus based on real-time eye tracking.
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2.1.6 Summary

The following is a selection of quantities and insights regarding the human visual sys-

tem, that have been shown to be relevant to the methods presented later in this thesis,

briefly summarized for quick reference.

– The full visual field spans ∼200–220° horizontally and ∼135–180° vertically, from

which (horizontally) a single eye’s (monocular) visual field spans ∼160–180° and

the binocular overlap covers ∼120°.

– The visual acuity (with normal vision) ranges from around ∼1 arc minute for

identification tasks to less than 1 arc second for detection tasks. It increases

proportional with environmental illuminance and decreasing retinal eccentricity

(towards the foveal visual field).

– Temporal frequencies are perceivable up to ∼80 Hz under bright surrounding light

levels in the near (∼50–60°) peripheral visual field. The threshold decreases for

lower environment illumination and for foveal as well as far eccentric regions.

– The decrease of visual performance towards peripheral vision can be approxi-

mately compensated by M scaling of visual stimuli. Required scaling includes

size, contrast and frequency and varies for different visual properties (e.g. spatial

or temporal sensitivity) as well as between individuals.

– Light adaptation of the HVS (from dark to light illumination) takes only about

5 minutes while it takes up to 35 minutes for dark adaptation.

– The eyes move constantly (2–3 saccades per second) to scan our surroundings.

Saccades typically range about 7°. Combination of saccades and head motions

are used for larger eccentricities ≥ 30°.

– Attention is influenced by low-level features, such as contrast and color, higher-

level features such as faces and camera movements, but also cognitive processes

like a given task or scene knowledge. Gaze direction is a good estimate of atten-

tion.
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2.2 Immersive Environments

An immersive environment (or VR system) in this thesis refers to a technical setup that

is capable of representing a digital world to spectators such that they feel immersed into

that world. Typically visual information, besides audio or haptic stimulation, plays the

most important role in such immersive simulations, spanning large portions or even

the full visual field of users [Mateer 2017, Rubio-Tamayo et al. 2017]. Because of the

inherent properties of virtual environments — well controllable, non-destructive, and

safe — they are used in training, therapy, but also in research across many fields for

various kinds of human-centric investigations [Riva et al. 2019, Pizzi et al. 2019].

2.2.1 Basic Principles

The two most important principles in VR — presence and immersion — are related

to how convincing a virtual world appears to viewers [Mütterlein 2018, Slater 2003,

Schuemie et al. 2001, Slater and Wilbur 1997, Slater et al. 1994].

Presence is typically understood as the psychological experience of “being there”.

It is the subjective perception of authenticity and plausibility of a virtual world, in

terms of the presented content and the interactiveness. It relates to how compelling a

story is and how the world (e.g. virtual avatars) interact with users [Mütterlein 2018,

IJsselsteijn 2003, Heeter 1992].

In VR research, presence is further subdivided into various subtypes: Personal

presence refers to the subjective experience, like seeing his own virtual hands or having

the sense of déjà vu while exploring a scene. Social presence depends on interactions

(e.g. conversations) with other beings, which might be artificial characters or avatars

of other real people. Environmental presence relates to interactiveness of the virtual

environment, like lights turning on when entering a room [Mateer 2017, Heeter 1992].

An extensive literature survey on presence is provided by Schuemie et al. [2001].

Immersion complements presence as much as it refers to the technological quality

of a virtual experience. It describes how realistic a virtual environment is presented to

viewers by a VR system [Schuemie et al. 2001, Slater and Wilbur 1997]. This mostly

depends on fidelity and precision of the used VR system when reproducing real-world

sensual (visual, audio, haptic, etc.) information to represent corresponding virtual

counterparts [Mütterlein 2018, Cummings and Bailenson 2016].
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Stereoscopy (also referred to as stereo imaging) refers to techniques to provide arti-

ficial depth perception for our binocular HVS (Section 2.1.5) based on synthetic data.

They create the illusion of three-dimensional visual information with depth perception,

while actually watching two two-dimensional images (without parallax depth informa-

tion). Typically two images are used, one being presented to each eye, as illustrated

in Figure 2.16. These images show the same object or scene but are rendered from

slightly different positions to match the different perspectives of our two eyes. The

HVS is then able to reconstruct 3D information from the slight perspective differences

in these images, which is also known as stereopsis [Scarfe and Glennerster 2019, Barry

Real-world Objects

Display Contents

Figure 2.16: Native 3D stereoscopy (top), and artificial stereoscopy in VR (bottom).

Dashed arrows indicate viewing distance.
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and Sacks 2009, Howard et al. 1995]. While stereopsis contributes most information

in this process for objects in close proximity, the HVS also employs other visual cues

like motion parallax, occultation, apparent size, or lighting and shadows, especially for

more distant objects.

Vergence–accommodation conflict describes a mismatch in our HVS when look-

ing at digital objects in VR. To align the eyes’ optical axes onto a targeted object,

the eyes need to rotate towards each other (for close objects) or towards a parallel

orientation (for far away objects), a process called vergence. This is accompanied by a

second process, known as accommodation, by which the eyes’ lenses contract or relax

to focus at the respective distance of the object [Howard 2012, Goldstein 2010, Cassin

and Rubin 2001].

Unfortunately, accommodation cannot be elicited in common VR systems. This is

due to the constant actual viewing distance for all parts of a virtual scene, which is

predetermined by the distance to the screen or projection surface, compared to varying

distances to real-world objects in real surroundings (depicted by the dashed arrows in

Figure 2.16 bottom vs. top). Therefore, the HVS needs to generate conflicting signals

for vergence and accommodation mechanisms within VR systems, which is known in the

literature as the vergence–accommodation conflict, which negatively impacts immersion

[Kramida 2015, Kim et al. 2012, Shibata et al. 2011].

System latency is a term used to refer to the accumulated/overall delay of a VR

system when responding to user interactions — including capturing user motion (e.g.

via cameras or inertial measurement units (IMUs)), calculating corresponding changes

to scene objects due to the user’s virtual viewing perspective, rendering new (stereo-

scopic) images, and displaying these back to the user [Faurot et al. 2020, Jones et al.

2019, Iosa et al. 2016, Siciliano and Khatib 2016]. Previous investigations have shown

that latency in VR systems has a strong impact on immersion and user performance.

It can even lead to increased motion/simulator sickness [Cuervo et al. 2018, Mania

et al. 2004]. While the sense of body ownership, i.e., the feeling that the virtual body

parts belong to the own body [Tsakiris 2010, Costantini and Haggard 2007], does not

completely break even at very high delays, less than 125 ms are required to prevent

noticeable degradation. For best coordinated motor performance, the system delay

should not exceed 75 ms [Waltemate et al. 2016], and should even stay below 50 ms for

gaze-related effects, like foveated rendering [Albert et al. 2017].
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2.2.2 Artificial Reality Concepts

Different concepts of immersive systems have evolved, relying on very different tech-

nologies and targeting very different fields of application. In general, there are two basic

concepts — virtual reality and augmented reality — that receive most attention, both

in research and in industry [Wetzstein 2020, Jerald 2015]. They form the foundation of

other related classifications, mostly constructed from different subsets of their features,

as illustrated in Figure 2.17 [Mann et al. 2018].

Augmented RealityMixed RealityVirtual Reality

Natural 
surrounding 
visible

Natural 
surrounding 
visible

Natural 
surrounding 
not visible

Virtual objects
Real-looking
virtual objects

Real-looking
virtual objects

Available to 
the public

Not available to 
the public

Available to 
the public

Figure 2.17: Simplified comparison of virtual, mixed and augmented reality concepts.

Based on [Brigham 2017].

Virtual reality refers to systems that offer fully digitally simulated but believable

and real-looking experiences. While being digital, the presented scenarios can either

be completely imaginary or 3D reconstructions of real places. A VR experience is only

made up of the virtual world, attempting to perceptually isolate users from the physical

world. Therefore, in most VR systems the view of the physical world is completely

blocked. For strong immersion, VR systems typically address several sensory modalities

simultaneously. Most prominently, our visual system is presented with wide angle FOV

stereoscopic images to present not only flat images of virtual worlds, but rather three-

dimensional views into them. Besides visual information, also auditory and (some)

haptic feedback, mostly by means of vibrating controllers, is provided by almost all

systems. Moreover, depending on the specific application, a system may or may not

allow interaction, e.g. via hand-held controllers or real-time motion capture [Scarfe and

Glennerster 2019, Mann et al. 2018, Anthes et al. 2016].
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Augmented reality refers to technical setups that allow to view the real-world sur-

rounding, supplemented by digitally generated content. Typically, visual information

about specific parts of the surroundings are projected on top of the physical world

by means of a see-through projection technology. Placement of digital overlays within

the FOV can rely on various measures, e.g., tracked positions of real objects or device

orientation relative to the physical surroundings. In the context of augmented reality

(AR), digital representations of objects are typically not real-looking, i.e., users can

tell them apart from real objects [Wetzstein 2020, Brigham 2017, Grubert et al. 2016,

Schmalstieg and Hollerer 2016, Billinghurst et al. 2015].

Mixed reality is a term often used to describe experiences that combine features

from both VR and AR. There is no common definition of mixed reality (MR) in the

related literature. Instead, various criteria have been defined to identify MR experi-

ences, e.g., alignment of virtual and physical space, or collaboration of VR and AR

users. Sometimes MR is considered an evolution of AR with specialized hardware for

advanced environmental understanding and interaction or realistic rendering of virtual

objects. In this case, a common criterion is that both physical and virtual objects

are part of a joint experience but, other than in the case of AR, they are not readily

distinguishable from one another. Different means are used to achieve this goal. For

example, virtual objects are dynamically hidden based on estimated real-world depth

to simulate occlusion by nearby scene parts [Alhakamy and Tuceryan 2020, Speicher

et al. 2019b, Mann et al. 2018, Brigham 2017].

In-depth discussions on these and some more less frequently used classifications, like

mediated or multimediated reality, can be found in the extensive surveys on immersive

systems that were carried out during recent years [Mann et al. 2018, Brigham 2017].

2.2.3 Systems

Since the presentation of the first VR devices, as briefly described in Chapter 1, different

types of systems have become established, basically distinguishable into head-mounted

and stationary systems (see Figure 2.18 and 2.20). Each of these systems comes with

its advantages and limitations, but they all share some basic principles [Alqahtani et al.

2017, Anthes et al. 2016, Burdea and Coiffet 2003].

In general, all systems comprise some sort of visual and audio output as well as mo-

tion tracking capabilities. Visual display components are typically capable of present-

ing stereoscopic visual content to enable scene depth perception [El Jamiy and Marsh

2019]. For orientation and multi-sensory immersion of users within virtual worlds, most
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immersive systems provide surround (or at least stereo) sound. Real-time tracking is

required to match the virtual content to users’ physical motion. While at least the head

orientation needs to be captured to enable the VR-characteristic “looking-around” ex-

ploration mechanism, almost all systems also provide tracking of the head position to

enable motion parallax. In general, VR systems seek to maintain high display frame

rates and low tracking latency for highest possible immersion.

Stationary systems are limited to VR applications since they typically comprise

of a solid construction that isolates users from their physical surroundings. Head-

mounted systems, on the other hand, can be easily carried around through the physical

world. Therefore, also AR experiences are supported via specialized optics of so-called

see-through head-mounted displays, a specialized subtype of HMDs. The following

sections provide basic comparative descriptions of the two types of VR systems [Scarfe

and Glennerster 2019, Anthes et al. 2016, Havig et al. 2011].

Head-mounted Systems

They are mostly referred to as head-mounted displays (HMDs) and form the most

common type of VR systems. As the name suggests, the devices are attached to the

user’s head, typically by means of adjustable straps, which allow keeping the device in

front of the eyes while being able to move around freely, within the boundaries of the

given system (constrained, e.g., by wires or room size). Hence, all components of the

(a) (b) (c)

(e) (d) (f)

Figure 2.18: Examples of consumer-grade head-mounted VR and AR systems, including

devices that employ smartphones (a: Google Cardboard, b: Samsung Gear VR), devices

that require an external rendering system like consoles (c: PlayStation VR) or PCs (e:

HTC Vive), and autonomously working devices (d: Oculus Go, f: Microsoft HoloLens).
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system have a fixed position and orientation relative to the head and move together

with it [Angelov et al. 2020, Anthes et al. 2016].

While there is some continuous interest in VR headsets in form of helmets, e.g.

for aircraft pilots, the most prominent consumer-grade devices come in the form of

goggles. Besides the most apparent difference among these devices, comprising either

see-through AR optics or sight-blocking VR screens, they exist in various forms when

it comes to rendering and displaying VR content. The following paragraphs provide

brief descriptions of some of the device types shown in Figure 2.18.

Smartphone-based devices represent the most basic type that, by itself, does not

include any appropriate hardware, but instead serves primarily as mounting device for

smartphones, e.g., the Google Cardboard (Figure 2.18 a) or Samsung Gear VR (b).

These smartphones need to run specialized software to evaluate on-board sensors for

acceleration and orientation, and also to render the corresponding stereoscopic images.

Due to the limited compute capabilities of smartphones (as compared to PCs or game

consoles) rendering quality is restricted to comparatively low graphics quality levels.

External rendering systems form the second category of head-mounted VR sys-

tems. They rely on powerful processing power being externally available through

wired/wireless connections via, e.g., game consoles or PCs. Examples are the PlaySta-

tion VR (Figure 2.18 c) or HTC Vive (e). In contrast to smartphone-based VR head-

sets, more powerful rendering capabilities of the connected systems enable extensive

simulations and high level real-time graphics. Moreover, as these systems often come

with additional specialized sensors, as compared to the general purpose smartphone

sensors, motion tracking is more precise and allows for additional components to be

part of the virtual experience, e.g., additional controllers or hands with finger tracking.

All-in-one headsets form the last category in this classification and refer to fully au-

tonomously working systems, like the Oculus Go (Figure 2.18 d) or Microsoft HoloLens

(f). They come with specialized sensors for motion tracking, integrated graphics pro-

cessing components for rendering medium to high quality graphics, and displays, all

combined into one device. The advantage of this type is that it combines the best parts

of the two preceding categories: highly portable without any dependency on external

(e.g. rendering) components, specialized hardware and decent graphics performance.

For most studies conducted during this thesis an HMD with external rendering

PC was used, more specifically the HTC Vive (Pro).
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Figure 2.19: Basic construction principle (display and optics) of VR HMDs to enable

short focus distances (see accommodation).

For displaying visual information, screens are mounted such that they reside only

a few centimeters in front of the eyes, covering almost the full visual field [Anthes

et al. 2016, Davis et al. 2015, Jerald 2015]. HMDs employ two (partly) separate optic–

display setups to enable stereoscopic vision: one in front of each eye. Systems with

ordinary display panels rely on focusing/converging lenses, as depicted in Figure 2.19,

as otherwise our eyes would not be able to focus such close distances [Koretz and

Handelman 1988, Iavecchia et al. 1988]. Novel, prototypical display setups with multiple

screen layers [Chang et al. 2018, Mercier et al. 2017, Akeley et al. 2004] and deformable

optical elements [Koulieris et al. 2019, Zabels et al. 2019, Bhowmik 2018, Dunn et al.

2018] even allow variable focal distances to resolve the vergence–accommodation conflict

in VR devices. In an alternative technological approach, so-called retinal displays,

images are projected directly onto the retina [Rolland et al. 2016, Viirre et al. 1998,

Johnston and Willey 1995]. These will not be considered in more detail since they are

not employed in this thesis, but should still be mentioned here for completeness.
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Because head-mounted systems comprise active displays they typically provide high

contrast ranges and bright colors. Obviously, as the devices move along with the

head, these systems offer an unrestricted, omnidirectional viewing experience without

construction-related unavailable viewing directions. Unfortunately, for the majority

of current-generation head-mounted devices, the provided FOV is significantly smaller

(∼50%) than the visual field of our eyes. However, first consumer-ready HMDs (e.g.

Pimax1 or StarVR2) are becoming available, offering a FOV that nearly covers the

full human visual field via specialized optics and larger or multiple integrated screens

[Hillmann 2019, Kourtesis et al. 2019].

Regarding locomotion, head-mounted devices support potentially unlimited physi-

cal walking space. Depending on a system’s tracking technology, the actually available

space may be restricted by, e.g., the size of the environment (living room vs. sports

hall), length of required wires, or the amount of external tracking hardware distributed

throughout the walkable area. Fortunately, most of these restrictions can already be

mitigated. To prevent limiting the user’s mobility from wired connections, one can

either use all-in-one VR systems, or employ wireless technology to feed rendered con-

tent from an external rendering machine [Chaccour et al. 2019, Chen et al. 2019, Chan

2019, Veeramani et al. 2018, Chen et al. 2018]. For positional tracking, while additional

external hardware typically increases precision, inside-out tracking can be employed to

remove the dependency on external tracking hardware [Angelov et al. 2020, Fortin-

Deschênes et al. 2019, Weising and Miller 2020].

Due to the size and weight of current VR headsets, wearing comfort does not allow

longer sessions without interruptions [Wang et al. 2020, Mariani and Ponsa 2017]. Also,

unusual orientations like turning the head upside down, or fast/abrupt movements are

problematic because they can lead to slippage of the device, which can lead to impaired

vision and thus lost of immersion. Recent optics research shows much potential to

further reduce the size of future devices, eventually overcoming the drawbacks of large

and uncomfortable headsets [Benitez et al. 2017].

Besides this, a major drawback of current-generation HMDs is their (still) insuffi-

cient display resolution, or more precisely the (apparently) low pixel density due to the

magnification effect of the converging lenses due to which the pixel matrix becomes vis-

ible, known as the screen-door effect [Cho et al. 2017, Kenyon et al. 2014]. For general

displays, pixel density is mostly provided as pixels per inch (ppi). For better compara-

bility among HMD devices with different sizes and eye-to-screen distances, it may also

1 https://eu.pimax.com/products/vision-8k-x
2 https://www.starvr.com/product/#spec
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be measured in pixels per degree (ppd), i.e., resolution per degree visual angle. Recent

advances in display technology enable increasing pixel densities, slowly approaching the

perceptual limits of our HVS (see Section 2.1.6).

Stationary Systems

In contrast to head-mounted devices, stationary VR systems cannot be carried around.

They are mounted to the floor or walls (depending on the type of system), and their

dimensions scale up to allow users to sit, stand or even walk inside them. Display

technologies of these systems can be roughly distinguished into two categories: systems

that employ active (LCD/OLED) screens that directly serve as the display surface; and

projections (e.g. onto wall screens) which enable larger display surfaces while yielding

reduced image contrast [Muhanna 2015, Zhou and Deng 2009, Sauter 2003].

As can be seen in Figure 2.20, stationary systems exist in various forms, e.g., large

display walls with different form factors to walk along (a: flat wall, b: multiple walls, c:

curved projected walls) [Sajadi and Majumder 2010, Relke and Riemann 2005, Wright

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 2.20: Examples of stationary VR systems: display walls (a–c), specialized multi-

monitor setups (d), CAVE systems (e) and Dome systems (f–g). Pictures (a–c) depict the

HIVE at Curtin University1and (g) shows the Elbedome 2.0 [Schenk and Masik 2017].

1 https://news.curtin.edu.au/stories/researchers-abuzz-over-hive-and-immersive-visualisation/
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2000, Czernuszenko et al. 1997], application-specific multi-screen setups, e.g., airplane

or car driving simulators (d) [Oberhauser and Dreyer 2017, Dosovitskiy et al. 2017,

Lee et al. 1998], CAVEs with surrounding projection walls (e) [DeFanti et al. 2011,

Cruz-Neira et al. 1992], or dome systems that project onto (almost spherical) curved

walls that seamlessly span around the user (f–g) [Grogorick et al. 2019b, Schenk and

Masik 2017, Schoor et al. 2007]. Besides different space requirements, these different

shapes also allow for different user positions, e.g. standing in front (a–c), siting inside

(d), or even passing through (e–g).

Display walls refer to rather simple forms of stationary VR systems. They typically

form a large flat display surface that is either composed of several smaller displays

arranged closely together, or built as a solid wall screen that is illuminated by one or

multiple projectors. Display walls exist in various dimensions, with very different pixel

resolutions [Relke and Riemann 2005, Wright 2000, Czernuszenko et al. 1997]. Besides

simple flat walls, also slightly more complex constructions exist, including curved walls

that surround viewers to some extend for larger available FOV [Sajadi and Majumder

2010]. Nevertheless, both floor and ceiling are not part of the display area in these

systems, limiting the maximum level of immersion due to the boundaries being always

visible. Due to the low level of immersion, these systems are not primarily intended to

be used for VR applications, but instead they are used as visual interactive multi-user

interfaces, e.g. for data visualization.

Multi-screen systems are most commonly used for application-specific setups, like

car driving simulators [Dosovitskiy et al. 2017, Lee et al. 1998] or airplane cockpit

simulators [Oberhauser and Dreyer 2017]. Individual screens are typically arranged to

match position and orientation of windows in the corresponding physical counterpart

of the simulated vehicle. Analogous to the screens, imitated hardware controls are

arranged around the user such that their position, orientation and function matches

the real controls of the simulated vehicle. Such hardware controls allow for very realistic

interaction with an otherwise fully digital world and, despite the small portion of the

human visual field that is actually covered by renderings of the digital world, the

combination with the accompanying hardware controls yield a high level of immersion.

To increase immersion even further, some systems comprise hydraulic mechanics that

are to some degree capable of shifting and turning the whole simulation device, including

the user, to simulate g-forces matching the movements in virtual space [Onyesolu et al.

2012, Käding and Hoffmeyer 1995].
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Surrounding flat projection surfaces are also widely known as CAVE systems.

In contrast to the rather simple display walls, surround systems employ projection

walls (almost) all around the viewer. Typically they are constructed in the form of

cubes, leaving out only one wall as an entrance/exit. They are large enough to stay

and walk (a few steps) inside them. Most systems comprise a dedicated projector for

each wall, sometimes even more to increase resolution or brightness [Alqahtani et al.

2017, DeFanti et al. 2011, Cruz-Neira et al. 1993, 1992].

For projecting the digital images onto the walls, two types of systems have been

developed. In the first type, the inner surfaces are directly illuminated by projectors

mounted above the cube, in which case the system misses a projection at the ceiling.

In the second system type, the walls are built from a translucent material so that the

digital images can be projected from behind. This has the obvious advantage that also

the ceiling can be used as part of the virtual environment, but also projections onto

the other surrounding walls will not be partly obscured from shadows thrown by the

user. The disadvantages of the second type are overall reduced brightness and lower

contrast.

Many CAVE systems achieve high perceived (angular) resolutions, especially due to

the possible use of multiple projectors in tile-like arrangement per wall. The walkable

area within CAVEs is restricted by the size of the cube structure, typically spanning

only a few square meters. While CAVEs allow natural and intuitive movements, actual

walking motion is very limited. An additional immersion limiting factor is that the

connections (edges and corners) of the surrounding walls of such a system cannot be

covered up completely by the projections [Alqahtani et al. 2017, Onyesolu et al. 2012,

Cruz-Neira et al. 1993].

As compared to display walls or multi-screen setups, the surrounding projection of

CAVEs covers the entire human visual field (except for head orientations that include

the rear entrance/exit viewing direction) and thus yields a higher degree of immersion.

Moreover, in contrast to the previous system types, CAVEs always provide the user

with a valid viewing perspective across all projection surfaces, constantly adapting to

changes of the user’s current physical (head) position within the walkable space. To

accomplish this, users’ head position and orientation (from which eye positions can be

derived) have to be tracked in real-time. This is typically accomplished by means of

external tracking, based on statically mounted surrounding cameras and lightweight

infrared light-reflective markers (IR markers) attached to users’ head.
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Surrounding curved projection surfaces exist mostly in the form of projection

domes, and are constructed mostly analogous to CAVE systems, in such that they rely

on projections around the viewer. The major difference is that there is only one curved

surface that is constructed to smoothly wrap around the user, without separate wall

segments being visible inside the projection surface. Shapes range from fully spheri-

cal to cylindrical structures with rounded edges, as can be seen in Figure 2.20 (f–g).

Analogous to CAVE systems, multiple precisely calibrated projectors are used, where

higher resolutions can be achieved by increasing the number of projectors. In contrast

to CAVEs where projector images of different walls do not intersect or multiple pro-

jectors can simply be arranged in a regular grid for increased resolution across a wall,

dome systems require projectors to be tilted and rotated against each other to get a

roughly uniform pixel density over the entire hemisphere. This, however, results in

overlapping projector images that need to be precisely detected and blended to achieve

a uniform, seamless projection. Moreover, to present an undistorted image from the

viewer’s perspective, curved projection systems require additional non-linear transfor-

mations (see Figure 2.21) to project onto the curved surfaces, a process referred to as

warping. Similar to CAVE systems, the user’s head position and orientation is tracked

via external capture systems at real time for correct virtual view synthesis. While

curved projection systems often need to deal with a larger portion of the surrounding

not being covered by the display surface, the projection still covers the full human

visual field for a system-specific subset of viewing directions. Within the range of these

Figure 2.21: Left: A projector’s patch covers a portion of the curved projection surface

(dotted hemisphere). Right: Warping is required to translate pixels from the viewer’s

perspective into the projectors perspective when rendering onto the curved projection

surface [Grogorick et al. 2018c].
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directions, the absence of visible seams in the projection surface increases the level of

immersion of curved projection systems.

For most studies conducted during this thesis a projection system with a

curved surface was used, more specifically the ICG Dome projection system

described in [Grogorick et al. 2019b].

2.2.4 Motion Tracking

Various tracking modalities exist for interactive virtual as well as augmented reality

systems. They allow for real-time interaction with digital environments via natural

body movements which strongly contributes to the experienced degree of immersion,

and determine the range of possible applications by means of interaction possibilities

of the user. Effectively all VR and AR reality systems provide at least orientation

tracking (pitch, yaw, roll), also referred to as 3 degree of freedom (DoF) tracking, to

allow for the VR-typical looking-around experience. In addition, most devices also

provide tracking capabilities for additional translation movements (horizontal, vertical,

forward-backward), yielding 6 DoF in total [Marchand et al. 2015].

Tracking technologies vary strongly across the various different approaches that

have been proposed in recent decades. Probably the first of such technologies was

mechanical tracking by means of a physical connection to a fixed external point in

combination with sensors to measure telescopic rod extension and bending angle of

joints, as used for the iconic HMD of Ivan Sutherland [1968]. Another technology that

has been used is magnetic tracking, mostly composed of two independent subsystems to

determine orientation and position. Magnetometers are utilized to measure the device’s

orientation relative to the earth’s static magnetic field. For positional tracking multiple

orthogonal electromagnetic coils are used to calculate the relative offset to an active

electromagnetic source [Bucknor et al. 2019, Raab et al. 1979].

Nowadays, the most widespread technology is optical tracking, which basically re-

lies on cameras operating in the infrared or visible light spectrum. Numerous different

approaches of optical tracking have been proposed in related research during the last

decades. Marker-based tracking is a basic approach that relies on ordinary cameras

to track artificial markers of known shape and size with a predefined well-recognizable

pattern. These markers are attached to the user or other dynamic objects whose motion

should be captured. While such markers can be detected very reliably, marker-based

tracking is not always applicable due to lighting conditions or limitations for attaching
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the markers on object surfaces [Maidi et al. 2010, Kato and Billinghurst 1999]. Simulta-

neous localisation and mapping (SLAM) algorithms denote another category of optical

tracking approaches for which the camera is attached to the user or the moving object.

These approaches, also known as inside-out tracking, follow the strategy of continuously

digitally capturing the (unknown) surrounding to successively refine a corresponding

virtual map while constantly keeping track of the own (device’s) position within this

space. While SLAM-based tracking can provide high accuracy and does not pose spe-

cific requirements on the surroundings, it does not typically reach necessary refresh

rates [Saputra et al. 2018, Cadena et al. 2016, Dissanayake et al. 2001]. Depth-based

systems using infrared light identify another group of approaches. They operate on

depth maps that are usually constructed using time-of-flight or active stereo principles

in the infrared light spectrum [Niehorster et al. 2017, Zhang 2012, Kolb et al. 2010].

While optical systems have shown great performance at reasonable cost, all of them

come with a common restriction: they require an unhindered line of sight, regardless

whether from external cameras onto the user or from the user onto the surroundings.

Moreover, computer vision algorithms are computationally expensive operations, so

such systems do not reach high refresh rates. Therefore, many HMD devices employ

combinations of different technologies, e.g. magnetic inertial components for fast mo-

tion recognition, together with slow but stable optical tracking to prevent long-term

drift [Yates and Selan 2019, Ebstyne et al. 2016, Leutenegger et al. 2015].

Tracking modalities of human motion are manifold using current-generation tech-

nology. Besides head tracking, many more tracking modalities have been developed to

capture human motion, e.g. for hand/finger motion, eye gaze direction, facial expres-

sions, or full-body movements [Koulieris et al. 2019, Welch and Foxlin 2002].

Head tracking, nevertheless, is one of the most important tasks of any immersive

reality device. While in general tracking requirements heavily depend on the applica-

tion, fast and precise tracking of position and orientation of the user’s head is required

to dynamically align the virtual viewing perspective to the viewer’s physical motion in

real-time. As already pointed out in the previous paragraphs, this is needed to achieve

a high level of immersion in VR devices. Therefore, head tracking represents the very

basic form of motion tracking, that is provided by essentially any immersive system

[Wu et al. 2019, Bapat et al. 2016, LaValle et al. 2014, Sutherland 1968].

Very similar methods as for head tracking are used to capture the motion of hands

[Tsoli and Argyros 2018, Taylor et al. 2017] and the full body [Xu et al. 2019, Dou et al.

2017, Shotton et al. 2012]. Most methods assume some form of skeleton (composed of
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rigid body elements connected via joints) that constrains motion based on known bio-

logical anatomy, e.g., maximum bending angles of arms, legs, or fingers [Koulieris et al.

2019, Caserman et al. 2019]. For all these, the individual body parts are approximated

as rigid bodies that can be moved but not deformed. Capturing facial expressions,

on the other hand, requires completely different approaches that can handle the de-

formable, soft skin to capture the facial surface with all its dynamic deformations and

details [Li and Deng 2020, Martinez et al. 2017, Deshmukh et al. 2016].

Eye Tracking describes another specialized field of motion tracking methods that

aims to track the gaze of a user’s eyes relative to the head. In combination with either

a fixed, known head position or an accompanying head tracking system, this enables

estimating the actual 3D viewing direction. In case of binocular eye tracking, even the

focus distance can be determined based on the intersection point of the two eyes’ gaze

direction vectors [Rothe and L. Chuang 2020, Clay et al. 2019, George 2019]. One can

distinguish two major categories of eye tracking approaches: external [Khamis et al.

2018, Zhang et al. 2017, Wang et al. 2014] and head-mounted systems [Stengel et al.

2015, Sugano and Bulling 2015, Kassner et al. 2014]. Both require information about

the current head pose to localize the eyes and transfer the camera/head-aligned gaze

data to a desired target space, e.g., to match the coordinate system of the surrounding

virtual environment. A frequently used basic principle of recognizing eye motions in

video footage relies on the assumption that the pupil forms a well recognizable dark spot

under infrared illumination, while at the same time sharp bright spots are formed on

the cornea through reflections of the illumination source, known as corneal reflections

[Kar and Corcoran 2017, Holmqvist et al. 2011, Li et al. 2005]. Most recently proposed

methods employ convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to estimate gaze directions from

eye images directly [Kim et al. 2019, Zhang et al. 2017, Mariakakis et al. 2017]. For

accurate results, these algorithms require precise calibration. A common issue of eye

tracking systems, especially in HMDs is a continuous degradation of precision over time

due to device shift relative to the head during head motions. To overcome this issue,

recent work suggests to employ scene saliency to continuously check and correct for

misalignment of detected gaze data [Shi et al. 2020].

This concludes the introduction to components and processes of the human vi-

sual system and to the technology of immersive environments. The following chapter

provides a discussion of relevant related work to provide an overview of the previous

state-of-the art in the field of attention guidance.
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The research community has introduced many terms to refer to techniques that allow

guiding our attention, e.g., while watching a painting or movie. Commonly used phrases

include attention/gaze direction/guidance/steering/retargeting, which can all be used

interchangeably in the context of this thesis.

Strategies for attention guidance are aiming to steer a viewer’s attention to a spec-

ified target region, which can differ significantly from natural fixation locations. We

know that attention is typically driven by a combination of current visual features and

a task assigned to the viewer [Schütz et al. 2011]. More specifically, attention may be

guided by visual properties of scene aspects (bottom-up), by known features of desired

targets (top-down), by scene attributes that emphasize target areas, by the perceived

value of objects, or by prior search history [Wolfe and Horowitz 2017]. Thus, as most

tasks will not be allowed to be changed, visual gaze guidance requires to modify visible

scene content. A whole range of methods has been explored in the past [Rothe et al.

2019, Speicher et al. 2019a], to guide or redirect viewers’ attention to predefined regions

of images or videos, e.g., in training applications [Andrist et al. 2017], for graphical in-

terfaces [Andrist et al. 2017], in visualization [de Koning and Jarodzka 2017], or driving

assistance [Pomarjanschi et al. 2012], to name just a few examples. While other senses

also have significant influence on our attention, e.g. audio or tactile stimulation [Mar-

quardt et al. 2020, Salselas and Penha 2019, Marquardt et al. 2019, Iordanescu et al.

2008], these are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Besides being designed for a specific purpose or application, approaches can be clas-

sified by different characteristics, e.g. their detectability, the nature of their integration,

or desired target environment.

3.1 Stimulus Detectability

Based on the detectability of the visual stimulus used to guide the gaze, guidance

methods can be distinguished into overt and subtle approaches. Within overt attention

guidance (OAG) methods, guidance stimulus detectability is often only given minor

consideration. These methods often make use of global image transformations to trigger
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a saccade towards the target location, e.g., by darkening the entire image except a

small region around the target. Subtle attention guidance (SAG) methods, in contrast,

aim to keep the detectability of the guidance stimulus to a minimum. Such stimuli

are designed to be just barely perceivable in the periphery of the visual field and are

usually actively turned off when viewers start to look at them directly. A third type

of guidance methods are so-called diegetic methods that use actual in-scene objects to

guide viewers through a scene instead of applying some sort of post-processing effect,

like a balloon virtually flying in the desired direction.

3.1.1 Overt Attention Guidance

Methods in the field of overt guidance make use of blur [Hata et al. 2016, Jarodzka et al.

2013, Lintu and Carbonell 2009], highlighting [Khan et al. 2005], saliency adjustment

[Sato et al. 2016, Vig et al. 2011, Dorr et al. 2008], or add clearly recognizable icons

such as arrows [Lin et al. 2017a], leader lines [Hoffmann et al. 2008], or funnels [Biocca

et al. 2007] to direct gaze to the target location. Semantic depth-of-field for guidance

is introduced by Kosara et al. [2002]. Based on the observation that gaze is attracted

by high spatial frequencies, the target location is shown at high resolution while other

parts are synthetically blurred with increasing distance. Cole et al. [2006] use stylized

rendering including blur and desaturation for non-target regions to guide the view in

static images. They suggest to render the target location with higher spatial detail than

the remaining image parts. The amount of detail is controlled by a perceptual model

based on the contrast sensitivity function [DeCarlo and Santella 2002]. Equivalently,

in a second approach only the target location is rendered at full quality, while the

remaining parts of the image are desaturated, blurred or faded out, reducing the image

contrast in those parts.

Many of the methods in this category do not rely on real-time gaze tracking and

are therefore applicable also for multiple users simultaneously. Although OAG methods

often reach excellent guiding performance, they might be not applicable in all situations

as they disturb the original viewing experience [Gutwin and Fedak 2004].

3.1.2 Subtle Attention Guidance

In the field of subtle gaze guidance, many approaches focus on differences between

peripheral and foveal vision as subtle changes in the periphery go by nearly unnoticed

by the viewer [Bailey et al. 2009]. The methods usually require to monitor the gaze

of the user by means of eye tracking to apply the guidance stimulus, only if the target
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region is outside the user’s foveal vision. This means stimuli are typically shown for a

specific duration and/or disappear as soon as foveal vision is successfully attracted to

the desired region, to ensure subtleness.

Dorr et al. [2004] propose two stimulus on still images: a small red square and local

image magnification. Similarly, Barth et al. [2006] perform gaze guidance for videos

by augmenting the video with small bright red dots appearing at the target location,

exploiting the fact that sudden changes in the periphery attract attention. Bailey et al.

[2009] introduce a more subtle, yet effective gaze guidance strategy called subtle gaze

direction (SGD). The authors apply temporally (10 Hz) alternating bright–dark (lumi-

nance) and warm–cold (color) image modulations on static images to guide a viewer’s

gaze without interrupting their visual experience. The principle was successfully ap-

plied to increase search task performance in desktop settings [McNamara et al. 2009]

and for projection-based AR [Booth et al. 2013] as well as to direct gaze in narrative

art [McNamara et al. 2012]. A closely related approach applies static image space

contrast and lightness modulation in CIELAB [Luo 2014] to specific parts in video

sequences [Veas et al. 2011] based on the saliency model by Itti et al. [1998]. Lu et al.

[2014] use a semi-transparent rectangle overlaying the image and test attributes such as

transparency, size, and shape to evaluate scene-dependent parameter sets based on the

present amount of clutter. Sheikh et al. [2016] present gaze guidance for 360° videos

using traditional filming techniques such as motion, audio cues, or actor gestures all

of which turned out to be effective if applied to the respective video content. Waldin

et al. [2017] present passive SGD for desktop monitors with high refresh rate displays

(∼142 Hz). The method uses a flicker frequency calibrated to the perceptual threshold

that varies across our visual field, so that visibility of a stimulus is inherently restricted

to non-foveal vision without eye tracking, just by (user-dependent) static parameters.

3.1.3 Diegetic Attention Guidance

To guide a user’s attention, diegetic methods employ clearly visible, context-sensitive

stimuli that appear to be an original part of the observed scene, e.g., a colorful balloon

that floats towards a predefined target direction in a birthday party scene. Research

on methods using diegetic cues is, compared to non-diegetic methods, relatively sparse

at the time of writing this dissertation. Nevertheless, it is an interesting research

direction in the field of attention guidance. In an exemplary method by Nielsen et al.

[2016] a virtual firefly moves along different ROIs over time, following a given storyline.

This approach is further extended by Lange et al. [2020] through the use of a whole

swarm instead of a single flying entity. Instead of flying towards a target region, the
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swarm is shown to be able to attract attention only due to its inherent swarm motion.

Rothe and Hußmann [2018] explore multiple diegetic cues (light, motion, sound) being

applied to target objects in static scenes. The effectiveness of the three cues is evaluated

individually and in combination with each other.

A drawback of diegetic methods is that they always need to be individually designed

for each scene. Hence, with the goal of general applicability in mind, these methods

are outside the scope of this thesis.

3.2 Target Environment

Different target environments pose different demands on a guidance method. Whilst

starting off with desktop setups, the research focus in the field of attention guidance

has shifted towards virtual environments in recent years. Changes due to this transition

include a significantly larger available FOV, an increase in navigational abilities of the

viewer, and the requirement to preserve immersion for longer periods of time.

3.2.1 Desktop Setup

A large number of approaches have been developed and evaluated for desktop-like

setups over the last two decades. Thus, in the context of stimulus detectability (Sec-

tion 3.1), many more methods exist besides those that have already been mentioned

before [Waldin et al. 2017, Hata et al. 2016, Veas et al. 2011, Lintu and Carbonell 2009,

Bailey et al. 2009]. For example, indicator bars along screen edges and corners are

proposed by Zellweger et al. [2003] for navigation to out-of-screen regions. A method

to reduce spatial variations in textures of distracting regions, in order to highlight the

remaining (target) region, is suggested by Su et al. [2005]. Kim and Varshney [2006]

present a localized, saliency-based contrast enhancement operator for volumetric data,

e.g., for medical visualizations being presented on a desktop monitor. In the context

of visual search tasks, Qvarfordt et al. [2010] propose to accumulate an observer’s gaze

trajectory and mask out visited segments to achieve full view coverage. A method by

Hagiwara et al. [2011] uses computational salience models to specifically manipulate

saliency of desired regions in still images. Smith and Tadmor [2013] further investigate

the effectiveness of using controlled blur to redirect user attention. For homogeneously-

colored images, Mateescu and Bajić [2014] present color manipulation of a target ob-

ject, more specifically the variation of the CIELAB hue value [Luo 2014]. Stratmann

et al. [2019] implemented a hardware approach for directing attention towards a specific

screen in a multi-monitor setup in safety-critical environments like ships.
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3.2.2 Immersive Environments

Most recent work in the context of attention guidance has concentrated on immersive

environments using either widely available mobile devices, HMDs [Rothe et al. 2018,

Renner and Pfeiffer 2017, Lin et al. 2017b, Gugenheimer et al. 2016] or research-oriented

devices like a dome [Grogorick et al. 2019a, 2018b]. Justified by the many advantages

provided by precise, low-latency eye tracking (e.g. gaze-contingent rendering of stimuli)

[Weier et al. 2017, Stengel et al. 2015, Kassner et al. 2014], many approaches rely on this

technology when generating stimulus locations or adjusting the visibility. This was at

least partially made possible by the increasing share of devices that either directly ship

with included eye tracking1 or for which a (possibly third-party) eye tracking upgrade2

is available.

While numerous examples for this kind of methods were already introduced in the

previous Section 3.1 [Rothe and Hußmann 2018, Lin et al. 2017a, Sheikh et al. 2016,

Nielsen et al. 2016, Booth et al. 2013, Bailey et al. 2009, Biocca et al. 2007, Barth et al.

2006], their relation to immersive environments should still be mentioned. Mendez

et al. [2010] suggest to modify a scene’s image saliency by increasing lightness and

color contrast in the target region while decreasing light and contrast in the surround-

ings. Gugenheimer et al. [2016] investigate the effectiveness and influence on presence,

enjoyment and simulator sickness when using a motorized swivel chair to guide viewers

for storytelling in VR. An adaptive form of picture-in-picture presentation is presented

by Lin et al. [2017b] to provide users with a preview of currently out-of-sight target

objects, i.e., objects outside the users’ FOV for which the viewer has to turn around.

Regarding cinematographic content, Serrano et al. [2017] investigate how well conven-

tional movie editing rules can be used in VR. Special focus is put on continuity editing,

i.e., how scene cuts affect viewer behavior in immersive environments as compared to

traditional film. An approach designed for AR environments is shown by Miyamoto

et al. [1888-1950] that records an observed scene and re-projects the recording back onto

the actual scene such that everything except the target region is slightly misaligned.

This creates a blurry physical scene where only the desired target region appears in

focus. Rothe et al. [2018] investigate the influence on recall that can be achieved by

attention guidance in virtual environments using the SGD stimulus, originally proposed

by [Bailey et al. 2009].

1 https://www.vive.com/de/product/vive-pro-eye/
2 https://pupil-labs.com/products/vr-ar/tech-specs/
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Related Work

3.3 Out-of-FOV Guidance

A challenging situation specific to VR is the limited FOV for 360° content around the

viewer: areas of interest may be located completely out of sight, i.e., the main action

may take place in a direction other than the user’s line of vision.

Already in 1996, Pausch et al. observed the necessity of guiding viewers through

virtual scenes for successful storytelling. They used scene composition to draw viewer

attention to specific spots or employed characters to point in predefined directions. Lin

et al. [2017a] propose two methods to address this issue: a green arrow as an active

guidance stimulus pointing towards the target direction; and an autopilot VR control

mode that automatically rotates the virtual view around the user to align the target

with his viewing direction. Rothe et al. [2018] investigated how a moving stimulus in

outer regions of the FOV can be used in cinematic VR. Technical advances of next-

generation HMDs that are currently already close to release will vastly increase the

available FOV towards the extent of our actual visual field. While these will reduce

the out-of-sight portion of our surroundings the issue will remain, which renders this

an important challenge for this thesis.

This finishes the overview of relevant previous work on unobtrusive visual attention

guidance for desktop and immersive environments. The following chapters present the

main publications that the author has contributed to this research area.
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A
Subtle Gaze Guidance

for Immersive Environments

Immersive displays allow presentation of rich video content over a wide field of view. We

present a method to boost visual importance for a selected - possibly invisible - scene

part in a cluttered virtual environment. This desirable feature enables to unobtrusively

guide the gaze direction of a user to any location within the immersive 360° surrounding.

Our method is based on subtle gaze direction which did not include head rotations in

previous work. For covering the full 360° environment and wide field of view, we

contribute an approach for dynamic stimulus positioning and shape variation based

on eccentricity to compensate for visibility differences across the visual field. Our

approach is calibrated in a perceptual study for a head-mounted display with binocular

eye tracking. An additional study validates the method within an immersive visual

search task.
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Subtle Gaze Guidance for Immersive Environments

A.1 Introduction

The availability of consumer-level wide field-of-view head-mounted displays has trig-

gered the “third wave” in the field of virtual reality (VR) and continuously brings more

immersive applications to the consumer. Current GPUs and 360° cameras enable richer

rendered and captured content than ever experienced before. However, presentation

quality of the virtual environment and the resulting perceived impression for the user

is still far away from perceiving reality. As a result a user in VR might quickly feel

overstrained and miss intended actions and processes within the application, e.g. when

directing the attention to a non-intended part of the virtual surrounding.

In this work, we present immersive subtle gaze guidance, a real-time image pro-

cessing technique for wide field-of-view displays which unobtrusively grabs the user’s

attention and triggers refocusing the view to any selected target location in the 360°
environment. Thus, the method can be used to assist the viewer in orientation and

navigation in the virtual surrounding without reducing immersion. The method works

independent from the presented scene content and is therefore generally applicable.

Our method is based on previous work on subtle gaze guidance but includes significant

changes in the presented guidance stimulus in order to enable guidance across the full

field of view.

In particular, we contribute:

– a model for shape adjustment of the guidance stimulus based on eccentricity

– dynamic stimulus positioning including the user’s head rotation and gaze direction

– results from three perceptual studies for calibration and validation of the immer-

sive subtle gaze guidance model.

The paper is structured as follows: First, Section A.2 discusses related work on vi-

sual gaze guidance. Section A.3 gives few details on the gaze direction method we build

upon, and then describes our extensions for use in immersive environments. In Sec-

tion A.4, two experiments are conducted to determine perception–driven parameters of

the proposed method, in particular eccentricity–based stimulus size. Next, Section A.5

presents a user study to validate our findings from the previous experiments in a search

task. Section A.6 gives a discussion and conclusions on our findings as well as possible

directions for future research.
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A.2 Related Work

Under normal circumstances attention is guided by visual features as well as the task

of the user. This property is exploited for passive gaze prediction. Strategies for gaze

guidance are aiming for steering attention to a specified target location which can differ

significantly from the natural fixation location. Therefore, visual gaze guidance requires

altering the visible scene content.

A great deal of work exploits gaze direction techniques to guide the users’s attention

in graphical interfaces [Andrist et al. 2017], training applications [Andrist et al. 2017],

driving assistance [Pomarjanschi et al. 2012] and visualization [de Koning and Jarodzka

2017]. Approaches can be classified by the visibility of the used guidance stimulus into

overt and subtle gaze direction methods.

A.2.1 Overt Gaze Direction

Overt Gaze Direction (OGD) makes usage of a global image transformation to trigger

a saccade towards the target location. Explored methods make use of blur [Lintu

and Carbonell 2009, Jarodzka et al. 2013, Hata et al. 2016], highlighting [Khan et al.

2005], saliency adjustment [Dorr et al. 2008, Vig et al. 2011, Sato et al. 2016], or

add a clearly recognizable image overlay such as arrows [Lin et al. 2017a], leader lines

[Hoffmann et al. 2008], or funnel [Biocca et al. 2007] directing to the target location.

Kosara et al. [2002] introduce the semantic depth-of-field for guidance based on the

observation that gaze is attracted by high frequencies. Cole et al. [2006] use stylized

rendering including desaturation and blur for non-target regions guiding the view in

static images. For guidance in immersive 360° videos Lin et al. [2017a] present the

autopilot technique which rotates the view automatically to the most salient object.

Although OGD methods often provide high success rates, they might be not applicable

as they disturb the overall viewing experience [Gutwin and Fedak 2004].

A.2.2 Subtle Gaze Direction

Subtle Gaze Direction (SGD) tries to keep the visibility of the guidance stimulus to a

minimum. Such stimuli are designed to be only perceivable in the periphery of the visual

field and usually disappear when directly looking at them. Barth et al. [2006] enable

gaze guidance for videos by augmenting the video with small bright red dots appearing

at the target location exploiting the fact that sudden object onsets in the periphery

attract attention. Sheikh et al. [2016] present gaze guidance for 360° videos using

filming techniques such as motion, audio cues or actor gestures which turned out to be
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effective if applicable for the respective video content. Bailey et al. [2009] introduce a

more subtle, yet effective gaze guidance strategy. The authors apply temporally varying

image space modulations in the luminance channel of a static image to guide a viewer’s

gaze through the scene without interrupting their visual experience. The principle

has been successfully applied to increase search task performance in desktop settings

[McNamara et al. 2009] and for projection-based augmented reality (AR) [Booth et al.

2013] as well as to direct gaze in narrative art [McNamara et al. 2012]. A closely related

approach applies static image space contrast and lightness modulation in CIE L*a*b

space to chosen image parts of video sequences [Veas et al. 2011]. Lu et al. [2014]

use a visual cue overlaying the image and test attributes such as transparency, size

and shape to evaluate scene-dependent parameter sets based on the present amount

of clutter. Waldin et al. [2017] present passive SGD for desktop monitors with high

refresh rate displays. The method uses dynamic flicker frequencies calibrated across

the visual field so that visibility of a stimulus can be controlled without eye tracking

just by its size and flicker rate. In contrast to the latter approach, we model stimulus

thresholds for wider eccentricities using immersive displays and include guidance to

potentially invisible target locations.

A.2.3 Immersive Environments

Previous approaches have been mostly used to guide users for non-immersive applica-

tions on displays providing a rather narrow field of view. Waldin et al. [2017] explore

eccentricities up to 30° in their work. To the best of our knowledge we are the first

to explore SGD visibility thresholds for a eccentricities up to 45° horizontally and

vertically to optimize SGD for Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality applications.

Many existing SGD methods measure the current gaze location of the viewer by eye

tracking and control location and visibility of the guidance stimulus accordingly. Such

gaze-contingent methods turned out to be very successful for subtle gaze guidance [Mc-

Namara et al. 2009, 2012, Booth et al. 2013]. Passive methods replace eye tracking by a

saliency estimator [Dorr et al. 2008] to approximate the viewer’s current gaze location.

Removing the eye tracker from the pipeline reduces guidance precision but is useful

when guiding many viewers at the same time [Waldin et al. 2017].

Our approach is designed to guide the viewpoint of a single person wearing an

immersive AR/VR headset with high precision and as subtle as possible. Recently, more

devices including eye tracking have been accessible [Stengel et al. 2015]. Reasoned by

the many advantages given by precise, low-latency eye tracking such as gaze-contingent

rendering [Weier et al. 2017], we follow this path when steering the stimulus location
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and visibility. Hence, our immersive gaze direction technique extends previous SGD

techniques [Bailey et al. 2009, Booth et al. 2013] in order to allow guidance to target

locations at arbitrary eccentricities in the periphery and even to locations outside the

visible visual field.

A.3 Method

The original SGD technique has been developed for a desktop environment [Bailey et al.

2009]. We extend this approach by adding stimulus shape variation in order to enable

stimuli presentation at greater eccentricity and dynamic stimulus positioning to allow

for guidance to locations outside the current field of view, in the following described as

external target locations.

A.3.1 Subtle Gaze Direction Stimuli

In the original method, the guidance stimulus is set to a fixed 2D target location on

the screen where the user’s gaze should be moved to. The stimulus is shown as a

circular region of 0.76° visual angle in which the original color of underlying pixels

smoothly alternates between 9.5% black or white with a frequency of 10 Hz (luminance

modulation) [Bailey et al. 2009]. As an alternative a warm–cool color modulation

computed from the original color mixed with red/blue has been tested but resulted in a

weaker guidance performance. Hence, we make use of luminance modulation using the

same frequency and modulation intensity for high success in gaze guidance. A radial

gaussian fall-off is used to smoothly blend the stimulus into the surrounding image area.

To keep stimuli as subtle as possible, the effect was switched off as soon as the user

performed a saccade with a maximum of 10° deviation towards the target. A stationary

eye tracking system was used to track the users’ gaze in real–time.

A.3.2 Immersive Subtle Gaze Guidance

Two properties being key for immersive applications prohibit direct usage of the original

SGD method in VR:

(1) The enlarged field of view in immersive environments invalidates usage of

simple circular stimuli. Caused by the perspective projection circular objects in the far

periphery of the users’ sight would result in thin-shaped ellipses as seen from the users’

point of view.
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(2) Increased navigational abilities of users, i.e. turning the head into different

directions and greater eye motion to orient in the scene, introduce the possibility for

external target locations.

Our method introduces dynamic stimulus shape adaptation to counteract (1) and

dynamic stimulus positioning to induce head rotations towards external targets (2).

Dynamic Stimulus Shape Adaptation The problem of augmenting a rendered

frame with a simple circular shape is that it would only be perceived as such when

being viewed in a perpendicular direction, i.e. in the central region in case of HMDs.

In outer regions the shape would appear strongly distorted as depicted in Fig. A.1a–b.

Therefore, the circular shape of the stimulus must be adapted, i.e. elongated towards

the periphery, to instead be perceived circular as in Fig. A.1c–d.

(a)

→

(b)

(c)

→

(d)

Figure A.1: (a) Five equal-sized circles on a plane straight in front of the viewer. (b) With

increasing eccentricity the circles appear squeezed when being viewed from the viewer’s

perspective. (c–d) The same example with perspectively corrected shapes.
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Assuming the stimulus is generated in a fragment shader with the current gaze–to–

stimulus angular distance e (aka eccentricity) being available as uniform input, given in

radians. First, the angle between eye–to–target direction dtarget and eye–to–fragment

direction dfragment is calculated via dot product. This angle is then scaled by the

eccentricity–dependent stimulus size s(e) and smoothed with a sigmoid-like function f

to get the fragment’s stimulus intensity

istimulus = f

(
arccos(||dtarget|| · ||dfragment||)

s(e)

)
(A.1)

with f , in our case being the OpenGL function smoothstep, that applies Hermite inter-

polation between 1 and 0. Afterwards, stimulus color and frame color interpolation is

applied identical to the original implementation.

Dynamic Stimulus Positioning For external target locations, e.g. behind the user,

it is not sufficient anymore to only steer the user’s eyes. Instead we need to induce a

rotation of the head or even the whole body. We, therefore, introduce another mod-

ification that dynamically adds motion to the stimulus. More precisely, the stimulus

performs a repeated motion towards the screen edge, in which direction the user should

turn to reach the target, as depicted in Fig. A.2. First, the 3D target location dtarget is

Figure A.2: Stimulus (blue) moves out of the user’s field of view to induce a head rotation

towards the target (orange).

projected on its 2D position ptarget in the image plane via the current projection matrix,

and clamped (p′clamped) to the virtual view frustum bounds via division by the maxi-

mum of its absolute component values (maxAbsComp). If the target location is behind

the virtual camera the value is negated (pclamped). We then project pclamped back using

the inverse of the projection matrix to get the corresponding 3D direction dclamped.
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Now we select the start direction of the motion dstart as the (in camera space) forward

direction dforward = (0, 0,−1) rotated (Mrotation) about an angle α towards dclamped.

Finally the moving stimulus position pstimulus is a time–driven linear interpolate (lerp)

of dstart and dclamped:

p′clamped = ptarget/maxAbsComp(ptarget) (A.2)

pclamped = p′clamped ∗ sign(dforward · dtarget) (A.3)

dstart = Mrotation ∗ dforward (A.4)

pstimulus = lerp(dstart, dclamped, t) (A.5)

with t ∈ [0, 1] being the fractional part of the current time in seconds. The rotation

axis of the matrix Mrotation is derived via cross product of dforward and dclamped. A

fixed angle of α = 35° turned out to be an appropriate value in all our experiments.

A.4 Perceptual Study

A first study was conducted to estimate the stimulus size distribution s(e) for different

users and across the available range of eccentricities in a VR headset. To account for

static as well as dynamic scenarios, the study was split into two corresponding parts.

For the first part a fully static scene was used, with all objects staying at a fixed position

within the users visual field. During the second part, again a mostly static scene was

used, but this time participants had to move and turn around in order to complete the

given task.

A.4.1 Static Scenario

The first and static scenario calibrates gaze guidance for such virtual environments that

do not require large head movements. 12 participants, recruited at a local university,

volunteered to take part in this experiment — 3 female and 9 male, aged 26 to 48.

Familiarity with VR was reported very low to not existing for all participants. None

of them reported any experience with eye tracking.

A possible example application might be a virtual museum. While virtually staying

in front of a painting or sculpture and listening to a description of the exhibit, gaze

guidance might be used to assist the viewer by guiding his gaze unobtrusively towards

the currently described parts. Therefore, subtle gaze guidance allows to maintain the

immersion inside the virtual world and contrasts strongly to highlighting techniques

which, for example, add a solid 3D marker to the target region or manipulate the

user’s orientation [Lin et al. 2017a].
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Experiment Setup We used the SMI Eye Tracking HMD based on the HTC Vive

to present the virtual environments to participants. The contents were shown using a

custom built in–house OpenGL renderer, utilizing the OpenVR SDK 1 to provide basic

HMD functionalities and the iViewHMD-HTC SDK 2 for 250 Hz binocular eye tracking.

The iViewHMD-HTC SDK provides a 5–point calibration procedure (simultaneously

for both eyes), which we have integrated and used to calibrate the eye tracking system

at the beginning of every experiment. We performed the experiments on a desktop

computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

GPU.

Figure A.3: (Top) Virtual environment set-up for static scenario as seen by participants.

(Bottom) Insets of exemplary stimulus on the 3rd right sphere, shown for white (left) and

black (right) interpolation (effect exaggerated for depiction).

The virtual environment, as depicted in Fig. A.3, contained 19 equal sized floating

spheres at fixed positions relative to the participant’s head position and orientation.

The small sphere in the middle was placed virtually 1.5 m in front of the user’s head,

i.e. in front of a virtual camera without eye offset. Further spheres were placed every 5°
visual angle (until 45°) horizontally in both directions starting from the small sphere,

covering 90° horizontal visual field of view. The position of all spheres was kept constant

relative to the participant’s head during the whole experiment.

1 https://github.com/ValveSoftware/openvr
2 https://web.archive.org/web/20161216214330/http://update.smivision.com/

iViewHMDHTCscripts/ReleaseNotes.html
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Procedure Participants were seated on a swivel chair, wearing the eye-tracking VR

headset. First, the task was explained to the participants: Their goal is to determine

the required stimulus size at each sphere’s position for which the stimulus becomes just

noticeable when looking straight at the small sphere in the center. The stimulus size

was initialized with zero at all spheres’ positions. The participants have been asked to,

for one sphere at a time, slowly increase the stimulus size until the stimulus becomes

perceivable. Using a common keyboard, the stimulus diameter could be increased and

decreased via up and down arrow keys, with a step size of 0.02° visual angle. When

satisfied with the stimulus size for a certain sphere, they could switch to the next one.

Switching between spheres was done via left and right arrow keys. The stimulus size of

a sphere was automatically saved when switching to a different one and restored upon

return. Finally, they were reminded to look straight at the small sphere for the whole

time. They were allowed to look around and relax their eyes directly after switching

to a new sphere, i.e. before again starting to increase stimulus size. The experiment

was stopped if they found a threshold for every visible sphere’s position. Due to inter–

individual differences, especially in interpupillary distance, some participants were not

able to see the outermost spheres through the HMD’s lenses. We, therefore, excluded

the two outermost spheres (45°) from the dataset.

A.4.2 Dynamic Scenario

The second, dynamic scenario was conducted to cover applications that do require a

significant amount of dynamic user movement within a mostly static virtual environ-

ment. 17 participants took part in this experiment — 5 female and 12 male, aged 22

to 48 — of which 3 were also part of the first experiment. Familiarity with VR was re-

ported very low to not existing for all participants, again. Also, none of them reported

any experience with eye tracking.

Here, a possible application might be visual inspection training for aircrafts. Gaze

guidance could be activated after some time of unsuccessful search for defects. This way,

unexperienced users would be supported while retaining a high degree of immersion.

To get a high degree of user movement, we have designed an endless search task

that serves as ’background task’ during the second experiment. This way, by keeping

participants searching (rotating their heads and eyes), we are able to estimate the

required stimulus size during such user movements.

Experiment Setup We used the same hardware and software setup as for the static

scenario, described in Sec. A.4.1.
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The virtual environment was generated as shown in Fig. A.4a–b. It was populated

by randomly selecting and duplicating four template objects (see Fig. A.4c pyramid

to sphere) 200 times. Then an additional sphere was added only once and all objects

are shuffled, including object position, orientation and color. Fig. A.4b shows a view

from above that reveals an exemplary arrangement of all objects in a 270° portion of a

spherical segment centered at the user. All objects had a virtual size of 20×20×20 cm

and a distance to the observer of 3–4 m. A 90° segment behind the participants was

left empty so they do not need to fully turn around during the study.

Figure A.4: (a) Virtual environment for dynamic scenario from participant’s view. (b)

The view from above reveals the arrangement around the user. (c) Sphere and further

template objects for duplication: cone, cube, cylinder and pyramid.
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Procedure Participants were again seated on a swivel chair, wearing the eye tracking

HMD and the 5 object templates were shown as in Fig. A.4c. This time their task was

twofold: First, they should search for a sphere (shown at the bottom of Fig. A.4c)

which is hidden somewhere in between multiple duplicates of the other four objects.

Second, they were asked to press the space bar on the keyboard as soon as they perceive

the stimulus either in the left or right part of their peripheral vision. The stimulus

was randomly placed left or right of the participants’ current tracked gaze direction,

starting with an offset of 5°. Its size slowly increased automatically until the space bar

was pressed. Then the current size was saved together with the current offset and was

reset to zero to continue. The same offset was used five times and was then increased

by 5°, up to a maximum offset of 40°. The experiment supervisor was able to see the

participants’ gaze on the desktop screen at real–time. He re–started shuffling all objects’

position, orientation and color when a participant found the sphere. This guarantees,

that participants were constantly searching, looking around and thus maintaining a

high degree of head and eye movement during the experiment. The experiment was

stopped when the fifth stimulus for the largest offset was found.

A.4.3 Results

Static Scenario Fig. A.5a (orange) shows the accumulated measurements of all par-

ticipants in groups for the tested eccentricities (left and right stimuli are combined).

Confirming our expectations based on previous findings on visual acuity [Strasburger

et al. 2011] the collected data points reveal a direct linear correlation between stimulus

size and eccentricity. Hence, we fit a linear function sstatic(e) into the data points (mean

square error = 0.5965) resulting in the following equation for the eccentricity–dependent

stimulus size

sstatic(e) = 0.0098e+ 0.1009°. (A.6)

Dynamic Scenario The measurements of the dynamic scenario are again shown

accumulated over all participants and grouped for the distinct tested eccentricities, as

shown in Fig. A.5a (blue). Similar to Sec. A.4.3 the results closely resemble a linear

function. We again fit a linear function sdynamic(e) into these collected data points

(mean square error = 0,2818) resulting in

sdynamic(e) = 0.0076e+ 0.289°. (A.7)
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.5: (a) Distribution of measured stimulus size threshold for static (orange) and

dynamic (blue) scenarios, overlaid with corresponding linear fits sstatic(e) and sdynamic(e).

(b) Trial duration distribution of visual search task without (blue) and with (orange) active

gaze guidance. Black frames mark challenging cases. Both figures show accumulated data

from all participants, as box–and–whisker plots including minimum, maximum, median (–)

and mean (×).
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A.5 User Study

The final study evaluates the effectiveness of our method within a visual search task.

For this experiment the gaze guidance stimulus size could no longer be manipulated by

the participants. Instead, to validate our previous findings, it was configured based on

the results of the previous experiment in Sec. A.4.3, given in Eq. A.7. We used the same

virtual environment as for the dynamic scenario (Sec. A.4.2). Again, the hardware and

software setup was identical to previous studies (Sec. A.4.1). Our participants in this

third experiment were the same 17 people as in the second (dynamic) experiment.

Figure A.6: Challenging trials of the visual search task due to occlusion. Pink sphere

behind yellow pyramid, without gaze guidance (top) and yellow sphere behind blue cube,

with gaze guidance (bottom).

A.5.1 Procedure

Participants were again seated on a swivel chair, wearing the eye tracking HMD and

the 5 object templates were shown. The participants’ task was to find the sphere and

hit the space bar as soon as they have found it. For this experiment pressing the
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space bar directly started shuffling all objects’ position, orientation and color. Overall

the participants had to find 20 spheres. The ordering of the 20 trials as well as the

state (position, orientation, color) of the objects within each trial, were identical for

all participants. During the first 10 trials gaze guidance was completely deactivated

and no stimulus was shown at any time. During the last 10 trials gaze guidance was

activated and always targeted at the sphere, i.e. the stimulus was superimposed at the

sphere’s center. Participants were informed at the start of the first trial with activated

gaze guidance. Both sequences contained a challenging trial as shown in Fig. A.6. For

each frame of each of the 20 trials the time since experiment start, gaze direction and

gaze-to-target angular distance was saved.

A.5.2 Results

The collected data is then analyzed in terms of how long participants needed to find the

individual spheres during the visual search task, for which the resulting distribution

is shown in Fig. A.5b. For the general case, only a slight improvement in detection

speed can be identified. Nevertheless, the data reveals great benefit when guiding users

towards “hidden” objects such as in Fig. A.6. For these challenging trials (7 vs. 15) we

can see significant improvement in Fig. A.5b (black frames). Without gaze guidance,

a multiple of the average time was spent to find the target. For trial 7 the average

duration was 36,07 s which is more than two standard deviations (σ = 10, 16 s) above

the mean duration of all trials (10,48 s). Trial 15 took only 8,20 s in average, which is

even slightly below the overall mean.

Fig. A.7, exemplarily, shows recorded gaze-to-target angular distance of a single user

over time (all 20 trials). As can be seen, the angular distance starts roughly between

100° and 200° at the beginning of each trial, and then decreases towards zero (target

found). Besides the overall slightly reduced search times, trials with guidance follow a
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Figure A.7: Exemplary data of a single participant showing angular distance from gaze

to target over time. 19 thin peaks mark onset of a new object for visual search without

(blue) and with (orange) active gaze guidance.
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Subtle Gaze Guidance for Immersive Environments

mostly monotonic drop once the direction towards the target is found, i.e. the stimulus

successfully influenced the viewers attention. In contrast, trials without guidance show

some local minima, corresponding to overlook and miss a target at a certain distance.

This can be seen especially for the first, not gaze guided, challenging case (left framed

trial in Fig. A.7).

A.6 Discussion and Conclusion

The results of the final user study validate applicability of subtle gaze guidance in

immersive environments, but possible gain in user performance strongly depends on

the present scenario (static vs. dynamic) as well as the given task (general vs. hidden

object search). Already the results of the perceptual study show that parameters need

to be carefully adapted to scene complexity. Also motion within the scene will most

probably influence guiding performance, as movements — especially motion onsets —

are known to strongly affect attention.

The slight improvements for “general search” compared to the significant perfor-

mance increase for “hidden object search” reveals a strong dependency on the selected

task. One reason for the slight improvement for moderately visible search targets might

be limited complexity of the provided test scenario, so that the target object could be

spotted more efficiently than expected. Although the chosen environment involves of

a certain amount of complexity, there are certainly more complex and (in terms of

attention) more challenging scenarios.

In conclusion, we have presented an extended version of the subtle gaze direction

method to open up this technique to a wide field of view and full 360° surroundings,

within immersive virtual environments. First, we proposed a model for dynamic shape

adjustments of the gaze guidance stimulus, to compensate for perceived distortions

due to perspective projection of far peripheral image regions. Second, we introduced

dynamic stimulus positioning to also guide the user’s head orientation towards external

target locations. We, afterwards, conducted and evaluated two perceptual studies to

derive appropriate stimulus size parameters for static as well as more dynamic scenarios.

Finally, a user study was conducted to validate our method in a search task context.

The final results show that gaze guidance in immersive environments can be achieved

with our presented method.

In future work we would like to investigate scenes with a higher degree of dynamic

movements, to see to which extent a flickering stimulus can bear up against moving

objects in the close surrounding. Besides this, the method’s performance should be
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A.6 Discussion and Conclusion

evaluated in scenarios that include objects which by themselves already strongly attract

viewers’ attention. Also further applications await their chance to take advantage of

this new opportunity, e.g. to replace visual distractors by a subtle stimulus during

reorientation phases in the context of redirected walking. Additionally, applicability

to other virtual environment systems, such as dome or cave environments need to be

evaluated.
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B
Comparing

Unobtrusive Gaze Guiding Stimuli

in Head-mounted Displays

In this paper we investigate the efficiency of five different image-space post-processing

gaze guidance techniques adapted for immersive environments, probing our peripheral

vision’s sensitivity to different stimuli embedded in complex, real-world panorama still

images. We conducted an extensive perceptual study for the commercially available

HTC Vive Head-Mounted Display that is equipped with a high-quality eye tracking

system to monitor the subjects’ gaze direction and saccades in real-time. Despite

evaluation reveals no outstanding winner, the local magnification effect by Dorr et al.

performed the best with up to 30 % target-directed saccades within the first second.
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Comparing Unobtrusive Gaze Guiding Stimuli in HMDs

B.1 Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) has been predicted as one of the most promising recent technolo-

gies. Real-world 360° image and video footage can be easily generated with consumer-

grade equipment like smart phones and are available in popular online video and social

media applications. 360° images allow for a great immersive experience of arbitrary.

However, consuming these media formats includes the risk of missing interesting parts

of a captured scene, due to the unfamiliar wide range of the content — all around the

viewer. The image frame that typically constrains the attention to the desired con-

tent is missing and has to be replaced by some other means. Different post-processing

approaches have been proposed in the last years, trying to unobtrusively guide user

attention for traditional desktop settings [Dorr et al. 2004, Bailey et al. 2009, Hata

et al. 2016] , and recently for head-mounted displays [Lin et al. 2017a, Grogorick et al.

2017].

Many approaches exploit strengths of the human peripheral vision for tasks like

visual search, object recognition, and scene perception. Despite this, subtle changes

in the periphery may be nearly unperceived by viewers [Bailey et al. 2009] due to the

relatively poor visual acuity compared to foveal vision. For desktop applications, Dorr

et al. [2004] proposed a small red square and a magnification stimulus on still images.

Similarly, Barth et al. [2006] presented a red square as peripheral stimulus for video

sequences that disappears when a saccade towards the stimulus is detected. Exploiting

the saccadic masking phenomenon [Dodge 1900], gaze-contingent deactivation keeps

stimuli invisible for foveal vision. Bailey et al. [2009], McNamara et al. [2009] proposed

bright–dark (luminance) and warm–cold (color) modulations, both in the periphery.

This method was also adapted for controlled real-world [Booth et al. 2013] and in

virtual reality [Grogorick et al. 2017] environments.

Other approaches apply global transformations to draw the users gaze towards tar-

get locations. These methods are mostly independent from the users’ current gaze

and can be adapted for multi-user environments. An approach by Kosara et al. [2002]

is to simulate depth-of-field from traditional photography, bringing desired regions of

the image in or out of focus. Cole et al. [2006] proposed desaturating and blurring

uninteresting regions of the scene. Another field of transformations use computational

visual saliency models, which estimate how well image regions will catch viewers’ at-

tention [Itti et al. 1998]. Hagiwara et al. [2011] use such models to specifically increase

saliency of desired image regions. Similarly, Veas et al. [2011] make use of salience

maps to modify frame-wise visual saliency of video sequences. Lintu and Carbonell
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[2009] proposed a method that initially blurred pictures and deblurred them gradually

as soon as a fixation on the area of interest was detected. Similarly, Hata et al. [2016]

presented an approach to gradually blur uninteresting regions while keeping target re-

gions unblurred. We use blur modulation from Hata et al. [2016], as an example of

global transformation stimuli.

One of the main challenges in gaze guidance in 360° head-mounted displays (HMDs)

is the limited field of view (FOV), because areas of interest may be located completely

outside the FOV. Lin et al. [2017a] proposed a green arrow pointing towards the target

direction, and an autopilot that automatically rotates the virtual view towards the

target. Grogorick et al. [2017] suggest to repeatedly move a stimulus towards the

target region. Although these works could prove effectiveness for gaze guidance in VR,

they concentrate on obtrusive methods or a unique approach.

Figure B.1: Selection of 360° panoramas covers a broad range of real-world environments,

e.g. in-/outdoor, mid air and under water.
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In this paper we go one step further and adapt multiple existing gaze guidance

stimuli to wide-FOV immersive environments to provide an current state-of-the-art

overview. Our adaptation includes handling of perspective distortions due to the wider

FOV and target areas completely outside users’ visual field. We use eye tracking data

to analyze effectiveness in a perceptual study with 102 participants and 12 distinct 360°
images (see Figure B.1) in an HMD. In summary, we contribute the following:

– adaptation of five stimuli to immersive displays

– extensive user studies in a wide-FOV immersive environment using real-time eye

tracking

– comparative evaluation of gaze guidance efficiency

B.2 Evaluated Gaze Guidance Techniques

In the following we give an overview of the image-space post-processing stimuli that have

been adapted for immersive environments. To date, there is no completely subtle gaze

guidance technique but we would like to avoid obvious approaches like green arrows [Lin

et al. 2017a] that would distract viewers from the actual task. Nevertheless, we selected

stimuli based on the criteria of subtleness. This resulted in a selection of 5 stimuli which

will be referred to as ColorDot, SGD, ZoomRect, ZoomCircle and SpatialBlur for the

remainder of this work. The shape of all stimuli is adjusted to prevent perception of

perspective distortions which occur in peripheral regions for large FOVs [Grogorick

et al. 2017].

ColorDot refers to the small red squares proposed by Dorr et al. [2004]. We use the

proposed duration of 120 ms to exploit saccade masking for subtleness. The stimulus

is shown repeatedly with a break of 2 seconds in between to allow free exploration of

a virtual environment but still eventually achieve guidance, when the target enters the

viewers’ FOV. In accordance with previous work we add gaze-contingent deactivation

to increase subtleness, i.e. the stimulus is switched off permanently as soon as a saccade

towards the stimulus is detected [Bailey et al. 2009]. To counteract acuity degradation

of the human eye towards the periphery we apply eccentricity-based scaling [Grogorick

et al. 2017]. Scaling is adjusted to retain a size of 1° visual angle at 12° eccentricity as in

the original implementation. The final stimulus can be seen in Figure B.2 (ColorDot).
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B.2 Evaluated Gaze Guidance Techniques

Subtle Gaze Direction (SGD) refers to the luminance modulation proposed by

Bailey et al. [2009]. Except the introduction of eccentricity-based scaling, this stimulus

is kept as in the original implementation, as depicted in Figure B.2 (SGD).

ZoomRect refers to the magnification stimulus proposed by Dorr et al. [2004]. Sim-

ilar to the ColorDot stimulus, out implementation is extended with repeated presenta-

tion, gaze-contingent deactivation and eccentricity-based scaling. Original square shape

and presentation time of 120 ms are kept and eccentricity-based scaling is adjusted to

retain the suggested size of 2° visual angle at 12° eccentricity. The final stimulus can

be seen in Figure B.2 (ZoomRect).

ZoomCircle is a novel stimulus inspired by the ZoomRect stimulus. Similarly, it uses

a magnification effect and is shown repeatedly. However, the stimulus is presented as a

Gaze

↘↘↘
©©©

Target

↘↘↘

None ColorDot SGD

ZoomRect ZoomCircle SpatialBlur

Figure B.2: View straight ahead within a 360° picture, with current gaze point (©) and

target area (�) highlighted (top). Target area closeups below show the different stimuli.

For illustration, subtle gaze direction (SGD) stimulus intensity was increased and shows

both states (dark and bright) side by side. SpatialBlur closeup shows blurred and unblurred

regions side by side.
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circular shape instead of a rectangular and the presentation time is increased to 500 ms,

with a break of 2 s in between. Slowing down the zoom effect to a more perceivable level

shall strengthen the perception of optical expansion of an object moving towards the

observer. Finally, to prevent introduction of suddenly appearing sharp edges around

the stimulus, the zoom factor to enlarge the content follows a radial gaussian fall-off

from the center to the border.

Spatial Blur refers to the blur filter from Hata et al. [2016] using spatial filtering

to reduce details in non-target image regions. Our implementation follows the original

work.

B.3 System Setup

We use an HTC Vive (Figure B.3) comprising two OLED displays with a resolution

of 1080 × 1200 px each and a refresh rate of 90 Hz. Two external base stations offer

sub-millimeter precision for tracking head movements. The device is upgraded with

an integrated infrared eye tracking solution from SensoMotoric instruments (SMI)1

offering binocular eye tracking at 250 Hz with an accuracy of 0.5°.

Figure B.3: HTC Vive with eye tracking.

1 https://www.smivision.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/smi prod eyetracking hmd HTC

Vive.pdf
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B.4 Experiment

B.4 Experiment

Participants are instructed to watch a sequence of 6 different scenes. A gaze guidance

stimulus is presented in five these scenes while one scene serves as control. The exper-

iment procedure consists of a pre-questionnaire, a main part and a post-questionnaire.

A pre-experiment questionnaire was answered by the participants before the

main experiment collecting demographic information, i.e. gender, age and if a visual

aid is required. Participants’ current health condition was captured with the simulator

sickness questionnaire (SSQ) suggested by Kennedy et al. [1993].

The experiment started with an introduction to the HMD. Then participants were

instructed to explore 360° photographs of six different places for 20 s each. Stimuli and

scenes are paired pseudo-randomly such that all combinations of stimulus and scene

appear approximately equally often. Fixed stimuli locations are manually chosen per

scene, but equally distributed around the viewing position throughout all scenes. Before

presentation of each picture, a ring with decreasing size serving as a fixation point for

a common initial gaze location is shown. After calibration of the eye tracking system,

the experiment started with the fixation ring, followed by the first scene and so on,

until all stimuli were presented.

A post-experiment questionnaire again assessed the participants current health

condition with respect to simulator sickness, using the same SSQ. Additionally, they

were asked to identify “possible visual artifacts” that may have occurred during pre-

sentation.

B.5 Results

A total of 102 participants (31 female, 71 male) aged between 19–41 (average: 25.7, σ =

3.79) took part in the experiment. Normal vision was reported by 55 participants and

47 reported corrected-to-normal vision. We excluded one participant that was severely

affected by simulator sickness, identified by a total severity (TSSSQ) [Kennedy et al.

1993] score difference before and after the experiment of more than 50, indicating a

strong increase of motion sickness:

TSafter
SSQ (p)− TSbefore

SSQ (p) > 50, p ∈ Participants
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Figure B.4 shows an exemplary 360° image, overlaid with stimulus-wise averaged heat-

maps of captured gaze data. Without gaze guidance, the target region barely received

any attention (subfigure None), whereas with active guidance, all techniques signifi-

cantly increased the attention for this spot.

None ColorDot

SGD ZoomRect

ZoomCircle SpatialBlur

Figure B.4: Exemplary 360° picture with heatmap overlay of accumulated gaze data for

all participants when presenting the different stimuli (or None). The thin red circle marks

the position where the stimulus was presented.

Because a sudden onset of a stimulus in the viewer’s peripheral visual field should

trigger a saccade almost instantly, later saccades are most probably not related to

the stimulus. Therefore, we inspect only the first second of gaze data after stimulus

onsets. By design ColorDot, ZoomRect and ZoomCircle are shown repeatedly for fixed

short durations (gray bars in Figure B.5) with long phases of invisibility in between.

Repetition is canceled on first target-directed saccade detection. For those, the 1 s

timespan after the corresponding stimulus onset is analyzed. Without this repetition,

ZoomRect outperforms the other stimuli with up to 30 % successfully induced target-

directed saccades within 1 s — twice as much as SpatialBlur, depicted in Figure B.6

(solid lines). A reason may be that SpatialBlur does not precisely highlight target

locations and thus requires more extensive search for users to spot the target. With

repeated presentation, ZoomRect and ColorDot reach almost 100 % success rate (within

the full 20 s period), as depicted in Figure B.6 (dotted lines), rendering our stimulus

repetition a valuable extension.
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Figure B.5: Time to reach the target (TRT) plotted against initial target eccentricity

(outlined circles). For repetitive stimuli, the presentation periods are highlighted in light

gray. Trials with target-directed saccades within one second after a stimulus onset are

highlighted as solid circles. Target-directed saccades become less frequent over time as the

stimulus does not reappear after its first fixation.

Besides guidance performance, we are also interested in the level of subtleness of the

tested methods, i.e. how good they are at not being consciously perceived by viewers.

Evaluation of the post-experiment questionnaire with regard to subtleness shows that

26 participants reported no image artifacts overall. Irritating blur on the whole image

was reported by 59 participants while a suddenly appearing red dot was identified 12

times and a zoom effect was correctly recognized by only 3 participants. Additionally,

26 participants provided vague descriptions of something flickering, which may hint at

SGD or ZoomRect but could also describe ZoomCircle or ColorDot. We intentionally

did not ask for specific visual artifacts to not bias the participants.

Based on our data, we infer that to date there is no stimulus that remains completely

imperceivable. From our results we recommend SGD, ZoomRect or ZoomCircle for gaze

guidance in VR.
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Figure B.6: TRT after stimulus onsets with (dotted lines) and without (solid lines)

accumulation for repeated stimuli.

B.6 Conclusion

We compare the effectiveness of several adapted image-space post-processing subtle

gaze guidance stimuli in an HMD. In particular, we analyze eye tracking data recorded

in a psychophysics study with 102 participants and 12 distinct 360° images. Our results

demonstrate that the adapted ZoomRect stimulus slightly outperforms the other stimuli

in such wide–FOV immersive environments, inducing target–directed saccades in up to

30 % of the trials within the first second. Furthermore, the presented stimulus repetition

method yields noticeable performance improvements for suitable stimuli.

In future work, individual stimuli shall be assessed in more detail with regard to

subtleness to derive possible recommendations on how to improve them. We aim to

examine systems with even wider FOV to further approach the actual limits of the

human visual field. Also repetitive stimuli are to be investigated with respect to priming

effects between successive stimulus presentations. Furthermore, we plan to extend our

study to investigate subtle gaze guidance in 360° video sequences.
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C
Comparison of

Unobtrusive Visual Guidance Methods

in an Immersive Dome Environment

In this article, we evaluate various image-space modulation techniques that aim to un-

obtrusively guide viewers’ attention. While previous evaluations mainly target desktop

settings, we examine their applicability to ultrawide field of view immersive environ-

ments, featuring technical characteristics expected for future-generation head-mounted

displays. A custom-built, high-resolution immersive dome environment with high-

precision eye tracking is used in our experiments. We investigate gaze guidance success

rates and unobtrusiveness of five different techniques. Our results show promising guid-

ing performance for four of the tested methods. With regard to unobtrusiveness we

find that—while no method remains completely unnoticed—many participants do not

report any distractions. The evaluated methods show promise to guide users’ attention

also in a wide field of virtual environment applications, e.g., virtually guided tours or

field operation training.
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Comparison of Unobtrusive Visual Guidance Methods in a Dome

Figure C.1: Scenes used in the experiment cover a broad range of environments, e.g.

in-/outdoor, mid air and under water.

C.1 Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) currently attracts widespread public attention, e.g. in games,

learning applications and scientific visualizations — almost everything seems to be able

to gain some benefit from VR. Nevertheless, content presentation is difficult in virtual

environments because users are able to freely look around and may overlook important

parts. This is mainly because there is no image frame as in traditional visual media

formats to restrict viewers attention to the intended direction [Lantz and Thompson

2003]. While simple guiding techniques, as lighting up a target, darkening its surround-

ing or placing artificial markers close to it, are sufficient for many applications, they are

not appropriate for all kinds of scenarios. For example during a guided tour through a

virtual museum, artists most probably do not want to have highly conspicuous artifi-

cial markers on their (virtual) exhibits, to make sure their overall appearance remains

unchanged. Nevertheless, in order to explain certain parts of their work, they must

somehow make sure that visitors are able find these parts. So while being acoustically

explained, specific areas of an exhibit can additionally attract viewers’ gaze by means

of unobtrusive gaze guidance.
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Another example are field operation trainings in potentially hazardous surround-

ings. While a trainer should be able to give advice during the training, the trainees

should remain immersed as much as possible to maximize the learning potential in VR.

However, conspicuous artificial markers would reduce immersion and should therefore

be avoided in such scenarios. Thus, new means are required to steer viewers’ attention

within scenes in immersive all-around-the-user display systems. While indeed previous

work on this topic exists, it is either concentrated on a single method or visually inva-

sive. The latter, e.g. solid arrows pointing towards desired target locations or smooth

rotation of whole scenes, may reduce users’ attention dedicated to the actual task. The

ultimate goal here would be some means that, within defined periods of time, lead

viewers to desired locations in virtual environments without distracting them from ac-

tual scene content or current task. For desktop environments multiple methods have

already been proposed in previous work with different levels of subtleness.

We pick up five prominent methods and adapt them for use with ultra wide field of

view (FOV) displays. Our adaptation solves issues due to targets outside the viewers’

visual field as well as perspective distortion. For comparison of the selected methods

a perceptual study with 102 participants and 12 distinct 360° panoramas (Figure C.1)

is conducted in an ultra wide FOV immersive dome environment [Grogorick et al.

2018c]. Captured eye tracking data is analyzed with regard to guiding performance to
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provide an overview of currently available methods for visual gaze guidance in immersive

environments — with special focus on ultra wide FOV.

In summary, our contributions are:

– adaptation of desktop visual guidance methods to immersive displays

– eye tracking-based perceptual study in an ultra wide FOV immersive environment

– performance comparison of tested methods

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss important related work

on gaze guidance in Section C.2. In Section C.3, we describe the selected methods used

in the experiment. Section C.4 gives some details of the immersive dome environment

system. Experiment design and procedure are explained in Section C.5. Next, we

evaluate the collected data to discuss benefits and limitations of the methods and

derive recommendations for possible applications (Section C.6). Finally, Section C.7

summarizes our findings and elaborates on possible future directions.

C.2 Related Work

Previous work on steering attention already targeted images, videos in augmented and

virtual environments. The most frequently used key feature behind these approaches

is to exploit the vast gradual reduction of visual acuity of the human eye towards

the peripheral visual field. For some tasks our peripheral visual field plays a central

role [Rosenholtz 2016], e.g. visual search, object recognition and scene perception. Tak-

ing these two insights into account, small manipulations in the periphery of presented

images may remain unnoticed [Bailey et al. 2009] by observers while still influencing

their viewing behavior.

For desktop settings, Dorr et al. [2004] presented two methods for still images to

guide eye movements towards target locations at a fixed eccentricity, i.e. 12° off the

viewers’ gaze position. First, a small red dot and, second, a rectangular local magnifi-

cation effect are displayed for 120 ms which is chosen to be smaller than typical saccade

durations (200 ms) and, thus, exploit a phenomenon of the human vision called sac-

cadic suppression [Leigh and Zee 2015]. Gaze-contingent red squares, that disappear

when an approaching saccade is detected, were presented for video sequences by Barth

et al. [Barth et al. 2006]. Two variations of a local peripheral image-space modula-

tion were presented by Bailey et al. [2009], the first being a bright-dark (luminance

modulation) and the second a warm-cold (color modulation) flickering effect. Similar
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to Barth et al. [2006], they monitored eye movements to hide the effect on onsets of

target-directed saccades — to remain nearly imperceivable due to saccadic suppres-

sion [Dodge 1900]. This effect was further investigated for search tasks in desktop

settings [McNamara et al. 2009] and adapted for virtual [Grogorick et al. 2017] and

controlled real-world environments [Booth et al. 2013]. We selected the red dot and

local magnification methods from Dorr et al. [2004] as well as brightness modulations

by Bailey et al. [2009] as examples for local image-space methods in our study.

Global transformations to influence scene perception are used by another group of

approaches. Most of these do not rely on real-time gaze analysis and may even be

applicable for multiple users. One such example is simulation of a depth-of-field effect,

known from traditional photography, selectively placing scene parts in or out of focus

to move attention towards or away from objects respectively [Kosara et al. 2002]. A

stylized rendering of scenes using blur and desaturation on uninteresting image regions

is proposed by Cole et al. [2006]. A method by Hagiwara et al. [2011] uses computational

salience models to specifically manipulate saliency of desired regions in still images.

Typically, computational visual saliency models estimate which parts of an image are

suitable to catch viewers’ attention [Itti et al. 1998]. Veas et al. [2011] modify individual

frames of video sequences based on their saliency maps to guide viewers through these

sequences. Multiple works propose to initially blur uninteresting image regions, keeping

a sharp image only where viewers shall be guided. Then, as soon as a fixation on the

area of interest was detected, the remaining image is gradually deblurred too [Lintu

and Carbonell 2009, Hata et al. 2016]. We use the blur modulation from Hata et al.

[2016], as an example of global transformation techniques.

Regarding conventional cinematographic techniques, Serrano et al. [2017] investi-

gate how well conventional editing rules can be used in VR. Breeden and Hanrahan

[2017] designed a data set to investigate gaze reactions to higher level features as faces,

camera movements and conversations. Also for immersive environments, effectiveness

of such traditional filming techniques are evaluated by Sheikh et al. [2016]. They tested

guiding performance of gestures, motion and audio cues in 360° videos. Recently, Sitz-

mann et al. [2018] investigated main differences on how people explore virtual compared

to desktop environments and proposed adaptions to traditional saliency predictors to

cope with virtual environments. Lin et al. [2017a] proposed two conspicuous methods to

guide attention in 360° video sequences using post-processing approaches. An autopilot

automatically rotates the virtual scene around viewers to point them towards intended

areas. The second method is a solid green arrow indicating the target direction.
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For evaluation in an immersive dome environment, we investigate the effectiveness

of five gaze guidance techniques, adapted for ultra wide FOV immersive environments:

both stimuli proposed by Dorr et al. [2004], an additionally modified version of the

magnification stimulus from Dorr et al., the bright-dark modulation proposed by Bailey

et al. [2009], and the blur modulation from Hata et al. [2016]. In our experiment we use

dynamic scaling similar to what Grogorick et al. [2017] have shown for the brightness

modulation method [Bailey et al. 2009] in head-mounted display (HMD) immersive

environments.

C.3 Visual Guidance Methods

Our main criterion for stimulus selection was unobtrusiveness. To the best of our

knowledge, there is currently no completely subtle method for gaze guidance — neither

for desktop systems nor in immersive environments. Nevertheless, we have selected five

methods (see Figure C.2) that were at least created with the goal of unobtrusiveness.

All selected methods act as image-space post-processing modifications on any kind of

scene. Note that all of them are inspired by existing, previous work that was originally

developed for desktop settings. To handle larger perspective distortions due to the

comparatively larger visual field coverage in our dome, as compared to desktop settings,

shape and size of all methods are adapted as proposed by Grogorick et al. [2017]. The

methods, explained in the following, will be referred to as ColorDot, SGD, ZoomRect,

ZoomCircle and SpatialBlur throughout this work.

C.3.1 ColorDot

The first method that we have selected is a small red dot, as described by Dorr et al.

[2004]. A magnified image of the stimulus can be seen in Figure C.2 (ColorDot). To

prevent conscious perception of the image manipulation, the original work suggests a

presentation duration of 120 ms to keep the effect invisible for viewers’ foveal vision by

saccadic masking. Deviating from the original implementation, we present the stimulus

repeatedly every 2 seconds. This allows free exploration of the virtual environment

while still eventually achieving successful guidance, as soon as the target enters the

viewers’ visual field.

The remaining modifications are explained by the example of ColorDot, but apply

to all methods in our test. According to Bailey et al. [2009], the effect is removed as soon

as a saccade towards the target position is detected. This gaze-contingent deactivation

further decreases the probability of the effect being recognized by viewers’ foveal vision
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and thus further increases its unobtrusiveness. Once such a target-directed saccade

is detected, the repeated presentation is also switched off permanently for the current

target. Constant sized effects would be less perceivable in far peripheral regions due to

the strong acuity degradation in the human vision towards its periphery. To maintain

the same level of visibility of this local effect throughout the whole visual field, we apply

eccentricity-based scaling [Grogorick et al. 2017]. It is adjusted to retain a size of 1°
visual angle at 12° eccentricity as in the original implementation by Dorr et al. [2004].

Gaze

↘↘↘
©©©

Target

↘↘↘

Original ColorDot SGD

ZoomRect ZoomCircle SpatialBlur

Figure C.2: Initial viewing direction within a 360° panorama, with current gaze point

(©) and target area (�) highlighted (top). Target area closeups below show the different

stimuli. For illustration, SGD stimulus intensity was increased and shows both states (dark

and bright) side by side. SpatialBlur closeup shows blurred (gaze) and unblurred (target)

regions side by side.
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C.3.2 Subtle Gaze Direction

Subtle gaze direction (SGD) refers to a method proposed by Bailey et al. [2009] that

periodically modulates luminance within a local circular image region. The intensity

thereby smoothly decreases center outwards. With the exception of the introduction

of eccentricity-based scaling, this stimulus is kept as in the original implementation, as

shown in Figure C.2 (SGD).

C.3.3 ZoomRect

This refers to a method proposed by Dorr et al. [2004] that applies local magnification

to a rectangular target image region. Similar to the ColorDot stimulus, our imple-

mentation is extended with repeated presentation, gaze-contingent deactivation and

eccentricity-based scaling. Original square shape and presentation time of 120 ms are

kept and eccentricity-based scaling is adjusted to meet the suggested size of 2° visual

angle at 12° eccentricity. The stimulus is depicted in Figure C.2 (ZoomRect).

C.3.4 ZoomCircle

ZoomCircle is an adapted stimulus derived from the ZoomRect stimulus. Local magni-

fication and repeated presentation are kept similar. However, the shape of the effect is

changed to a circle instead of a rectangle and presentation time is increased to 500 ms.

Increasing the duration, thus slowing down the magnification process to a more per-

ceivable level, shall strengthen the perception of optical expansion, i.e. of an object

moving towards the viewer. Finally, to prevent introduction of sharp edges around the

effect, the content is enlarged by a spatially varying magnification factor that follows

a radial gaussian fall-off, shown in Figure C.2 (ZoomCircle).

C.3.5 SpatialBlur

SpatialBlur refers to a method presented by Hata et al. [2016] using spatial filtering

to reduce details in non-target image regions. Despite common adaptations for all

methods in our test, the implementation is kept similar to the original work.

C.4 System Setup

The immersive dome environment [Grogorick et al. 2018c] is a tilted fulldome real-time

video projection system with a diameter of 5 m, as shown in Figure C.3. It features six

Barco F50 WQXGA projectors, each capable of showing contents with a resolution of
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Figure C.3: Immersive dome environment system. The cameras of the eye tracking

system are mounted on the T-shaped stand in the center. The position of the chair on

which the participants were sitting is marked as white line on the floor.

2560 × 1600 pixel (WQXGA) at a frequency of up to 120 Hz and a contrast ratio of

5300:1. Each projector is driven by a dedicated render node equipped with an Nvidia

Quadro M6000 (12 GB) graphics processing unit (GPU). A four camera Smart Eye Pro1

setup enables real-time binocular eye tracking at 120 Hz within a FOV of approximately

160° horizontal and 90° vertical with an accuracy of 0.5° (under optimal conditions).

Tracking data of the motion capture and the eye tracking system are distributed to

separate workstations and shared via closed local area network (LAN).

The immersive dome environment has strong advantages over current generation

HMDs, especially with regard to visual perception experiments. It offers a much higher

angular resolution, in direct comparison additionally amplified by two factors: First,

the viewing distance to the dome surface increases the perceived resolution within

the dome. Second, the convex lenses of HMDs reduce the perceived resolution inside

headsets. Furthermore, the dome surface almost fully covers the human visual field,

whereas current generation HMDs still involve a severely limited FOV.

1 http://web.archive.org/web/20171114174720/http://smarteye.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/

Smart-Eye-Pro.pdf
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C.5 Experiment

During the experiment participants were instructed to watch a sequence of six different

360° panoramas. All panoramas are high-resolution captures of real scenes to provide

real-world scale complexity. For each participant, six of these scenes are randomly

selected and combined with a randomly selected gaze guidance method, while one scene

remains unchanged to serve as control. The random selection ensures that all pairs of

scene and guidance method appear approximately equally often. One fixed target

location was manually chosen per scene, under the condition that it is not placed on

one of the most salient objects but also not in a completely featureless, single-colored

image region. Considering all scenes, these target locations are spatially uniformly

distributed throughout the viewers’ visual field. The experiment procedure started

with a pre-experiment questionnaire, followed by the main part and a post-experiment

questionnaire. It was conducted with one participant at a time.

C.5.1 Pre-experiment questionnaire

A pre-experiment questionnaire had to be answered by the participant before starting

with the main experiment. It collected basic demographic information, i.e. gender, age

and if a visual aid is required. Additionally, the participant’s current health condition

was captured with the simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) suggested by Kennedy

et al. [1993].

C.5.2 The main experiment

The actual experiment started with a general introduction to the immersive dome

environment. This was followed by a phase of approximately 2 min, in which the

participant was allowed to freely look around in the dome, showing an empty virtual

room, to get used to the system. The participant was seated inside the dome, such

that the head was well captured by the eye tracking cameras. The task was to explore

360° photographs of six different places for 20 seconds each. Bottom and rear areas of

the panorama pictures were not visible during the experiment due to the shape of the

dome and the seated position of the participant. The participant was explicitly told

that there is no specific task, e.g. no search task, except freely exploring the presented

scenes. Subsequently, the participant was informed that for this experiment, an eye

tracking system will be used to capture their gaze, which needs to be calibrated first.

The experiment started after successful calibration and clarification of any remain-

ing questions regarding system or procedure. Before presenting the first panorama,
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a fixation marker was shown to accomplish a common initial gaze location through

all participants. This way, also the initial gaze-to-target distance is similar per image

throughout all participants. The marker is shown again before presentation of every

new panorama to establish a common initial gaze location throughout all scenes. The

fixation marker is then followed by the first scene, which in turn is again followed by

the fixation marker and so on — until all five methods have been presented.

C.5.3 A post-experiment questionnaire

After the main experiment, a post-experiment questionnaire again was used to assess

the participants’ current health condition with respect to simulator sickness, using the

same SSQ. Additionally, they were asked to identify “possible visual artifacts” that

may have occurred during presentation of the 360° panoramas.

C.6 Results

This experiment was conducted with 102 participants (71 male, 31 female) with an

average age of 25.7 (σ = 3.79) between 19–41 years. 55 participants reported normal

vision and 47 reported corrected-to-normal vision, i.e. wore glasses or contact lenses.

Regarding simulator sickness, the total severity (TSSSQ) score as proposed by Kennedy

et al. [1993] was used to assess possible effects on our participants. More precisely, the

difference between the TSSSQ scores before and after the experiment was used to select

participants with a strong positive difference (increased motion sickness):
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Figure C.4: Distribution of TSSSQ score difference (from before and after the experiment)

over all participants, except the one excluded due to severe simulator sickness effects.
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Only one participant was noticeably affected by simulator sickness with an TSSSQ

score difference of more than 100, and thus excluded from the dataset. The TSSSQ

score difference distribution of all remaining participants can be seen in Figure C.4. It

shows that for other participants simulator sickness did not increase notably — in fact,

it even slightly decreased for the majority.

Figure C.5 shows an exemplary 360° panorama in equirectangular projection, over-

laid with stimulus-wise averaged heatmaps of the captured gaze data. Without gaze

guidance, the target region (circle) barely received any attention from the participants

(subfigure Original), whereas with active gaze guidance, all techniques were able to

significantly increase the attention in this area.

To be able to compare the different methods — some are presented for the entire

duration of a trial while others are visible only for varying, short durations — we inspect

only the first second of gaze data after stimulus onsets. This approach assumes that

sudden onsets of stimuli in viewers’ peripheral visual field will trigger saccades almost

instantly. In contrast, later saccades are most probably not related to this stimulus

Original

++

ColorDot

++

SGD

++

ZoomRect

++

ZoomCircle

++

SpatialBlur

++

Figure C.5: Excerpt of exemplary 360° panorama with heatmap overlay of accumulated

gaze data for full trials of all participants. Heatmap data is split by method (Original

shows the control group without any gaze guidance). The cross marks the initial gaze

direction and the circle indicates the position of the gaze guidance target area.
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anymore. By design ColorDot, ZoomRect and ZoomCircle are shown only for short

durations (gray bars in Figure C.6). To counteract this drawback they are presented

repeatedly, always with a long phase of invisibility in between successive presentations.

This repetition is canceled as soon as a target-directed saccade is detected for the first

time. For those methods, either only the very first 1 s timespan or the 1 s timespan

after all corresponding stimulus onsets may be analyzed.

Figure C.6 shows the distribution of the time to reach the target (TRT) after stim-

ulus onsets versus the initial angular distance of the participants’ gaze to the target

location (referred to as eccentricity). The samples are collected for the different meth-

ods and accumulated over all presented scenes. Samples within the first second after all

stimulus onsets are highlighted (solid circles) for comparability. Remaining observations

of target-directed saccades that occurred after the first second succeeding a stimulus
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Figure C.6: Time to reach the target (TRT) plotted against initial target eccentricity

(circles). For repetitive stimuli, the presentation periods are highlighted in light gray. Trials

with target-directed saccades within the first second after a stimulus onset are highlighted

as solid circles. Target-directed saccades become less frequent over time as the stimulus

does not reappear after the first detected target-directed saccade.
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onset are shown as outlined circles. Considering the two non-repetitive methods, SGD

and SpatialBlur, Figure C.6 shows more recognized target-directed saccades within the

first second for SGD as compared to SpatialBlur. With regard to the remaining meth-

ods, i.e. those with repetition, no significant difference can be observed in terms of

success rate. Concerning different eccentricities of the selected target locations, it usu-

ally takes the participants longer to react to it, the more eccentric a stimulus is. The

corresponding positive correlation between initial eccentricity and the time since initial

stimulus onset (time to reach the target) can be seen from the least-squares regressions

in Figure C.6.

Figure C.7 presents the percentage of successful trials, for which a target-directed

saccade was detected within one second, plotted against the time since the initial stim-

ulus onset. For comparison both cases are included: with (dashed lines) and without

(solid lines) considering data for repeated onsets. Without taking repeated presen-

tations into account, all methods perform almost equally well (within one second)

inducing saccades for approximately 40% of all participants. The only exception is

SpatialBlur, which only almost reaches 20% of participants making a target-directed

saccade within one second, depicted in Figure C.7 (solid lines). A reason may be that

SpatialBlur does not precisely highlight target locations and thus requires more exten-
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Figure C.7: Cumulative plot showing elapsed time since respective stimulus onset plotted

against percentage of successful trials. Curves are given for evaluation with (dashed lines)

and without (solid lines) considering repeated onsets.
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sive search for users to spot the unblurred target region. Including captured data related

to repeated presentations, all three affected methods (ColorDot, ZoomRect and Zoom-

Circle) show comparable, significant performance improvements, as again depicted in

Figure C.7 (dashed lines). Therefore, the proposed repetition of stimuli is a valuable

extension to methods with very short presentation times for application in surrounding

immersive environments.

Evaluation of the post-experiment questionnaire with regard to subtleness shows

that 42 participants reported no image artifacts overall. A blur on the whole image

artifact was reported by only 22 participants while a suddenly appearing red dot was

identified 6 times and a zoom effect was also correctly recognized by 6 participants.

The most disturbing kind of artifact was a flickering effect that was noticed by 28

participants, which may hint at SGD or ZoomRect but could also describe ZoomCircle

or ColorDot. We intentionally did not ask for specific visual artifacts to not bias the

participants.

Based on our data, we infer that to date there is no stimulus that remains completely

imperceivable. From our results we recommend SGD, ZoomRect or ZoomCircle for gaze

guidance in ultra wide FOV VR.

C.7 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a comparison of five image-space gaze guidance meth-

ods with regard to effectiveness and unobtrusiveness. Our evaluation is based on a per-

ceptual study conducted in a high-resolution immersive dome environment, to obtain

results compatible to future–generation HMDs. In particular, we analyze eye tracking

data for each selected gaze guidance method, recorded in a perceptual study with 102

participants and 12 distinct 360° panoramas. Following evaluation of the acquired data,

none of the adapted methods shows outstanding performance compared to the others,

in such wide–FOV immersive environments. Success rates range between 20–40% for

reaction times within one second. The proposed repetition adaptation yields noticeable

performance improvements for appropriate methods, showing success rate of up to 70%.

In future work, we plan to assess subtleness of individual stimuli in more detail and

use other statistical tools to evaluate stimulus performance, e.g. scanpath difference

or ratio of fixations in- and outside the target region. While the hardware setup in

this study aims to represent future-generation HMDs (in terms of resolution and wide

FOV), we are also interested in the performance of the evaluated methods with regard
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to current-generation HMDs and an investigation of their main differences. Besides

smaller FOV, we plan to examine systems with even wider FOV to further approach

the actual limits of the human visual field. Also repetitive stimuli are to be investigated

with respect to priming effects between successive stimulus presentations. Furthermore,

we plan to extend our study to investigate subtle gaze guidance in 360° video sequences

instead of still images.
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Towards VR Attention Guidance:

Environment-dependent

Perceptual Threshold for

Stereo Inverse Brightness Modulation

In this paper, we propose a new method for attention and gaze redirection, specif-

ically designed for immersive stereo displays. Exploiting the dual nature of stereo

imagery, our stimulus is composed of complementary parts displayed for each indi-

vidual eye. This attracts viewers’ attention due to induced binocular rivalry. In a

perceptual study, we investigate size- and intensity-related perceptual thresholds of our

stimulus for six different real-world panorama images. Our results show that a flexible

parameterization allows the stimulus to be perceived even in complex surroundings. To

prepare for technical innovations expected in future-generation virtual reality headsets,

we used a commercially available head-mounted display as well as a high-resolution

dome projection system.
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Environment-dependent Perceptual Threshold for SIBM

Iberos Sunset

Reef

Winay Romano

Forest

Figure D.1: Static 360° real-world panoramas depicting various complexity levels and the

initial viewing direction. (CC-BY, in order of appearance: Galopax, heiwa4126, XL Catlin

Seaview Survey, Triffski, Ángel M. Felićısimo and Ansgar Koreng.)

D.1 Introduction

With the recent introduction of consumer-ready head-mounted displays (HMDs), ex-

periencing 360° content in highly immersive environments has evolved to a new level.

Remaining technical issues diminish day by day through new technological advances,

e.g. increasing resolution, field of view (FOV) and refresh rate, growing motion track-

ing range, intuitive input capabilities and fewer dependencies on external hardware

through integrated all-in-one devices. Additionally, the arrival of multiple panorama

images and video capture systems quickly met the demand for appropriate 360° im-

mersive content. Recently presented methods which also enable head motion (motion

parallax) for a more natural viewing experience in captured panorama footage, further

increase their usability. Nevertheless, there is still work to be done towards a fully

convincing virtual reality (VR) experience.

The issue that we target in this work, arises from the format of 360° content, com-

pared to imagery in a ”traditional” rectangular format. Panoramic media content

production requires careful consideration given the surrounding nature of the presenta-

tion. Already the much larger FOV may let a viewer miss important details when too

much information is present that clutters the visual field. This applies to storytelling in

entertainment as well as scientific data visualization. To support application creators in

”guiding” users through their virtual environments, we aim to create a visual stimulus
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D.2 Related Work

that is able to shift attention without distracting from the actual scene content.

Fundamental to every VR system, the imagery has to be generated for each eye

separately. We take advantage of this requirement to render scenes separately for each

eye by introducing small changes in both images. We present a novel approach to

visually guide attention in stereoscopic virtual environments. In detail, we exploit an

effect called binocular rivalry, which basically describes a perceptual conflict that our

brain has to solve if our eyes report different information for the same location. This can

be observed when a close object occludes the line of sight of one eye to a more distant

object or reflections on curved surfaces that appear noticeably different for each eye.

In this paper, we propose a mechanism to introduce binocular rivalry on arbitrary

visual media and conduct a perceptual study to find appropriate stimulus parameters

matching the human visual perception threshold. To obtain generalizable results, we

employ a wide variety of virtual environments, ranging from outdoor to indoor places,

wide open to closed settings as well as clean and cluttered environments. The selected

scenes cover a broad range of surroundings and levels of complexity.

D.2 Related Work

A variety of methods to guide and redirect user attention to predefined areas in images

and videos have been explored for different environments in the past, for non-immersive

environments [Dorr et al. 2004, Bailey et al. 2009, Veas et al. 2011, Hata et al. 2016],

for head-mounted displays [Lin et al. 2017a, Grogorick et al. 2017, 2018a, Rothe et al.

2018] and recently also in a dome projection system (dome) [Grogorick et al. 2018b].

Some of these approaches focus on differences between peripheral and foveal vision,

as subtle changes in the periphery may be nearly unperceived by the viewer [Bailey

et al. 2009] due to the relatively poor visual acuity compared to foveal vision. They

usually follow the gaze of the user using eye tracking to redirect attention to a point

of interest only if it is located in the periphery. The stimulus is shown for a specific

duration or disappears when the gaze is successfully attracted to the desired region.

For non-immersive environments, Dorr et al. [2004] proposed a small red square and

a magnification stimulus that is presented for 120 ms on still images. Similarly, Barth

et al. [2006] presented a red square as peripheral stimulus for video sequences that

disappears when a saccade (sudden ballistic eye motion) towards the stimulus is de-

tected. Here, an effect in the human eye, called saccadic masking [Dodge 1900], is used

to keep the stimulus invisible for foveal vision. Lintu and Carbonell [2009] proposed

a method that initially blurred pictures and deblurred them gradually as soon as a
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fixation on the area of interest was detected. Also exploiting the saccadic masking phe-

nomenon, Bailey and colleagues [Bailey et al. 2009, McNamara et al. 2009] proposed

temporally alternating bright–dark (luminance) and warm–cold (color) modulation as

stimuli, both in the periphery. Their method was also adapted for controlled real-world

environments [Booth et al. 2013]. Visual search tasks have been enhanced by Qvar-

fordt et al. [2010] by learning an observer’s gaze trajectory and masking out visited

segments for full view coverage. Stratmann et al. [2019] implemented gaze guidance

in hardware for directing attention towards a specific screen in a multi-monitor setup

in safety-critical environments like ships. Another real-world approach is shown by

Miyamoto et al. [1888-1950] who projects altered images of objects onto themselves

which creates a blurry physical scene where only the desired target appears in focus.

Static approaches that do not depend on the actual gaze position have also been inves-

tigated as an alternative to subtle methods. Most of these apply global transformations

to the input images to draw the user’s gaze towards target locations. An approach pro-

posed by Kosara et al. [2002] is to simulate depth-of-field from traditional photography,

bringing desired regions of the image in or out of focus. Cole et al. [2006] proposed

desaturating and blurring uninteresting regions of the scene. Smith and Tadmor [2013]

further investigated the effectiveness of using controlled blur to redirect user attention.

Other transformations for gaze guidance are based on computational visual saliency

models, which estimate how well image regions will catch viewers’ attention [Itti et al.

1998]. Su et al. [2005] proposed a method that reduces spatial variations in textures

of distracting regions. Hagiwara et al. [2011] used such models to specifically increase

the saliency of desired image regions. Similarly, Veas et al. [2011] made use of salience

maps to modify per-frame visual saliency of video sequences. Hata et al. [2016] pre-

sented an approach to gradually blur uninteresting regions while keeping target regions

unblurred. Using a local modulation, Waldin et al. [2017] proposed a stimulus that

should only be visible in the periphery. Their method leverages on the higher sensitiv-

ity for high-frequency flickering in our peripheral vision, as compared to foveal vision.

But this requires high-frequency displays with refresh rates of around 142 Hz.

A challenge specific to VR is the limited FOV while content is available 360° around

the viewer, so areas of interest may be located completely out of sight. While we ex-

plicitly focus on within-FOV guidance, this topic is still related and should, therefore,

be briefly mentioned. Already in 1996, Pausch et al. observed the necessity of guiding

viewers through virtual scenes for successful storytelling. They used scene composi-

tion to draw viewers’ attention to specific spots or employed characters to point in

predefined directions. Lin et al. [2017a] addressed this issue by showing two obtrusive
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methods: a green arrow as an active guidance stimulus pointing towards the target

direction, and an autopilot that automatically rotates the virtual view towards the

target. Grogorick et al. [2017] suggested to repeatedly move a stimulus near the edges

of the FOV towards the target region. Rothe et al. [2018] further investigated how

this moving stimulus can be used in cinematic VR. Additionally, technical advances of

next-gen HMD manufacturers like Pimax, VRgineers (XTAL) or Samsung [2019] vastly

increase the available FOV to almost reach the extent of our actual visual field.

Binocular rivalry is an effect that appears when our eyes perceive differing infor-

mation for the same location. This occurs all around us, e.g. with depth discontinu-

ities or reflective and refractive surfaces. Thorough studies have shown that rivaling

information will not blend into each other but will be perceived in an alternating

fashion [Wheatstone 1838, Breese 1909, Levelt 1965, Wolfe 1983]. A neural theory

by Blake [1989] describes the existence of monocular and binocular neurons arrayed

within a function processing module. Newer results from brain imaging did not resolve

the issue where in the brain the rivalry occurs but resolve some controversies and con-

tradictions [Blake and Logothetis 2002]. According to Arnold et al. [2007] it is also a

means of our visual system to support visibility in cluttered scenes. Ooi and He [1999]

found an influence of voluntary attention on which of the conflicting images is perceived

dominantly. Moreover, Zhang et al. [2011] reported attention being a requirement for

binocular rivalry, somewhat contrary to Platonov and Goossens [2014] who show that

binocular rivalry occurs even under complete visual unawareness of such a conflicting

stimulus.

D.3 Stimulus

VR devices require to render scenes twice, once per eye, to account for different perspec-

tives (interpupillary distance) or warping parameters to match lens distortions. These

changes, however, do not change a virtual scene’s content. The basic idea behind our

proposed method is to do exactly this — slightly change the actual scene content before

presentation. More specifically, the brightness at a defined target region is increased for

one eye, while it is reduced for the other. The discrepancy of non-matching input that

our brain receives from both eyes triggers the binocular rivalry effect — which in turn

triggers our attention. The idea, though, is not entirely new: Enthusiasts of spot-the-

difference images exploit binocular rivalry to find differences through cross-viewing, a

technique with which side-by-side stereoscopic images can be viewed without technical

aids.
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In our stimulus, the shape of the modulated region (Figure D.2) is inspired by the

subtle gaze direction stimulus presented by Bailey et al. [2009]. In contrast to the

work of Bailey et al. [2009], which builds on high sensitivity to temporal changes in

peripheral vision, we do not use any temporal variation in our method. Instead, we

rely solely on induced attention through binocular rivalry. The shape of the stimulus is

parameterized by two variables: intensity (Sint), a scalar factor controlling the strength

of the modulation, and the stimulus size (Ssize) in degrees visual angle. Brightness

modulation is achieved by linearly interpolating a scene’s pixel color (Cscene) with black

or white (Cb/w), depending on which eye’s image is rendered, to get the final output

pixel color. The blending function Fblend decays radially from the center to smoothly

blend the stimulus into the scene. As there is no actual interaction with the scene

content, this mechanism can be easily integrated into any graphics engine as a post-

processing step.

Perceptual Threshold for Stereo Inverse Brightness Modulation SAP ’19, September 19–20, 2019, Barcelona, Spain

Platonov and Goossens [? ] who show that binocular rivalry oc-
curs even under complete visual unawareness of such a conflicting
stimulus.

3 STIMULUS
VR devices require to render scenes twice, once per eye, to account
for different perspectives (interpupillary distance) or warping pa-
rameters to match lens distortions. These changes, however, do
not change a virtual scene’s content. The basic idea behind our
proposed method is to do exactly this — slightly change the actual
scene content before presentation. More specifically, the brightness
at a defined target region is increased for one eye, while it is re-
duced for the other. The discrepancy of non-matching input that
our brain receives from both eyes triggers the binocular rivalry
effect — which in turn triggers our attention. The idea, though, is
not entirely new: Enthusiasts of spot-the-difference images exploit
binocular rivalry to find differences through cross-viewing, a tech-
nique with which side-by-side stereoscopic images can be viewed
without technical aids.

In our stimulus, the shape of the modulated region (Figure 2) is
inspired by the subtle gaze direction stimulus presented by Bailey et
al. [? ]. In contrast to the work of Bailey et al., which builds on high
sensitivity to temporal changes in peripheral vision, we do not use
any temporal variation in our method. Instead, we rely solely on
induced attention through binocular rivalry. The shape of the stimu-
lus is parameterized by two variables: intensity (Sint), a scalar factor
controlling the strength of the modulation, and the stimulus size
(Ssize) in degrees visual angle. Brightness modulation is achieved
by linearly interpolating a scene’s pixel color (Cscene) with black
or white (Cb/w), depending on which eye’s image is rendered, to
get the final output pixel color.The blending function Fblend decays
radially from the center to smoothly blend the stimulus into the
scene. As there is no actual interaction with the scene content, this
mechanism can be easily integrated into any graphics engine as a
post-processing step.

left eye stereoscopic right eye
Figure 2: Concept, showing left and right eye stimuli.

4 SYSTEM SETUP
The head-mounted display used in our experiment is an HTC
Vive Pro comprising two OLED displays with a resolution of 1440×
1600 px each and a refresh rate of 90Hz. Two external base stations
offer sub-millimeter precision for tracking head movements. The
device is upgraded with the PupilLabs HTC Vive Binocular Add-
onfor integrated binocular eye tracking at 120Hz.

The dome projection system is a tilted full-dome real-time
video projection system with a diameter of 5m and six projectors
with 2560 × 1600 px at up to 120 fps [? ]. Active shutter glasses
are used for stereoscopic rendering retrofitted with eye tracking

(PupilLabs Hololens Addon) and motion capture (OptiTrack) for
head motion.

5 EXPERIMENT
We conducted a perceptual experiment in both display systems to
determine appropriate value ranges for our stimulus’ parameters
size and intensity. 23 participants (5 female) aged 19–39 (M = 26.04,
SD = 5.30) took part and all of them reported normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. Each participant took part in both VR systems in
randomized order (full within-subjects design), the HMD and the
dome, with a short break of ∼5min in between.

We chose the scenes (Figure 1) to cover a broad range of possible
surroundings and different spatial frequency distributions (Figure 3).
The stimulus was shown to either the left, right, top or bottom
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Figure 3: Scene complexity via spatial frequency histogram.

of a centred fixation cross in the scene (Figure 4). We instructed
the participants to report the location of the stimulus relative to
the cross using an input controller (XBox for dome and Vive for
HMD). The stimulus was displayed repeatedly for different sizes
and intensities for each scene. In each single trial, all scene elements
(static scene image, fixation cross, stimulus) were displayed at the
same time, to prevent the stimulus to be recognized due to the
motion sensitivity of the visual periphery, for a duration of 3 s.

Figure 4: Stimulus positions around the fixation cross.

The experiment started with a per-user calibration of the eye
tracking system using a 9-point calibration and was repeated for
both display systems. The sole purpose of eye tracking in our study
was to verify the participants’ gaze rested on the fixation cross
during the trials to ensure the stimulus eccentricity for every par-
ticipant. The task was introduced with training trials to familiarize
the participants with the experiment. The actual experiment then
displayed each of the static scenes in randomized order. Before
the first trial of each scene, participants had the opportunity to
explore the scene for 10 s to stay focused on the actual task dur-
ing the trials. Four predefined stimulus sizes (3◦, 2◦, 1.5◦ and 1◦
visual angle, Figure 5 left [? ? ]) were shown in descending stair-
case order for each scene. For each of these sizes, a subset of six

Figure D.2: Concept, showing left and right eye stimuli.

D.4 System Setup

The head-mounted display used in our experiment is an HTC Vive Pro comprising

two OLED displays with a resolution of 1440×1600 px each and a refresh rate of 90 Hz.

Two external base stations offer sub-millimeter precision for tracking head movements.

The device is upgraded with the PupilLabs HTC Vive Binocular Add-on for integrated

binocular eye tracking at 120 Hz.

The dome projection system is a tilted full-dome real-time video projection sys-

tem with a diameter of 5 m and six projectors with 2560×1600 px at up to 120 fps [Gro-

gorick et al. 2019b]. Active shutter glasses are used for stereoscopic rendering retrofitted

with eye tracking (PupilLabs Hololens Addon) and motion capture (OptiTrack) for head

motion.
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D.5 Experiment

D.5 Experiment

We conducted a perceptual experiment in both display systems to determine appro-

priate value ranges for our stimulus’ parameters size and intensity. 23 participants (5

female) aged 19–39 (M = 26.04, SD = 5.30) took part and all of them reported nor-

mal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each participant took part in both VR systems in

randomized order (full within-subjects design), the HMD and the dome, with a short

break of ∼5 min in between. We chose the scenes (Figure D.1) to cover a broad range

of possible surroundings and different spatial frequency distributions (Figure D.3).
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Figure D.3: Scene complexity via spatial frequency histogram.

The stimulus was shown to either the left, right, top or bottom of a centred fixation

cross in the scene (Figure D.4). We instructed the participants to report the location

of the stimulus relative to the cross using an input controller (XBox for dome and Vive

for HMD). The stimulus was displayed repeatedly for different sizes and intensities for

each scene. In each single trial, all scene elements (static scene image, fixation cross,

stimulus) were displayed at the same time, to prevent the stimulus to be recognized

due to the motion sensitivity of the visual periphery, for a duration of 3 s.

Figure D.4: Stimulus positions around the fixation cross.
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The experiment started with a per-user calibration of the eye tracking system using

a 9-point calibration and was repeated for both display systems. The sole purpose of

eye tracking in our study was to verify the participants’ gaze rested on the fixation cross

during the trials to ensure the stimulus eccentricity for every participant. The task was

introduced with training trials to familiarize the participants with the experiment. The

actual experiment then displayed each of the static scenes in randomized order. Before

the first trial of each scene, participants had the opportunity to explore the scene for

10 s to stay focused on the actual task during the trials. Four predefined stimulus sizes

(3°, 2°, 1.5° and 1° visual angle, Figure D.5 left [Bailey et al. 2009, Grogorick et al. 2017])

were shown in descending staircase order for each scene. For each of these sizes, a subset

of six predefined stimulus intensities (1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1, Figure D.5 right,

adapted from Tauscher et al. [2018]) was selected. Under the assumption that higher

intensities lead to higher recognition rate and to reduce the overall experiment duration,

we skip higher intensities for large sizes yielding: 3°: 3 intensities, 2°: 4 intensities, 1.5°:
5 intensities and 1°: all intensities. For each intensity the stimulus was shown twice

on randomly selected sides (top/right/bottom/left) of the fixation cross. We used a

distance of 19.7° visual angle to the cross [Tauscher et al. 2018] (outer central to near

2°3° 1.5° 1°

1.0 0.75 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1

Figure D.5: Investigated parameter values: stimulus size in degrees visual angle (Ssize)

and Stimulus intensities (Sint)
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peripheral vision). After each trial a feedback screen was shown filled with the current

scene’s average solid color. The participants could either report the stimulus location

already during the trial or the feedback screen.

D.6 Results

In order to quantify the contribution of the two tested parameters to its overall visibility

we gather responses for all scenes, separated by tested combinations of stimulus size

and intensity.

Figure D.6 shows the percentage of successfully identified stimulus presentations.

The recognition rate ranges from ∼60–95 % (chance level 25 %) over the set of tested

intensities, while the stimulus size seem to have almost no influence on the visibility.

The three-way loglinear analysis produced a final model that retained all effects with

a likelihood ratio of χ2(0) = 0, p = 1 and indicated that the two-way interactions

(recognition rate x size, recognition rate x intensity, size x intensity) were significant

χ2(38) = 4232.13, p < .001. The main effect of intensity contains the most important

effects of the model with the highest interaction between 0.1 and 0.2 (z = 15.30), 0.2

and 0.3 (z = 15.44) and 0.3 and 0.5 (z = 13.76). This is followed by the main effect

of size with the highest interaction between 1° and 1.5° (z = 13.53). This seems to

indicate a dominance of stimulus intensity over stimulus size, with regard to visibility.
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Figure D.6: Correctly identified trials per size vs. intensity.

Second, with regard to application in subtle gaze guidance, we are interested in

finding the parameters rendering the stimulus almost invisible, i.e. the threshold from

visible to invisible. Our analysis indicated the highest interaction for size between 1°
and 1.5° indicating a visual threshold of around 1.5°. Other stimulus size has so far

shown almost no influence, so we will focus on intensity. To provide results that are

transferable to future scenarios as easily as possible, we aim to determine stimulus
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parameters matching this threshold on different backgrounds. Figure D.7 (top) shows

recognition rate again, this time plotted per intensity and scene. As can be seen

very clearly, an intensity of Sint = 0.1 results in much fewer correctly identified trials

throughout all scenes. But already an intensity of Sint = 0.2 leads to an average

recognition rate of ∼70 % throughout all tested scenes. Thus, our proposed stimulus is

easily adaptable to a large variety of scenes with different levels of complexity.
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Figure D.7: Correctly identified trials per scene and intensity (top) and per device (bot-

tom) with standard deviation.

Finally, we evaluated the influence of the two tested VR systems on our stimulus.

The collected data additionally split by VR system, is shown in Figure D.7 (bottom).

The only scenes that show significant differences in recognition rate are Romano at

intensity 0.5 (Dome M = 97.10, SE = 1.67, Vive M = 84.06, SE = 3.16, t(22) =

3.95, p < .001 Bonferroni-corrected) and Forest at intensity 0.3 (Dome M = 88.59,

SE = 2.76, Vive M = 65.76, SE = 5.50, t(22) = 4.56, p < .001 Bonferroni-corrected).

While there are mostly no significant differences in recognition rate over all intensities

and scenes, we can see a noticeable positive trend towards the dome. The Dome and
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Vive differ in FOV and resolution. The difference in FOV should be negligible as the

stimuli are always presented within the FOV for both systems. Therefore, we suggest

that display resolution has a positive influence on the stimulus visibility.

D.7 Conclusion

We present first results on a novel stimulus for visual attention guidance in stereoscopic

virtual environments. It exploits binocular rivalry that is induced for a predefined tar-

get region by presentation of conflicting visual information to both eyes. We proposed

parameter ranges for its application in various surroundings based on perceptual re-

sults. Whilst the set of tested surroundings is limited, our results indicate an existing

correlation to scene complexity.

We will have to find a probably dynamic threshold within the ”visible range” to

achieve a certain success rate. The study of the application in dynamic 3D scenes

and panoramic video sequences instead of still images is still open as it is to find

the optimal balance between performance and subtleness of the stimulus. To ensure

that the introduction of our stimulus does not adversely affect immersion, we plan to

evaluate its effects on visual (dis-)comfort of subjects.
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E
Stereo Inverse Brightness Modulation for

Guidance in Dynamic Panorama Videos

in Virtual Reality

The peak of virtual reality offers new exciting possibilities for the creation of media

content but also poses new challenges. Some areas of interest might be overlooked

because the visual content fills up a large portion of viewers’ visual field. Moreover,

this content is available in 360◦ around the viewer, yielding locations completely out of

sight, making, e.g., recall or storytelling in cinematic virtual reality (VR) quite difficult.

In this paper, we present an evaluation of stereo inverse brightness modulation

(SIBM) for effective and subtle guidance of participants’ attention while navigating

dynamic virtual environments. The used technique exploits the binocular rivalry effect

from human stereo vision and was previously shown to be effective in static envi-

ronments. Moreover, we propose an extension of the method for successful guidance

towards target locations outside the initial visual field.

We conduct three perceptual studies, using 13 distinct panorama videos and two VR

systems (a VR head mounted display and a fully immersive dome projection system), to

investigate (1) general applicability to dynamic environments, (2) stimulus parameter

and VR system influence and (3) effectiveness of the proposed extension for out-of-sight

targets. Our results prove the applicability of the method to dynamic environments

while maintaining its unobtrusive appearance.
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SIBM for Guidance in Dynamic Panorama Videos in VR

E.1 Introduction

Since its renascence in 2013, driven by the release of the Oculus Rift DK1, virtual reality

(VR) has reached a broad audience. Various devices have been developed and released

by many manufacturers, ranging from small start-ups to large-scale well-established

tech companies. Besides expensive high performance products that offer best visual

experience, various low-budget versions have been released to introduce VR to a broader

audience, yielding a massive amount of people that have, at least, tried some VR

experience by now. Moreover, an ever increasing number of video games are released

with support for immersive VR devices offering a large field of view (FOV), and even

the movie industry has already presented first entire movies that are shot in 360°. So

it seems like VR, this time, finally made its way out of the science-experimental-stage

into the consumer market. This brings up new possibilities in numerous fields, like

scientific visualization, architectural presentations, entertainment, or even telepresence

as in today’s challenging times.

However, due to the absence of the frame that typically restricts viewers’ attention

to small pre-determined regions of the observed world, presentation of content in virtual

environments is a non-trivial task. This can be further distinguished into two challenges

onto which we will focus on in this work. First, the wide FOV — much wider than we

are typically used to from desktop monitors or TV screens. Second, the possibility to

literally turn around and look around. Of course this is not entirely new, as also in 3D

video games one could always turn and look around, but video game developers have

the option to force a camera reorientation when required. Unfortunately, redirecting

the view point of the user is not as easy in VR environments, as externally enforcing

virtual self-motion without matching the user’s real body motion is known to increase

simulator sickness [Kennedy et al. 1989].

Therefore, appropriate means need to be developed to help viewers in immersive

environments to find the right information at the right time. This yields the field of

attention guidance, and more specifically in case of this paper, subtle visual gaze guid-

ance, i.e. guiding viewers’ gaze using unobtrusive visual stimuli to not interfere with the

actual scene content. Concrete applications that might profit from such mechanisms in-

clude highlighting details in cluttered three dimensional visualizations of scientific data

sets; barely visible elements of architectural concepts during virtual walkthroughs; or

hard-to-track details in sports broadcasts, such as flying golf balls — without obscuring

any adjacent parts or interfering with design intentions.
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Figure E.1: Left and right eye images (try cross/parallel viewing) with SIBM stimulus.

Intensity is enhanced for illustration purposes.

Stereo inverse brightness modulation (SIBM) [Grogorick et al. 2019a], was specifi-

cally designed to overcome this issue in static scenarios, i.e., stereo inverse brightness

modulation (SIBM) is a method to visually guide viewers within their visual field when

watching panoramic still images in VR. This method builds on an effect in human vi-

sion called binocular rivalry. It describes the situation when the perceived images of

both eyes do not perfectly match, e.g., if something is visible for the left eye but not

for the right eye. For stereo vision, the human brain often profits from the occurrence

of this phenomenon as an additional depth-cue along object boundaries. There, only

one eye can see a focused object while the line-of-sight of the other eye is blocked by

another closer object. SIBM elicits this effect by modulating the brightness of a speci-

fied circular target region, as shown in Figure E.1. The circular region is brightened for

one eye while it is darkened for the other. This unnatural discrepancy in visual input

attracts our attention. To prevent strong interference with the actual scene content,

the strength of the brightness modulation is chosen to only barely exceed the threshold

of the effect being visible at all.

In this paper, we contribute a thorough investigation of the applicability of SIBM

in dynamic virtual environments, via multiple perceptual studies. Therefore, in

contrast to the original work [Grogorick et al. 2019a], the method is evaluated within

panoramic videos instead of static panorama images. In detail we investigate:

Applicability: We show general applicability of the method in dynamic virtual envi-

ronments (in comparison to static ones).

Parameter space exploration: We explore the different parameter configurations

and their effects towards achieving optimal balance between guiding performance

and perceptual subtleness.

Platform impact: We analyze its usability in two different VR platforms, i.e., a head

mounted device, and a fully immersive dome projection system.
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As a second contribution, we also propose an extension of the method to not only

consider intra-FOV, but also extra-FOV attention guidance, i.e., we address the

problem of having the areas of interest located completely out of sight.

E.2 Related Work

In the field of visual attention guidance, many different methods have been proposed in

recent years for application in images as well as videos; in non-immersive settings [Dorr

et al. 2004, Bailey et al. 2009, Veas et al. 2011, Hata et al. 2016], in VR settings using

head-mounted displays (HMDs) [Lin et al. 2017a, Grogorick et al. 2017, 2018a, Rothe

et al. 2018, Grogorick et al. 2019a], and even in an immersive room-scale projection

system [Grogorick et al. 2018b, 2019a]. Attention guidance as a support means may

be helpful in various application scenarios, such as virtual training or remote teaching

[de Koning and Jarodzka 2017, Feng et al. 2019, Yoshimura et al. 2019b,a], guided

exploration [Lankes and Haslinger 2019], multi-monitor surveillance tasks [Stratmann

et al. 2019] or immersive story telling [Salselas and Penha 2019, Speicher et al. 2019a,

Lange et al. 2020]. For our survey on related work, we will distinguish between passive

and active methods, i.e. they do or do not actively incorporate real-time gaze tracking

data.

Most passive approaches, which do not require the actual gaze direction, use global

transformations to shift users’ gaze towards target areas in an input image. Kosara

et al. [2002] proposed to simulate depth-of-field from traditional photography, bringing

non-target regions of the scene out of focus. Desaturating (and blurring) uninteresting

parts of a scene was suggested by Cole et al. [2006]. Smith and Tadmor [2013] presented

further investigations of the effectiveness of blur to redirect users’ attention. A similar

approach was proposed by Hata et al. [2016], that gradually blurs uninteresting regions

while keeping target regions unblurred. Another set of transformations for attention

guidance is based on computational visual saliency models. A saliency model estimates

how well which image regions will attract viewers’ attention [Itti et al. 1998, Sitzmann

et al. 2018]. While Latif et al. [2014] have shown local textural contrast enhancement

in paintings to attract attention to the respective regions, the method proposed by Su

et al. [2005] reduces spatial variations in textures of image regions that are meant to

distract attention. Hagiwara et al. [2011] used such models to directly increase saliency

of desired image regions. Similarly, Veas et al. [2011] utilized per-frame saliency maps

to modify visual saliency of video sequences. Using a local modulation on the target

region instead of its surrounding, Waldin et al. [2017] proposed a temporal modulation
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stimulus that, due to its specific frequency, is visible only in the peripheral vision.

Their method exploits the fact that the human eye can resolve higher frequencies in

the periphery than in its foveal vision, but this requires high frequency displays with

refresh rates of around 144 Hz. Just recently, Lange et al. [2020] suggested to utilize

animated swarms, e.g. of bees, as diegetic guidance means that appears as part of the

original scene.

In the field of active methods, some approaches again focus on differences between

peripheral and foveal vision, as minor changes in the peripheral visual field may remain

nearly unperceived by the viewer due to the comparatively poor spatial resolution

compared to foveal vision [Bailey et al. 2009]. Such approaches usually capture real-

time eye tracking information of the user to stop guidance as soon as the target region

enters the viewer’s foveal vision. Some stimuli are shown for a specific maximum

duration as long as the gaze is not successfully attracted to the desired region. For

desktop environments, Dorr et al. [2004] proposed two methods: a tiny red square and

a magnification stimulus; both presented for 120 ms on static images. Barth et al. [2006]

presented an analogous method for video sequences. They similarly used red squares

in viewers’ peripheral visual field that disappear on saccades towards the target region.

They exploited an effect in the human eye, called saccadic masking [Dodge 1900], to

keep the stimulus from being consciously perceived with foveal vision. Akin to some

of the passive methods [Kosara et al. 2002, Cole et al. 2006, Smith and Tadmor 2013],

a method that initially blurs non-target regions of a picture was presented by Lintu

and Carbonell [2009]. In addition, they suggested to then gradually deblur the picture

as soon as a fixation on the area of interest was detected. Another example that

exploits saccadic masking to ensure the stimuli being perceived only in the periphery

is the work from Bailey et al. [2009], McNamara et al. [2009]. They proposed bright–

dark (luminance) and warm–cold (color) modulation that alternates temporally. Their

method was additionally adapted for a controlled real-world environment by Booth

et al. [2013], and was evaluated as an assistance for deaf or hard-of-hearing individuals

when watching videos [Li et al. 2020].

When applying attention guidance in VR, an additional challenge comes into play:

the limited FOV. While content is available 360° around the viewer, one is limited to

their FOV and, thus, there might be areas of interest located completely out of sight.

For successful storytelling, Pausch et al. [1996] reported the necessity of navigating

viewers through virtual scenes. They suggested to either employ actors to point in

predefined directions or to build scenes such that the composition of scene elements

automatically draws viewers’ attention to specific spots. Lin et al. [2017a] proposed
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two obtrusive methods to resolve this: a green arrow acting as an indicator pointing to-

wards the target area, and an autopilot to dynamically rotate the virtual world around

the viewer. Grogorick et al. [2017] suggested to repeatedly show a moving stimulus

near the edge of the viewers’ FOV that leads towards the target region. Rothe et al.

[2018] further investigated whether this moving stimulus can be used to increase recall

in cinematic VR. Additionally, recent advances of next-generation HMDs manufactur-

ers like Pimax, Samsung [2019] or VRgineers (XTAL) increase the available FOV to

almost reach the dimensions of the actual human visual field. To complement this brief

overview of related work in the field of visual guidance methods, we like to refer to the

extensive review by Rothe et al. [2019].

The SIBM method [Grogorick et al. 2019a], which we investigate in this work,

builds on binocular rivalry to attract users’ attention. This phenomenon was already

thoroughly studied by e.g. Wheatstone [1838], Breese [1909], Levelt [1965] and Wolfe

[1983]. From these works we know that two rivaling information will not simply blend

into each other. Instead they will be perceived alternately, with the more intense of

the two versions being perceived over longer periods of time than the other. Even our

perception of three-dimensional objects is strongly driven by binocular rivalry, caused

by different perspective projections of (nearby) objects onto the two retinae. According

to Arnold et al. [2007] it is also a means of our visual system to support visibility in

cluttered scenes. Ooi and He [1999] found an influence of voluntary attention on which

of the conflicting images is perceived dominantly. Zhang et al. [2011] reported attention

being a requirement for binocular rivalry, contradicting the findings of Platonov and

Goossens [2014] who showed that binocular rivalry occurs even with complete absence

of visual awareness of such a conflicting stimulus.

In comparison to other visual attention guiding methods, SIBM presented a novel

approach with respect to maintaining its subtleness, since its stimulus is difficult to

observe and inspected directly by viewers, as it is almost completely invisible within

the image of one eye alone. Techniques using stimuli like the small but solid red

squares [Dorr et al. 2004, Barth et al. 2006] introduce comparatively clearly visible

elements that might distract viewers from the actual scene content. Even approaches

like temporal brightness modulation [Bailey et al. 2009, McNamara et al. 2009, Booth

et al. 2013, Li et al. 2020], that try to smoothly blend into the scene, introduce temporal

variation in return to remain perceivable. This might quickly act against their subtle-

ness, as the human visual system is known to be highly sensitive to temporal variation

in the peripheral visual field [Escobar et al. 2018, Himmelberg and Wade 2019].
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E.3 General Methods

As previously mentioned, the goal of this paper is four-folded:

G1 Assessing the applicability of SIBM to dynamic virtual environments.

G2 Examine the influence of the stimulus’ parameters.

G3 Study the impact of the platform on the effectiveness of the method.

G4 Explore the extension of the method to guidance towards target regions outside the

initial FOV.

To achieve such objectives, we conducted three distinct perceptual studies for which,

in the following, we describe their general psychophysical methodology.

E.3.1 Dynamic Virtual Environments

Throughout the three experiments we used 13 different real-world 360° panorama video

recordings (see Figure E.2) representing a broad range of real environments, from indoor

rooms to outdoor areas (e.g. Coaf and Outside), narrow spaces to wide open fields (e.g.

Stockfish and River), during bright day or dark nights (e.g. Coffee and Aurora), empty

surroundings to cluttered places (e.g. Playa and Nicoletti) and even underwater scenes

(e.g. Pool). From each video, a sequence of 20 s length was selected. All these sequences

included dynamic content (e.g. people swimming and diving around in the Pool scene).

The target region, i.e., the viewing direction in which the stimulus will appear

during the trials, was manually pre-selected per video and study, and was identical for

all participants within an experiment. It was ensured that the target regions were not

occluded by other moving in-video objects during the whole sequence.

The distribution of the target regions covered three different ranges, one per study.

These ranges described the angular distance of the regions to the initial viewing direc-

tion (fixation cross). They were set to be inside (Studies 1 & 2) or outside (Study 3)

the participants’ initial FOV for both VR systems (see Section E.3.2).

When deciding on the target locations, we considered the fact of visual dispersion

being known to be influenced by stimulus-dependent features [Le Meur et al. 2011]. We

aimed for our target regions to cover a broad spectrum of these features. While the

SIBM stimulus can be used on arbitrary (high or low saliency) objects, we ensured to

not compromise the objective of having challenging targets, i.e. regions that typically

would not attract much attention. At the same time the target regions should contain
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Outside2

Stockfisch Nicoletti

Outside

Coffee

Finland

Figure E.2: Representative frames of all the 360° panorama video sequences used in our

experiments.

at least some information, so that the guidance does not seem to lead nowhere. Thus,

they were required to meet either of the following criteria:

Low-saliency but still providing some structure: Regions that show some con-

tent, but do not stand out from their surrounding, e.g. one of the pool skimmers

in the Pool scene.

Typical regions of interest: Humans or animals [Rousselet et al. 2003, Judd et al.

2009] with reduced saliency due to their position, e.g. the person sitting by the

building in the background far away in the Coffee scene.

E.3.2 Apparatus

The experiments were conducted using two different types of real-time, eye-tracking-

enabled, immersive VR systems: a current state-of-the-art head-mounted display (HMD)

and a dome projection system (dome), serving as a prototype for future-generation

HMDs offering higher resolution and a nearly full FOV.

The head-mounted display that we have used, is an HTC Vive Pro head-mounted

display (Figure E.3, left). It contains two OLED displays (one per eye) with a resolution

of 1440 × 1600 px each and supports refresh rates up to 90 Hz. External base stations

offer sub-millimeter precision for tracking participants’ head motions. To gather real-

time binocular eye tracking data (up to 120 Hz) the device was extended with the

PupilLabs HTC Vive Binocular Add-on.
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The dome projection system is our second

VR system, a tilted full-dome real-time video

projection system with a diameter of 5 m (Fig-

ure E.3, right). It is powered by six projectors,

each showing 2560×1600 px, yielding an overall

surrounding horizontal resolution of more than 8K (8855 px), at up to 120 frames per

second (fps) [Grogorick et al. 2019b]. Active shutter glasses are used for stereoscopic

rendering. For eye tracking while using shutter glasses, we assembled a combination

of motion capture and eye tracking systems. We used infrared light-reflective markers

(IR markers) attached to the frame of the glasses, to be able to capture the users’

head motion. A manually attached PupilLabs Hololens Addon provided real-time head

motion-contingent eye tracking.

Figure E.3: The HTC Vive Pro HMD (left) and the dome (right).
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E.3.3 Participants

Participants were recruited in a university environment, including but not limited to

students. They took part either voluntarily (Studies 1 and 2) or were compensated

with 10 Euro or a participation hour credited to their course degree (Study 3). It was

ensured that all participants took part in only one of the three studies, to prevent any

participant to be biased by prior knowledge.

E.3.4 Psychological Methodology and Procedure

Experiments were conducted participant-by-participant, one at a time. The partici-

pants signed a consent form before taking part in the experiment. For the scenario

where the HMD was used, participants were seated in a dimly lit room between the

external base stations at a distance of about 1.5 m to both of them. They were provided

with the head set and a Vive controller, along with a short introduction to controller

keys before putting on the headset. In the dome scenario, participants were seated on

a fixed position approximately in the middle of the dome. They were provided with

stereo shutter glasses and an XBox controller, along with a short introduction to the

controller keys.

Then, the participants were presented with a virtual screen describing the detailed

instructions for the calibration and the experimental task. During each trial, their

task consisted solely of freely exploring the presented virtual environment. They were

not informed about the presence of the SIBM stimulus. Before the actual experiment

started, they were given another opportunity to ask questions and the controller was

taken away to avoid any distractions. All experiments were controlled by a custom-built

OpenGL rendering software.

Each experimental session started with a 9-point calibration routine of the eye

tracking system. Afterwards, participants got introduced to the task (free viewing

/ exploration) in an additional example scene. After clarifying remaining questions

about the device or procedure, the sequence of actual trials started. All trials began

with a gray screen, showing only a fixation cross straight ahead. After 2 s, the video

sequence started to smoothly fade in and the fixation cross vanished. After an additional

second the actual trial time (20 s) started. To prevent the SIBM stimulus from drawing

attention due to temporal variation when appearing, it was always active right from the

beginning and was faded in together with the scene. We recorded the participants’ gaze

in real-time and continuously tracked the angular distance between gaze and target.

When participants fixated the desired target region, that is as soon as the angular
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distance fell below 10° [Bailey et al. 2009], the stimulus was smoothly faded out. The

video continued to play after the stimulus vanished.

For experiments that were conducted in both VR systems, i.e. Studies 2 and 3, the

environment (HMD and dome) was a within-subjects factor and its order was balanced

between subjects. Once they finished the first session on one system, and before they

moved to the second system in a neighboring room, participants were given a 5–10 min

recreational break.

E.3.5 Evaluation

To evaluate guiding performance of the tested SIBM method, i.e. whether or not

attention of our participants could be influenced, we analyzed the recorded gaze data

of our participants for differences between with- and without-stimulus trials. More

specifically, we compared fixations on the pre-selected target regions (see Section E.3.1).

Also, for analysis of larger scale attentional shifts, we additionally analyzed our

participants’ head motion to keep track of their visual field, especially for Study 3.

Within an HMD the available visual field is given by what is rendered onto the screen(s),

while inside a dome the visual field is constrained by the frame of the stereo shutter

glasses.

To evaluate the subjective perception of stimulus presentations with different pa-

rameter configurations in the following studies, participants had to answer questions

(see Table E.1) at different moments during the experiments.

Id. Question Nature Asked after

Q1 Did you notice any degradation in image Implicit Trial

quality or distracting artifacts?

Q2 Did you notice the stimulus? Explicit Experiment

(The participant was given an explanation

on its appearance)

Q3 How distracting was the stimulus

to explore the scene? Explicit Experiment

Q4 How distracting was the stimulus

in comparison with stitching artifacts Explicit Experiment

or chromatic aberrations?

Q5 How often did you notice the stimulus? Explicit Experiment

Table E.1: Different questions used in the self-report parts of our experiments.
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E.4 Study 1: Assessing SIBM in Dynamic Environments

The goal of this first study is to obtain initial evidence whether or not SIBM — which

was previously shown to be effective in static environments [Grogorick et al. 2019a] —

can be successfully employed to visually guide viewers within dynamic virtual environ-

ments (G1). Hence, a perceptual study has been conducted in which 360° videos served

as dynamic surroundings.

E.4.1 Participants

A total of 18 people participated voluntarily in this experiment (age range 21 − 39;

M = 26.5, STD = 5.26; 4 females). Each participant reported normal or corrected-to-

normal vision. They reported a mean VR experience level of ∼ 2.39 (STD = 1.06) on

a 5-point Likert scale (1: never tried before; 5: regular use).

E.4.2 Design and Procedure

The experiment was conducted only within the HMD, using six video sequences (Coffee,

Finland , Nicoletti , Outside, Outside2 and Stockfish, see first 6 images in Figure E.2.

Nasa was used in the explanations to the participants.). The target regions were

distributed between 29.99 − 45.98° (M = 39.20°, STD = 4.83°) off the initial viewing

direction (fixation cross). This range was selected to be inside the participants’ initial

FOV within the HMD, which was reported to be up to 110° (i.e. 55° center outwards),

but can decrease with varying interpupillary distance (IPD). Following the suggestion

in the original work, an individual parameter set (intensity = 0.15 − 0.51; M = 0.33,

STD = 0.11 and size = 2− 3°; M = 2.33°, STD = 0.47°) was selected for each target

region based on the respective image complexity [Grogorick et al. 2019a]. Additionally

the intensity was selected higher for scenes with high complexity in combination with

a lot of motion. We split the set of six videos into two subsets with three videos each.

These two subsets were the same for all participants. During the experiment, scenes

of one subset were shown with a guiding stimulus whereas the others were presented

unmodified. Which subset (first or second) to present with stimulus was alternated

between participants, such that every second participant got the same sets of altered

and unaltered videos. This way we got a balanced distribution of trials with and without

stimulus for all tested scenes. The actual presentation order was a per-participant

randomized mix of all six videos from both subsets. Per participant this yields a total

of 1System × (3Scenes × 1With + 3Scenes × 1Without) = 6 trials, which corresponds to an

experimental duration of ∼ 3 min (including scene transitions; excluding introduction).
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Extending the general procedure, we assessed subtleness by collecting participants’

responses to several questions between sequential trials and at the end of the experiment

(see the first three questions in Table E.1). After each trial, we intentionally imprecisely

asked them to report any degradation in image quality or distracting artifacts they

might have noticed (Q1) to not bias participants towards the stimulus. At the end of

the experiment, we specifically asked whether the stimulus has been noticed (Q2) in

any trial and, if so, how distracting it felt while exploring the scene (Q3).

E.4.3 Results and Discussion

As Figure E.4 shows, the amount of target fixations during free-viewing increases no-

ticeably (n = 225 with; n = 169 without stimulus) in presence of the guiding stimulus.

This indicates an existing positive correlation between stimulus presence and number of

target fixations. Moreover, target fixations during trials comprising a guiding stimulus

(M = 13.79 s, SE = 0.29 s) occurred significantly earlier on average (t(394) = −2.39,

p < 0.02), as compared to target fixations during trials with no stimulus presentation

(M = 15.19 s, SE = 0.29 s). Additionally, the recorded data shows an increase in

overall target fixation duration, by +72, 22%, as depicted in Figure E.5. On average,

participants’ gaze spent significantly more time (t(90) = 2.66, p < 0.01) at the target

region when a stimulus was present (M = 3.10 s, SE = 0.30 s) compared to no stimulus

presentation (M = 1.80 s, SE = 0.17 s).
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Figure E.4: Distribution of recorded target-directed fixations over time, with/without

guidance accumulated over all trials. [6:R2]

Previous research suggested female participants being less sensitive to the presented

method (e.g., [Czerwinski et al. 2002]). Thus, we analyzed the data regarding any

potential gender difference. There are no significant differences to report with respect
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to gender of the participants. We have evaluated the recorded data of this study for

males vs. females, aggregated over all conditions with stimulus, as well as without

stimulus. None of these tests revealed a significant difference (p >> 0.05) in average

fixation time.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Avg target fixation time [s]

with

without

Figure E.5: Average target fixation time (standard error (SE) indicated by error bars)

per trial, with and without stimulus guidance.

Furthermore, regarding the first fixation onto the target region per trial, participants

required around 11 s without the stimulus, while the presence of the stimulus lead to

faster reaction around 7 s. Before the participants started to pay attention to the

target region for the first time without being guided, they already noticed it around

4 s earlier with the stimulus being present. There was a significant association between

the presence of stimulus and whether or not participants would look at the target

region χ2(1) = 4.18, p < .05. This seems to represent the fact that, based on the odds

ratio, the chances of participants fixating the target were 2.12 times higher when it was

presented with stimulus than if it was not. Thus, we claim that the SIBM method is able

to effectively attract users’ gaze to specific target regions in dynamic VR environments

(videos). We also asked implicitly about the perception of the stimulus after each trial

and explicitly in a post-experiment questionnaire. Regarding subtleness, for the explicit

question Q2, participants reported that they noticed the actual stimulus in ∼ 0.94 out

of the 6 scenes on average (STD = 1.17). Note that 10 out of the 18 participants even

reported that they did not consciously take note of the stimulus in any trial. Regarding

how distracting the stimulus was (explicit question Q3) participants reported a mean

of ∼ 1.53 (STD = 0.69) on a 5-point Likert scale (1: Not at all; 5: Extremely).

The results seem to confirm the subtleness of the SIBM method for dynamic virtual

environments.
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E.5 Study 2: Perceptual Thresholds for SIBM in Dynamic

Environments

The goal of the second study is to examine the influence of SIBM’s parameters (G2)

and the used VR system (G3) on the guiding performance. We conducted a perceptual

study to evaluate efficiency and subtleness of the SIBM method in dynamic virtual

environments, i.e. 360° panorama video sequences.

E.5.1 Participants

A new set of 25 participants took part in this experiment (age range 21−46; M = 28.72,

STD = 5.89; 9 females). Each participant reported normal or corrected-to-normal

vision. They reported a mean VR experience level of ∼ 2.52 (STD = 0.85) on a

5-point Likert scale (1: never tried before; 5: regular use).

E.5.2 Design and Procedure

The experiment was conducted within two systems: the HMD, and the dome. The

system was a within-subjects factor and its order was balanced between subjects. For

each system, we used the same 12 videos (see Figure E.2, with the exception of Nasa

which was used for the training of the participants). The target regions were distributed

between 20.05 − 45.98° (M = 34.56°, STD = 7.73°) off the initial viewing direction

(fixation cross). This range was set to be inside the participants’ initial FOV for HMD

and dome. For each video sequence, four combinations of the stimulus parameters

intensity (0.2, 0.3) and size (1.0°, 1.5°) were tested. An additional trial per scene was

shown without the stimulus. The order of the trials, for all scenes and all parameter

permutations (incl. no stimulus trial), was randomized per participant. In total this

yields 2Systems × 12Scenes × (2Intensities × 2Sizes + 1Without) = 120 trials per participant,

which corresponds to an experimental duration of ∼ 50 min (including scene transitions;

excluding introduction and a 10 min recreational break while switching the system).

Similarly to Study 1, we assessed subtleness by collecting, at the end of the exper-

iment, participants’ responses to the last four questions in Table E.1. We specifically

asked whether the stimulus had been noticed at all (Q2). In the case of getting a

positive answer, we also asked how distracting the stimulus felt while exploring the

scene (Q3) – compared to how distracting the participant perceived regular panorama

video artifacts, like stitching artifacts or chromatic aberration (Q4) –, and how often

the participant noticed the stimulus (Q5).
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E.5.3 Results and Discussion

To be able to evaluate efficiency of SIBM in dynamic virtual environments we compared

users’ gaze behavior with and without the stimulus being present in the same scene.

In average, over the tested parameter combinations, the stimulus was able to in-

crease the total number of target-directed fixations about 18% — from 331 to 389.5

(ranging between 378–401). Figure E.6 shows the time-dependent distribution of fix-

ations within the target region for different data slices. First (Figure E.6, left), we

can observe that generally more fixations are recorded in the dome environment as

compared to the HMD, which is in line with the results of previous work on static en-

vironments [Grogorick et al. 2019a]. On average, accumulated target fixation duration

per trial was significantly higher (t(1889) = 4.02, p < 0.001) when the experiment was

conducted in the dome (M = 2.73 s, SE = 0.05 s) compared to presentation using the

HMD (M = 2.32 s, SE = 0.04 s). Second (Figure E.6, right), we can report that even

with low intensities and small sizes, compared to the tested values of Study 1, there is

evidence that the stimulus has a measurable influence within dynamic environments,

especially within the first 10 s.
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Figure E.6: Distribution of all fixations (count) on the target region over time (s), by

VR system (left) and stimulus parameter combination (right).

As illustrated by Figure E.7, considering only the first fixations of the participants

on the target, there was a significant association between the presence of the 0.3-1.0◦

stimulus and whether or not participants would look at the target region χ2(1) =

9.95, p < .001. This seems to represent the fact that, based on the odds ratio, the odds

of participants fixating the target were 1.45 times higher when they were presented

with stimulus than if they were not.
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Figure E.7: Distribution of first fixations (count) on the target region over time (s), by

VR system (left) and stimulus parameter combination (right).

Moreover, Kruskal-Wallis tests revealed that targets received generally more atten-

tion in the presence of a stimulus than without (H = 7.7074, p < 0.0055). Regard-

ing the impact of the intensity of the stimulus, both tested conditions (0.2 and 0.3)

showed statistically significant differences with the absence (H = 3.9235, p < 0.048 and

H = 9.6676, p < 0.0019 respectively) but not between themselves (H = 2.1950, p >

0.1). Mann-Whitney U tests were used to follow up this finding. A Bonferroni cor-

rection was applied and so all effects were tested against a 0.0167 level of signifi-

cance. It appeared that the 0.3 intensity differs most to no stimulus presentation

(U = 36862.5, p < 0.00094). Comparing the 0.2 intensity to the absence of a stimulus

does not reach significance after Bonferroni correction. However, it still shows a ten-

dency towards a measurable difference (U = 39375.5, p < 0.024), which indicates the

average perceptual threshold between intensities of 0.2 and 0.3. Nevertheless, there was

no significant effect between both intensities themselves (U = 87671.5, p > 0.069).

Finally, the size of the stimulus has also shown to have an influence when com-

pared with the absence of the stimulus (H = 7.8464, p < 0.0051 for 1.5°, against

H = 5.2816, p < 0.022 for 1.0°). Differences among both sizes do not show a significant

effect (H = 0.4729, p > 0.49). Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc tests for stimulus size

follow the same result as for the intensity. The stimulus size of 1.5° exhibits the most

significant effect against no stimulus presentation (U = 36630.5, p < 0.0026). When

comparing a stimulus size of 1.0° to stimulus absence, a weaker but still significant effect

was observed (U = 39607.5, p < 0.011), indicating the average perceptual threshold to

be slightly below a stimulus size of 1.0°. Again, both sizes compared to themselves did

not reach the level of significance (U = 90524.0, p < 0.246).
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There are no significant differences to report with respect to gender of the partic-

ipants. We have evaluated the recorded average fixation time of this study for males

vs. females, aggregated over all conditions with stimulus, as well as without stimulus.

None of these tests revealed a significant difference (p > 0.05).

Regarding subtleness, for question Q5 participants reported that they noticed the

stimulus in ∼ 39.38% of all trials in average (STD = 27.09). Note that 16% of the

participants even reported that they did not consciously take note of the stimulus at

all. Regarding how distracting the stimulus was (question Q3) participants reported a

mean of ∼ 2.13 (STD = 0.97) on a 5-point Likert scale (1: Not at all; 5: Extremely).

For distractions that resulted from regular panorama artifacts (question Q4) our partic-

ipants reported a mean of ∼ 2.46 (STD = 1.11) on the same 5-point Likert scale. This

means that, in comparison, the stimulus was about 8.33% less distracting than regular

artifacts that appear in current-state panorama videos. The results seem to confirm

the subtleness of the SIBM method for dynamic virtual environments.

E.6 Study 3: Extra-FOV SIBM Guidance

A third study is conducted to evaluate an extension of the original SIBM, that might

greatly improve applicability in terms of reasonable use cases. To allow guidance to-

wards target locations outside the user’s initial FOV (G4), we examine a dynamic stim-

ulus placement mechanism. We propose to dynamically generate intermediate stimulus

positions, that indicate the direction towards the current actual target location far out-

side the viewer’s FOV. Specifically, we suggest to place the stimulus at an intermediate

position on the direct axis between the current viewing direction and the actual target.

The distance from the current gaze point is set to be just outside the visual field, i.e

in case of an HMD it is placed such that it is blocked by the frames of the converging

lenses. Firstly, this placement prevents gathering unintended overt attention due to

temporal variance, i.e. the stimulus appearing within a viewer’s FOV. Secondly, it

ensures that already slight head motion towards the intended direction will move the

stimulus inside the FOV. Upon recognition of further head rotations towards the inter-

mediate position, the stimulus is relocated to a newly generated intermediate position,

closer to the actual target location. This is repeated until the actual target location

is reached. We suggest to also update the intermediate position as soon as it enters

the central region (up to 30° off center) of a viewer’s visual field. This was reported to

be the threshold above which head rotations will almost always be involved towards a

fixation [Schor 2011].
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In the following we show our experimental results for the aforementioned technique

to redirect the person’s attention towards extra-FOV target regions.

E.6.1 Participants

A new group of participants, for a total of 20 people participated voluntarily in our

experiment (age range 19− 27; M = 22.3, STD = 2.53; 11 females). Each participant

reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They reported a mean VR experience

level of ∼ 1.6 (STD = 0.73) on a 5-point Likert scale (1: never tried before; 5: regular

use).

E.6.2 Design and Procedure

Following the experimental design of Study 2, the experiment was conducted for the

HMD, and the dome, with system as within-subjects factor, order balanced between

participants. In both systems participants saw the same set of 12 panorama sequences

(see Figure E.2, with the exception of Finland which was used for the exemplary

trial in the explanations to the participants). The target regions were distributed

between 41.54 − 83.12° (M = 72.65°, STD = 10.67°) off the initial viewing direction

(fixation cross). This range was selected to be outside the participants’ initial FOV

within the HMD and dome, which was constrained by the size of the display/lens

and the frame of the shutter glasses, respectively. Similar to Study 1, the stimulus

parameters (intensity = 0.2 − 0.6; M = 0.37, STD = 0.10 and size = 1.5°) were

selected individually per scene, based on each scene’s visual complexity, as suggested

in the originating work [Grogorick et al. 2019a]. We selected the more conspicuous size

from the previous experiment to match the degraded acuity of the human vision in the

more eccentric target regions. We selected slightly more conspicuous parameter values

than in the previous experiments to match the even stronger degradation of visual acuity

in the more eccentric parts of the visual field. Similar to previous studies, trials with

and without a stimulus were shown in pseudo-randomized order. In total this yields

2Systems×12Scenes×(1With+1Without) = 48 trials per participant, which corresponds to an

experimental duration of ∼ 20 min (including scene transitions; excluding introduction

and a 5 min recreational break while switching the system).
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E.6.3 Results and Discussion

In order to determine whether or not SIBM is suitable for guidance to target regions

outside a user’s current FOV, we investigate the distribution of fixations onto the target

region (10°). As can be seen in Figure E.8, the probability of a first fixation increases

considerably within the first half of a trial, if the guiding stimulus is present. In absence

of the stimulus, first fixations are shown to occur much more evenly distributed over

time. On average, participants reached the target significantly earlier (t(54) = −2.52,

p < 0.02) when a stimulus was present (M = 10.23s, SE = 0.62s) as compared to trials

with no stimulus presentation (M = 13.47s, SE = 0.55s).
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Figure E.8: Distribution of first target fixations over time, with and without guiding

stimulus, accumulated over all trials. [6:R2]

Moreover, analysis of the duration of target fixations per trial reveals a noticeable

(+52, 27%) increase for trials with a guidance stimulus compared to trials without.

On average, participants focused significantly longer (t(524) = 3.25, p < 0.002) at the

target region when a guiding stimulus was present (Mwith = 0.67 s, SEwith = 0.04 s)

as compared to trials without stimulus (Mwithout = 0.44 s, SEwithout = 0.02 s).

With respect to the tested systems, this effect was more pronounced for the dome

(+76, 92%; Mwith = 0.69 s, SEwith = 0.07 s; Mwithout = 0.39 s, SEwithout = 0.04 s;

t(201) = 2.74, p < 0.01) than it was for the HMD (+40, 43%; Mwith = 0.66 s, SEwith =

0.06 s; Mwithout = 0.47 s, SEwithout = 0.03 s; t(323) = 2.02, p < 0.05), as depicted in

Figure E.9. A possible reason for this might be the larger FOV that is available in the

dome as compared to the the FOV within the HMD.

Once more, there are no significant differences to report with respect to gender

of the participants. We have evaluated the recorded data of this study for males vs.

females, aggregated over all conditions with stimulus, as well as without stimulus. None

of these tests revealed a significant difference (p > 0.05) in average fixation time.
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Figure E.9: Average target fixation time (standard error (SE) indicated by error bars)

per trial, with and without stimulus guidance, separated for both systems.

Overall, we therefore assume the stimulus to induce better target identification,

showing the potential of our proposed mechanism, enabling successful application of

SIBM for visual guidance to out-of-FOV target regions.

E.7 General Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated stereo inverse brightness modulation (SIBM), a

recent technique specifically designed for visual guidance in stereoscopic virtual envi-

ronments. In contrast to the originating work, our investigation evaluated the applica-

bility of the method within dynamic (video) instead of static (photo) 360° panorama

recordings.

We, therefore, conducted a series of three perceptual studies using 13 distinct 360°
panorama videos and two VR systems, to evaluate its efficiency and subtleness. The

results of Study 1 and 2 show that the technique is suitable for gaze guidance in VR

systems offering a wide FOV and can be successfully adjusted for a wide variety of

dynamic environments while remaining subtle. In accordance with the originating work

of the SIBM method [Grogorick et al. 2019a], our results confirm that also in dynamic

(video) surroundings parameter values need to be selected on a per-scenario basis. This

is to compensate for different levels of scene complexity (e.g. color intensity, contrast,

speed and amount of motion, or ratio of fine and coarse structures) and specifications

of used display systems (e.g. contrast or brightness).

It is also worth to mention that, even when previous research indicates that the

human visual system shows gender differences regarding, in between others, FOV or

peripheral vision and reaction time [Vanston and Strother 2017, Czerwinski et al. 2002,

Chraif 2013, Voyer et al. 1995], the results of our studies indicate that the presented
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technique seems to be also robust against gender bias.

While the original approach has a good performance in well-posed situations, it

still has its limitations. As people are able to freely explore scenes in VR, by using

solely this method it is not guaranteed that a predetermined target region will always

be present within a viewer’s FOV. This connects to our second contribution, i.e. on

how to direct users in virtual environments beyond their own FOV.

Thus, in this paper we also proposed a modification to the original method address-

ing this kind of situations, SIBM for extra-FOV guidance. For cases when the target

is out of the FOV of the user, we introduced a real-time reallocation of the stimulus

(based on real-time head-tracking data) to still forward the participant to the target.

Our results of Study 3 indicate the effectiveness of this solution, which could address

the challenge of having a dynamic viewpoint. Moreover, we plan to extend the method

to address other exciting scenarios like targeting moving in-video content. Assuming

the availability of object tracking for the scene, the presented method could be modified

to bind the stimulus to non-static targets. This renders the modified SIBM a promising

method for upcoming VR applications in fields like storytelling or data visualization.
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4 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

This thesis presented the work of the author in the field of unobtrusive visual attention

guidance in unknown virtual environments. Along with an introduction and back-

ground information on the human visual system and immersive environments, and a

compilation of related literature, it constitutes the author’s contribution to this field.

This chapter provides a summary of the investigations and key findings of the publi-

cations included in the previous, main part of this thesis. An outlook on promising

future research directions and applications is given in the final section.

4.1 Conclusion

Paper A: Upgrade from desktop to VR

The majority of previous approaches in the field of attention guidance has been pro-

posed in the form of image-based manipulations for desktop environments. In this initial

work, differences between desktop and VR systems are discussed to identify shortcom-

ings of methods, that were originally proposed for desktop environments when being

applied in VR. To overcome these issues, multiple techniques are proposed to extend

appropriate guiding methods for HMD-VR systems. Since most previous methods are

applied as a 2D post process, a technique is suggested to extend these stimuli with

a simulated, eccentricity-based distortion as known from perspective projections. To

counteract the degradation of human visual acuity from foveal to peripheral vision, the

size of a visual stimulus ought to by dynamically adjusted based on its distance to

the user’s real-time gaze direction. Moreover, a technique was conceived for responsive

stimulus placement to enable out-of-view guidance, i.e. to induce timely head and whole

body rotations. An exemplary desktop guiding method was modified to incorporate

the suggested techniques to evaluate the methods’ effectiveness in VR in a perceptual

study. The results have shown a significant guidance effect, despite the presence of a

higher level of distraction due to the larger FOV as compared to desktop systems.
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Papers B and C: Can we generalize?

The first part demonstrated how to use an exemplary, desktop-tailored visual attention

guidance method in a specific HMD-VR context. Consequently, the goal of the next two

presented papers was to explore the generalizability of the proposed techniques, both

with respect to different guidance methods as well as different VR devices. Additional

existing (desktop) attention guidance methods, using different, subtle, image-based

mechanisms, were selected from related literature. These were modified according to

the previous findings, and examined with regard to their effectiveness in VR. While all

tested methods reach a measurable level of guidance effectiveness, no tested method

clearly outperformed the others. Only the candidate representing global image trans-

formations (peripheral blur) notably fell behind in our evaluation. With regard to

future-generation headsets, the whole experimental procedure was conducted twice:

using a state-of-the-art consumer-grade HMD, and in an immersive dome projection

system that offers a higher resolution and nearly full surrounding coverage of the human

visual field. In both systems, all of the investigated methods were able to show a sig-

nificant influence on the participants’ viewing behavior, indicating general applicability

of the tested modification techniques for visual guidance in general VR systems.

Papers D and E: The binocular approach

While the earlier investigations yielded valuable tools to support exploration in VR,

the last two papers of this thesis deal with two issues that remained unaddressed until

this point: First, while none of the evaluated methods resulted in a severe distraction,

as reported by the participants, also none of them could prevent being clearly iden-

tified — even though almost all of them were only visible in peripheral vision due to

gaze-contingent deactivation. Second, VR image generation requires almost double the

effort (rendering for the two eyes) as when presenting the same content on a desktop

screen. To achieve the most subtle yet effective stimulation of the HVS, a novel visual

guidance method (SIBM) was proposed, designed from the ground up for stereoscopic

virtual environments. It applies contrary changes to the two stereoscopic frames of VR

rendering systems, exactly so that a certain effect, known as binocular rivalry, is trig-

gered in our visual system, which in turn affects our attention. By doing so, the method

inherently takes advantage of the inevitable double rendering overhead, as the separate

render cycles can be used to apply the stimulus to the left and right eye frames. The

evaluation of effectiveness within real world-like virtual environments (omnidirectional

photos and videos) has shown significant influence of the method on participants’ view-

ing pattern. The advantage of this approach arises from exploiting the high sensitivity
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of the HVS for stereoscopic discrepancies when processing binocular information, which

allows to use extremely low per-image stimulus intensities. While earlier methods had

to ensure that the stimulus remains noticeable within an image, e.g., based on surround-

ing local image contrast, this is not required for SIBM. This yields minimum required

thresholds clearly below previous (monocular) approaches with comparable per-image

adjustments. Evaluation within static as well as dynamic virtual environments has

shown the effectiveness in terms of guiding performance. Regarding subtleness, as re-

ported by our participants, the task of clearly identifying the stimulus, i.e., describing

its visual appearance, became almost impossible when combined with gaze-contingent

deactivation. Overall, the investigations resulted in an effective new tool for visual

attention guidance at a new level of subtleness.

4.2 Future Perspectives

Contributions from this thesis, as well as simultaneously published related work [Lange

et al. 2020, Rothe et al. 2019, Waldin et al. 2017], has significantly advanced the state-

of-the-art in the field of attention guidance in VR in recent years. Nevertheless, much

room is still left for future work in various directions, as elaborated in the following.

Regarding the general field of attention guidance in immersive environments, one

driving factor for future innovations might be display and optics technology. Despite

recent advances in these fields, the FOV of even the most recent (or announced) VR

devices still do not cover the entire human visual field. Even if visual acuity is drastically

reduced in the periphery, and especially the far peripheral regions of the visual field,

these have been shown to play an important role in various visual processes [Hooge and

Erkelens 1999, Abahnini and Proteau 1999, Abahnini et al. 1997]. Due to technical

restrictions of the used HMDs, all experiments conducted in this thesis were bound to

only a portion of the full visual field. This also holds for experiments conducted in the

dome system, to ensure comparability of the results. Therefore, an interesting line of

future research might be related to how far peripheral regions compare to (near) foveal

regions with respect to both, performance as well as subtleness during visual guidance.

Moreover, especially for HMDs, display resolution is still a limiting factor. While

this primarily concerns immersion, our evaluations indicate a possible influence of dis-

play resolution on the effectiveness of visual guidance. Since technology advances and

higher resolutions may become available, eventually reaching our visual acuity also in

HMDs, follow-up investigations regarding the presumed influence of resolution on visual

stimuli might be able to yield further improvements regarding subtleness.
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Almost all presented methods employ active eye tracking for gaze-contingent deac-

tivation to increase subtleness by preventing viewers from directly focusing on stimuli.

While eye tracking is a valuable tool, it is by far not available in all VR systems,

clearly indicating the demand for passive methods. At least one interesting approach

has already been proposed in this domain, using temporal flickering as described in

Section 3.1.2 [Waldin et al. 2017], potentially serving as inspiration for new solutions

to be developed. The ultimate goal in this research direction, however, would be to de-

vice a method that keeps changes to the perceived appearance of the underlying scene

completely unnoticeable.

A common drawback of most currently available methods, including the one pre-

sented in this thesis (SIBM), is the necessity of some calibration to achieve best results.

As most of them (at least to some degree) build on image contrast, they require per-

scene calibration to perform equally well in different conditions, e.g., for high frequency

forest scenes, plain desert environments, bright daylight, or dim evening pictures. On

top of this, human perception also differs strongly among people, yielding an addi-

tional need for individual calibration. Reliable mechanisms for automatic calibration

in arbitrary environments and for individuals may represent a worthwhile future line

of research. This would not only ease employment of such methods but it would also

extend the range of their possible applications, which would currently require numerous

individual calibrations.

The last but probably the largest field of promising future research that should be

mentioned is multimodal stimulation. While this dissertation has focused on visual

methods for guiding viewers’ attention, many more modalities could be employed to

target multiple senses simultaneously. The most obvious option in this field would be

audio stimulation, i.e. by extending an approach to also generate audio signals. This

might be especially useful for targets that are far out of sight, requiring large head

rotations or even a complete turnaround [Salselas and Penha 2019, Sheikh et al. 2016,

Iordanescu et al. 2008]. But also other modalities, such as haptic feedback, might have

a lot of potential especially since, e.g., most VR devices already feature controllers that

have built-in capabilities for vibration signals.

In this dissertation, fundamental and important contributions to the field of vi-

sual attention guidance have been presented towards the goal of unobtrusive support

for users during exploration of unknown virtual environments. In the course of this,

prerequisites for the application of image-based stimuli in VR systems have been as-

sembled, appropriate guiding methods have been developed, and their applicability has

ben successfully demonstrated.
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Glossary

Abduction (Eye) Horizontal (yaw) rotation away from the center of the body. Op-

posite of adduction.

Accommodation (Eye) Process of adjusting the focal distance of the lens to bring

an object at a certain distance into focus.

Adaptation Ability of the eye to adjust to a broad range of levels of incident light.

Involves pupil, retina and visual cortex.

Adduction (Eye) Horizontal (yaw) rotation towards the center of the body. Opposite

of abduction.

Amacrine cells / Retinal amacrine cells (Eye) Provide feedback to connected

bipolar cells and ganglion cells. Modulate sensitivity for photopic vision and

scotopic vision.

Anterior (Anatomy) Refers to what is in front. Opposite of posterior.

Associative areas (Brain) Areas within the cerebral cortex that produce a meaning-

ful perception of the world. They enable higher level tasks, i.a. action planning,

abstract thinking and language.

Attention Cognitive and behavioral process of selectively concentrating on some in-

formation or a discrete aspect of some information.

Augmented reality Real-world experiences that are enhanced/overlaid with digitally

generated content, typically referred to in the context of visual information being

projected in front of the real world by means of a see-through projection surface.

Axon / Nerve fiber (Eye/Brain) Long, thread-like structure that transmits signals

from ganglion cell into the brain.

Binocular Using two eyes. Opposite of monocular.
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Binocular Rivalry Phenomenon in binocular vision in which the two eyes perceive

different information, and the brain has to “decide” which eye’s information to

use.

Bipolar cells / Retinal bipolar cells (Eye) Collect incoming neurotransmitter

signals from connected (cone and rod) photoreceptor cells, and forward a weighted

resulting signal to connected ganglion cells.

Brainstem (Brain) Part of the brain that continues into the spinal cord. Contains

main sensory and motor nerves.

Candela (Unit) Base unit for light intensity as perceived by the human eye (based on

sensitivity to light wavelengths). Defined as the luminous power per unit solid

angle in a particular direction. Derived from the light that is emitted by a burning

wax candle (∼1 cd).

Cave automatic virtual environment virtual reality (VR) environment room where

(three to six) walls are used as projection surfaces around a viewer, who can stay

and walk inside.

Cerebral cortex / Cerebral mantle (Brain) Outer layer of the brain, seperated

in left and right cerebral hemisphere. Contains about 14–16 billion neurons,

distributed in different specialized areas, such as the motor cortex for movements

and the visual cortex for vision.

Cerebral hemispheres (Brain) Refers to left and right halfs of the brain, which are

almost mirror copies of each other.

CIE 1976 L*a*b* / CIELAB color space Standardized (ISO/CIE) color space

that provides perceptually uniformly distributed colors, i.e. colors that are per-

ceived similarly differently have similar measurable distances in the color space.

Circadian rhythm Natural internal process that drives the human sleep–wake cycle,

repeating roughly every 24 hours. Can also be observed in many animals, plants

and fungi.

Cone cells (Eye) photoreceptor cells in the retina that allow color pecretion. There

exist three types: L, M and S cones for long (red light; peak sensitivity ∼563 nm),

medium (green light; peak ∼534 nm) and short (blue light; peak ∼420 nm) wave-

lengths respectively.
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Contralateral (Anatomy) Refers to what is on the other side of the body. Opposite

of ipsilateral.

Contrast sensitivity function (Eye) Provides a characterization of the contrast-

related responsiveness of the human visual system (HVS) to spatial frequencies

across different eccentricities. Related to visual acuity.

Cornea (Eye) Transparent tissue at the frontside (anterior) of the eye, that contributes

a fixed portion to the eye’s overall optical power and protects internal components

like iris and and lens.

Cortical magnification Refers to the ratio of the large region in the primary visual

cortex that receives input from the very small foveal area on the retina and the

comparatively small region that receives visual information from the much larger

peripheral visual field. May be compensated via M scaling.

Critical flicker frequency / Flicker fusion frequency (Eye) Refers to the fre-

quency threshold at which the perception of a flickering light becomes indistin-

guishable from a steady light.

Cycles per degree (Unit) Gives spatial frequency defined by the number of cycles

(i.e. one dark and one light stripe) that fit into one degree of the visual field.

Cycles per second (Unit) Temporal frequency equivalent to hertz (Hz).

Depression (Eye) Vertical (pitch) rotation downwards. Opposite of elevation.

Depth map 2D grayscale image showing the depth of a scene, i.e. each pixel’s bright-

ness represents the distance from the camera to the corresponding scene surface

point.

Depth perception Visual ability of three-dimensional perception of the surround-

ing, including distance estimation. Based on multiple binocular (i.a. stereopsis,

vergence or parallax) as well as monocular cues (i.a. perceived size or motion

parallax).

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation) Central inde-

pendent research funding organization in Germany.

Diopter (Unit) Measures optical power defined as the reciprocal of focal length in

meters, e.g. a 5-diopter lens will focus light after 1/5 m.
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Dome projection system Room-scale multi-projector virtual reality system with

spherical projection surface and support for real-time motion capture, eye track-

ing and spatial sound.

Dorsal (Anatomy) Refers to what is toward or on the back (posterior) surface of a

body. Opposite of ventral.

Eccentricity (Eye) Angular distance from the center (fovea centralis).

Edinger-Westphal nucleus (Brain) Autonomous nucleus that is responsible for pupil-

lary reflex, the process of dilating contracting the pupil.

Elevation (Eye) Vertical (pitch) rotation upwards. Opposite of depression.

European Research Council Public body for funding of scientific and technological

research conducted within the European Union.

Excyclotorsion / Extorsion (Eye) Outward (roll) rotation around the optical axis,

such that the upper part moves away from the center of the body. Opposite of

incyclotorsion.

Eye tracking Process of recording movements of a person’s eye(s) and calculation

of the corresponding viewing direction. Available in different configurations:

external/head-mounted, offline/real-time.

Field of view Angular measure for the extent of the observable world that is seen at

any given moment, e.g. within an HMD.

Fixation (Eye) Periods of (almost) no eye motion between successive saccades, to

focus onto a fixed location.

Fovea centralis (Eye) Small area at the center of the macula lutea with high density

of cones and very few rod photoreceptor cells. Diameter of ∼1.5 mm.

Foveal (Eye) Refers to regions of the retina with high visual quality, i.e. inside the

fovea centralis having small eccentricities. Opposite of peripheral.

Foveola (Eye) Point in the center of the fovea centralis comprising the highest density

of photoreceptor cells, containing only cones. Diameter of ∼0.35 mm.

Frames per second Amount of (rendered) images that is presented to a viewer within

a second.
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Ganglion cells / Retinal ganglion cells (Eye) Collect incoming neurotransmitter

signals from five (fovea centralis) to thousands (periphery) of photoreceptor cells,

that are connected via bipolar cells, and generate a corresponding action poten-

tial, that results in electrical signals being transmitted into the brain, via their

axon. A small portion of ganglion cells (pRGC) are themselves photosensitive.

Head-mounted display VR display device worn on the head, with the display panel(s)

and appropriate optics attached right in front of the eyes.

Horizontal cells / Retinal horizontal cells (Eye) Connect adjacent (cone and

rod) photoreceptor cells to (to a certain degree) “normalize” the intensity of their

signals, and aid in contrast enhancement and color opponency.

Human visual system Refers to parts of the human body that are involved in visual

processing. Includes eyes, visual cortex in the brain and connecting elements

in-between.

Hyperacuity (Eye) Special type of visual acuity that is related to misalignments,

which can be detected with a much higher precision than given by general visual

acuity.

Illuminance is a measure for how much incident light reaches a surface, as perceived

by the human eye (based on sensitivity to light wavelengths).

Image warping Process of manipulating pixel positions in images, i.e. pixels in a

source image are moved to different positions in a target image, according to a

given (2D) transformation (e.g. to remove lens distortions), typically without

changing pixel colors.

Immersion Perception of actually being present in an observed virtual world by means

of sensual information provided by a VR system.

Incyclotorsion / Intorsion (Eye) Inward (roll) rotation around the optical axis,

such that the upper part moves toward the center of the body. Opposite of

excyclotorsion.

Inertial measurement unit Combination of electronic accelerometers, gyroscopes

and magnetometers to measure g-force, angular rate and orientation of a moving

objects.
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Infrared light Range within the full light spectrum, that is not visible to the HVS.

Corresponding wavelengths range roughly between 700 nm–1 mm.

Interpupillary distance The distance between the centers of the pupils of the eyes.

A person’s individual IPD must be considered for correct binocular vision, e.g.

in HMDs.

Ipsilateral (Anatomy) Refers to what is on the same side of the body. Opposite of

contralateral.

Iris (Eye) Circular disc above the lens that can contract to different levels to vary the

size of its central opening, the pupil.

Lateral (Anatomy) Refers to what is to the sides, away from the center of the body.

Opposite of medial.

Lateral geniculate nucleus (Brain) Nucleus in the thalamus that is specialized to

distribution of visual/retinal information coming from the optic chiasm to the

primary visual cortex.

Lens (Eye) Crystalline lens of variable optical power that is located right behind the

iris, forming a common optical axis with the cornea.

Lens fibers (Eye) Thin, long, transparent cells that form the bulk of the lens.

M scaling Refers to modifications of a stimulus presentation (e.g. spatial magnifi-

cation, contrast improvement or increase of retinal illuminance) to compensate

for decreasing visual acuity towards visual periphery, i.e. to achieve equal visual

perceptibility across the full visual field.

Macula lutea (Eye) Area within the retina near the optic disc with high density of

photoreceptor cells, yielding high detail perception. Placed on the optical axis of

the eye (cornea and lens). Diameter of ∼5.5 mm.

Medial (Anatomy) Refers to what is towards the center of the body. Opposite of

lateral.

Midbrain (Brain) Part of the brainstem that is i.a. associated with vision hearing

and motor control.
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Mixed reality Combination of VR and augmented reality (AR) such that both real

and virtual objects are part of an experience, but they can not be distinguished

from each other, i.e. virtual objects are not simply overlaid at fixed position in

space, but instead they may be hidden by real-world objects that are closer.

Monocular Using one eye. Opposite of binocular.

Monocular visual field The visual field that is achieved by one eye (horizontal: ∼60°
nasal and ∼107° temporal; vertical: ∼70° up and ∼80° down).

Motion capture / Motion tracking Process of recording movements of real ob-

jects, most typically moving parts of the human body, within a confined space

(often referred to as tracking area).

Müller cells / Müller glia (Eye) Act as support structure for other cells and play

an important role in transmission of light through the retina due to their unique

funnel shape, orientation within the retina and physical properties.

Nasal (Anatomy) Refers to what is towards the center of the head (towards the nose).

Used in the context of the eyes. Similar to medial. Opposite of temporal.

Neurons / Nerve cells (Brain) Electically excitable cells in the brain.

Neurotransmitters (Eye/Brain) Chemicals that enable neurons to transmit signals

to other (connected) neurons.

Nucleus (Brain) Cluster of neurons in the brain.

Occipital lobe (Brain) One of the four major areas (lobes) within the cerebral cortex

of the brain. Dedicated to visual processing.

Occultation describes when a near object blocks the line of sight to a far object,

which is used by the HVS to decide which of the two is closer.

Ocular dominance (Eye) Refers to a tendency to prefer visual input from one eye

over the other.

Omnidirectional 360° around and ±90° above/below, i.e. in all directions around a

viewer.

Optic chiasm (Brain) The area in the brain where the two optic nerves cross, with

some of the fibers actually cross and the others continuing on the same (ipsilateral)

side of the brain.
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Optic disc (Eye) Area within the retina where it turns into the optic nerve. Does not

contain any photoreceptor cells.

Optic nerve (Eye/Brain) Initial part of the nerve that transmits visual information

received on the retina into the brain. In average composed of more than 1 million

nerve fibers (axons from retinal ganglion cells).

Optic radiation (Brain) Part of the optic nerve after it has passed the optic chiasm

and continues to different areas of the brain.

Optic tract (Brain) Part of the optic nerve after it has passed the optic chiasm and

continues to different areas of the brain, primarily the lateral geniculate nucleus

(LGN).

Optical power Strength with which an optical system, e.g. lens or mirror, converges

(positive values) or diverges (negative values) light. Values are given in diopter.

Parallax Difference in perceived position of an object, when being viewed along dif-

ferent lines of sight.

Peripheral (Eye) Refers to regions of the retina with low visual quality, i.e. outside

the macula lutea having large eccentricities. Opposite of foveal.

Photopic vision (Eye) Vision under bright (daylight) conditions using cones.

Photopsins / Cone opsins (Eye) Photosensitive proteins within the different cone

cells.

Photoreceptor cells (Eye) Photosensitive cells within the retina that turn photons

into elecrical signals (phototransduction). Different types of these cells (cones

and rods) respond differently depending on the wavelength of incident light.

Photosensitive (Eye) Description of objects or materials that are able to react upon

receiving (visible) light.

Photosensitive retinal ganglion cell (Eye) photoreceptor cells in the retina ded-

icated to i.a. regulation of pupil size and the 24 h light/dark cycle (circadian

rhythm) (peak sensitivity ∼ 480 nm).

Phototransduction (Eye) Process of converting visible light into electrical signals,

in the cones, rods and pRGCs.
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Pitch Rotation around the transversal axis (turn upwards/downwards).

Posterior (Anatomy) Refers to what is in the back. Opposite of anterior.

Presence Subjective perception of authenticity and plausibility of a virtual world, in

terms of features or interactiveness, i.e. whether a story is compelling.

Primary visual cortex See visual area 1.

Pupil (Eye) Circular aperture of variable size within the iris that controls how much

light reaches the lens.

Receptive field (Brain) Refers generally to a portion of a sensory field for which a

certain entity generates responses, in case of stimulation within this area. In the

context of vision, receptive fields often refer to the portion of the visual field, or

the corresponding range of photoreceptor cells in the retina, to whichs signals

a neuron in the visual cortex responds. This varies strongly depending on the

related retinal area (foveal or peripheral).

Refractive index Ratio of the speed of light in vacuum as compared to its speed

within a certain medium. Specifies how much a given light path is changed when

transitioning between different materials.

Retina (Eye) Photosensitive membrane inside the eyeball, that turns incoming light

into electrical signals. Consists of a spatially varying distribution of photoreceptor

cells (cones and rods).

Retinotopy / Retinal mapping (Brain) Refers to the property of the optic radia-

tion to distribute optic nerve fibers such that adjacent points in the visual field

are mapped to adjacent regions in the primary visual cortex.

Rhodopsin (Eye) Photosensitive protein within rod cells.

Rigid body in the context ofmotion tracking, this refers to a 3D object that can be

moved (translated and rotated) but not deformed.

Rod cells (Eye) photoreceptor cells in the retina dedicated to night vision. They are

able to process less intense light than cones but do not support color vision (peak

sensitivity ∼498 nm).

Roll Rotation around the forward axis (leaning left/right while maintaining the for-

ward direction).
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Saccade (Eye) Fast rotaion of the eye to adjust its orientation towards a new point of

fixation.

Saliency / Salience describes how much an object stands out from its surrounding.

Mostly referred to in context of visual information, but applies also for other

sensory systems, e.g. audio. Mostly based on local contrast for visual systems.

Sclera (Eye) White firm membrane at the outside of the eyeball (“the white in the

eye”) to protect deeper layers of the eye..

Scotopic vision (Eye) Vision under dark (nighttime) conditions using rods.

Shutter glasses Glasses that use liquid crystal layers to block light from passing

towards one and the other eye alternately.

Simultaneous localisation and mapping Algorithms for continuously construct-

ing and updating a map of an unknown environment and determining the own

position within it at the same time.

Stereopsis Perception of depth via binocular disparity, based on slightly different

images being projected onto the retina as a result of the different perspectives of

the eyes.

Stereoscopic Refers to a technique for binocular vision to create depth perception

through stereopsis, mostly by presenting two offset images tot the eyes.

Superior colliculus (Brain) Area that is responsible for coordinated eye movements

(e.g. saccades) based on perceived visual information. Located at the posterior

side of the midbrain within the brainstem.

Suprachiasmatic nucleus (Brain) Area at the anterior (frontal) side of the hypotha-

lamus, above the optic chiasm. Serves as primary pacemaker for the biological

clock of the 24 h circadian rhythm. Receives input from photosensitive retinal

ganglion cells (pRGCs).

Temporal (Anatomy) Refers to what is to the sides, away from the center of the

head (towards the temple). Used in the context of the eyes. Similar to lateral.

Opposite of nasal.

Thalamus (Brain) Part of the brain between the cerebral cortex and the midbrain

that is connected in all directions to the cerebral cortex, serving as a hub-like

relay for sensory information and motor signals.
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Troland (Unit) Retinal illuminance measured (in cd/2) scaled by the pupil size in

mm2.

Ventral (Anatomy) Refers to what is toward or on the belly (anterior) surface of a

body. Opposite of dorsal.

Vergence (Eye) Simultaneous motion (rotation) of both eyes in opposite directions to

fixate on an object of interest (OOI).

Vernier acuity (Eye) Example of hyperacuity (a subtype of visual acuity) that pro-

vides a measure for the ability to detect a misalignment on almost colinear line

segments.

Virtual reality Fully digital (simulated) but real-looking experiences, that can be

representations of real places or completely imaginary. Presentations typically

address multiple sensory modalities (e.g. visual, auditory or haptic), and may or

may not allow interaction via controllers or motion capture.

Visible light Range within the full light spectrum, that the HVS is able to detect.

Corresponding wavelengths range roughly between 400–700 nm.

Visual acuity (Eye) Measure for the ability to perceive visual details. Primarily

limited by the optics of the eye and the distribution of photoreceptor cells on the

retina.

Visual angle / Angular size Refers to the angle a viewed object or area subtends

in the eye. Typically given in degree, arc minute or arc second.

Visual area 1 / Primary visual cortex / Striate cortex (Brain) First functional

area within the visual cortex of the brain, receives visual information input from

its (ipsilateral) LGN. Is supposedly responsible for low-level processing of visual

information (i.a. orientation, color and spatial frequencies within small local

regions).

Visual area 2 / Secondary visual cortex / Prestriate cortex (Brain) Second

area within the visual cortex and the first associative area as part of the ven-

tral stream. Receives input from and supports V1 in the low-level processing.

Assumed to be highly involved in long-term object recognition memory.

Visual area 3 / Third visual cortex (Brain) Third area within the visual cortex

and part of the dorsal stream that belongs to the associative area. Receives
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input from V1 and V2. Assumed to be involved in global motion and internal

representation of the visual field.

Visual area 4 (Brain) Associative area within the ventral stream of the visual cortex.

Receives input from V1 and V2. Is the first area that is highly involved in modu-

lating attention. Supposedly processing orientation, color and spatial frequencies

(as known from V1 and V2) but for medium-complexity objects.

Visual area 5 / Middle temporal visual area (MT) (Brain) Associative area

within the dorsal stream of the visual cortex. Receives input from V1, V2 and

V3, the LGN and the superior colliculus. Supposedly involved in perception of

motion and guidance of eye movements.

Visual area 6 / Dorsomedial area (DM) (Brain) Associative area within the dor-

sal stream of the visual cortex. Associated with perception of motion, in particular

self motion.

Visual cortex (Brain) Area within the posterior (rear) part of the cerebral cortex

(mostly within the occipital lobe). Divided into further smaller brain areas dedi-

cated to the specific visual tasks.

Visual field The visual angle of the surrounding, that one can see with both eyes

(binocular vision). Typically defined as angular extend in 2 dimensions (horizon-

tal and vertical) from the viewing direction straight ahead (∼220° horizontal and

∼140–160° vertical).

Visual hemifield Left or right half of the (human) binocular visual field.

Yaw Rotation around the vertical axis (turn to the left/right).
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AR augmented reality.

CAVE cave automatic virtual environment.

cd candela.

CFF critical flicker frequency.

CNN convolutional neural network.

cpd cycle per degree.

cps cycles per second.

CSF contrast sensitivity function.

DoF degree of freedom.

dome dome projection system.

FOV field of view.

fps frames per second.

GPU graphics processing unit.

HDR high-dynamic-range.

HMD head-mounted display.

HVS human visual system.

IMU inertial measurement unit.

IPD interpupillary distance.

IR marker infrared light-reflective marker.
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LAN local area network.

LCD liquid-crystal display.

LGN lateral geniculate nucleus.

LogMAR logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution.

MR mixed reality.

mya million years ago.

OAG overt attention guidance.

OLED organic light-emitting diode.

OOI object of interest.

ppd pixels per degree.

ppi pixels per inch.

pRGC photosensitive retinal ganglion cell.

ROI region of interest.

SAG subtle attention guidance.

SGD subtle gaze direction.

SIBM stereo inverse brightness modulation.

SLAM simultaneous localisation and mapping.

SMI SensoMotoric instruments.

SSQ simulator sickness questionnaire.

Td troland.

TRT time to reach the target.

TSSSQ total severity.

V1–6 visual areas 1–6.

VR virtual reality.
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